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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report contains the Landscape Character Assessment of Bedford Borough. The study
was commissioned by a partnership of Bedfordshire County and Bedford Borough Council
in 2006-2007. The study was steered by advisory group representing officers from the
district and the county council. The Bedford Borough assessment is one of a suite of
landscape character assessments covering all the three local planning authorities in
Bedfordshire and nesting within an overarching county assessment. The study considers the
rural landscapes within the district.
The document is supported by a GIS data set.

What Is LCA?
Landscape Character Assessment is an accepted and recognised method for understanding
what the landscape is like today, how it came to be like that, and how it may change in the
future. Landscape character assessment describes and classifies the recognisable and
consistent pattern of elements that makes one landscape different from another rather than
better or worse. Character is what makes each part of the landscape distinct and gives each
area its particular sense of place.
The landscape character approach considers that all landscapes are valuable and seeks to
protect their essential character. The purpose of landscape character assessment is to help
ensure that change and development does not undermine what ever is characteristic or
valued about a particular place, and ensure that ways of improving the character of a place
can be considered.
The landscape character assessment of Bedford Borough provides a comprehensive
landscape evidence base to help underpin planning and management decisions in the
borough.

What does this LCA contain?
This document presents a district-wide LCA at 1:25,000 scale; it provides a seamless
assessment with Mid Bedfordshire District to the south. It fits within an overarching
assessment of the whole of the County undertaken at a scale of 1:50,000 (2004) and aims to
provide a consistent landscape framework with neighbouring Counties and Districts.
The assessment has been undertaken in accordance with best practice guidance1. The
findings have been subject to consultation with a wide stakeholder audience, including
communities of interest and communities of place and included a local consultation
workshop.
The assessment presents a characterisation of the whole district (see Figure 14). This
describes 6 landscape types – each with a relatively homogeneous character with similar
physical and cultural attributes. The landscape types are subdivided into component
landscape character areas. These are discrete geographic areas that possess the common
characteristics described in the landscape type. There are 14 character areas in Bedford

1

Scottish Natural Heritage/The Countryside Agency, 2002, Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for
England and Scotland. CAX 84/F and subsequent Topic Papers.
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Borough each with a distinct and recognisable local identity. The character areas form the
fundamental unit for this assessment and the basis for a detailed description and evaluation.
Each character sets out the following information:
x

Description – outlines key characteristics and describes character under the headings
of landscape character, historic landscape, biodiversity and settlement and form.

x

Evaluation – summarises past and present change and assesses landscape and visual
sensitivities. The evaluation concludes with an overall landscape strategy followed by
detailed guidelines for landscape management and in relation to new development.

Who is this document aimed at?
The document is aimed at a wide audience. It provides a technical document and evidence
base that can be used to underpin landscape policies in the preparation of the Local
Development Framework. It provides key information that can be used by both developers
and development control officers in helping to make decisions on the appropriate location,
scale and design of new development. It is also available to the public with a general interest
in their local landscape and provides a framework for more detailed studies of landscape
character for example through parish plans or village design statements. The assessment
also has wider applications for example in influencing land management decisions such as
agri-environment schemes.

How should the Bedford Borough LCA be used?
The Bedford Borough LCA has been undertaken at 1:25,000 scale and therefore provides
character-based information for use at this scale. It aims to provide a strong and robust
evidence base to help ensure future change and development conserve and enhance rather
than erode landscape character. There are a number of considerations governing its use:
x

it is a strategic study rather than a detailed field by field survey and any detailed
decisions will therefore also need to consider specific local circumstances;

x

the assessment concentrates on the rural landscapes of Bedford Borough and excludes
detailed townscape considerations within the main developed areas;

x character area boundaries usually represent a ‘zone of transition’ and in considering any
change within any one character area it is often useful to consider affects on adjacent
areas;

x the landscape character assessment takes an integrated approach, however landscape is
only one resource to be considered alongside other cultural and environmental factors.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
THE BEDFORD BOROUGH LANDSCAPE CONTEXT

1.1.

Bedford Borough stretches across the north of Bedfordshire with Mid Bedfordshire
District to the south. Bedford Borough has an area of 475 km2 and a population of
147,911 (at the 2001 census). It is bordered to the west by Milton Keynes and
Northamptonshire and to the east by Huntingdonshire District. The location and
context of the study area are shown on Figure 1. Bedford is the main settlement
within the borough, other smaller settlements taking the form of villages and
hamlets.

1.2.

The Borough is dominated by elevated clay plateau to the north of Bedford forming a
very rural landscape. To the west is a distinctive limestone landscape created by the
erosive force of the River Great Ouse, which meanders from the north west, flowing
eastwards through the landscape from Bedford. Figure 2 shows the Landscape
designations and initiatives, included in the existing Local Plan, within Bedford
Borough. The Forest of Marston Vale covers a large area on area of former brick
working to the south of the borough.

1.3.

The broad landscape pattern within Bedford Borough is mapped and described at the
national level by the Countryside Agency’s Character of England map that identifies
two Character Areas within Bedford Borough. These are illustrated in Figure 3.
The main part of the Borough is covered by Area 88 Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire
Claylands. The far north of the borough is classified lying within Area 91 YardleyWhittlewood Ridge. The National Landscape Typology also reflects the variation in
landscape character; this is illustrated in Figure 4.

THE PLANNING POLICY CONTEXT
1.4.

The following section provides a note on the planning policy background and how
the LCA fits within this context.

National, Regional and Local Policy
National Planning Policy Guidance: PPS7: Sustainable Development in Rural
Areas
1.5.

PPS7 draws attention to the Government’s objectives for rural areas. Amongst
these are promoting ‘good quality, sustainable development that respects and, where
possible, enhances local distinctiveness and the intrinsic qualities of the countryside;
and continued protection of the open countryside for the benefit of all, with the
highest level of protection for our most valued landscapes and environmental
resources.’
‘The Government’s overall aim is to protect the countryside for the sake of its intrinsic
character and beauty, the diversity of its landscapes…’
‘All development in rural areas should be well designed and inclusive, in keeping and scale
with its location, and sensitive to the character of the countryside and local distinctiveness.’
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‘Planning authorities should continue to ensure that the quality and character of the wider
countryside is protected and, where possible, enhanced.’
The landscape character assessment of Bedford Borough aims to describe and assess
the character of the local landscape.
Regional and Sub Regional Planning Policy
1.6.

Landscape character assessment is also promoted and supported in regional and sub
regional planning policy. The emerging East of England Plan sets out the Regional
Spatial Strategy (RSS) to guide planning and development in the East of England.

1.7.

Under the heading of Environmental Resources, the RSS sets out Principles for the
management of the East of England’s, natural, built and historic environment. This
includes a principle to:
“protect, for their own sake, all important aspects of the countryside, including
individual features, special sites and the wider landscape”.

1.8.

This principle is expanded on in Policy ENV2, which specifically addresses landscape
character:
‘The diversity and local distinctiveness of landscape character throughout the East of
England should be protected and enhanced. Planning authorities and other agencies in their
plans, policies and programmes will conserve and enhance landscape character by:
x

developing area-wide strategies based on character assessments, to set long-term goals
for landscape change, particularly in the regional growth areas…. And by targeting
planning and land management tools and resources to influence change

x

developing criteria-based policies, informed by landscape character assessments to
ensure that all development, wherever possible respects and enhances local landscape
character

x

securing appropriate mitigation measures where avoidance of damage to local
landscape character is unavoidable’.

1.9.

The preparation of a detailed landscape character assessment for Bedford Borough
specifically responds to the requirements of this policy.

1.10.

The Milton Keynes and South Midlands Sub Regional Strategy covers part of the
Borough and identifies the need to maintain and improve the quality of the
environment and to ensure that development issues relating to the impact on
landscape character are addressed.
Local Policy

1.11.

The Bedford Borough Local Plan was adopted in October 2002. It sets out the
council’s policies for the protection and enhancement of the landscape. Notably, the
current local plan identifies an ‘area of great landscape value’ (AGLV) in the northwest of the borough where matters of landscape concern will normally take
precedence. The plan also identifies the landscape initiatives aimed at improving
landscape quality including the Forest of Marston Vale, Bedford Linear Park and
Bedford River Valley Park.
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1.12.

Under the new planning system introduced by the Planning and Compulsory
Purchase Act 2004, existing local plan policies will be ‘saved’ until they are replaced
by new policies in new style ‘Development Frameworks’. The Bedford Development
Framework (BDF) will be made up of a number of separate documents that are
identified and explained in the Local Development Scheme – a plan that among other
things sets out the timetable for the production of various parts of the new
framework. The Bedford Borough Landscape Character Assessment will be a
Technical Document used to inform and support landscape policies and issues across
the range of documents that make up the BDF. It will also assist the consideration of
landscape character and quality in the determination of planning applications.

THE BEDFORD BOROUGH LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
ASSESSMENT
1.13.

This Landscape Character Assessment of Bedford Borough was commissioned by
Bedfordshire County Council and Bedford Borough Council and builds on the
Bedfordshire County Landscape Character Assessment (LUC 2003 [Draft]). The
country-wide landscape classification is illustrated in Figure 5.

1.14.

This borough wide study (one of three at the 1:25,000 scale covering the whole of
Bedfordshire) provides an opportunity to explore the landscape issues faced by
Bedford Borough through a process of identifying, describing and evaluating the
character and condition of the landscape, and providing management guidance. The
results from the study will present the opportunity to direct policy and assist in the
decision making process; helping the Borough to determine the future of its
landscape allowing its prosperity to continue, whilst ensuring the conservation of key
elements of local character.

1.15.

Bedford Borough is subject to pressure for growth particularly the areas immediately
around Bedford itself. As noted above, part of the borough is designated as being
within the Milton Keynes & South Midlands Growth Area, established in the
Government's Sustainable Communities Plan of 2003. The sub-regional strategy for
the growth area recognises the potential of the growth area (Bedford, Kempston and
the northern Marston Vale) to accommodate a significant volume of development.
Associated with this would be the development of new trunk road links. Wootton,
Stewartby and the Wixams are identified as growth area key service centres and, in
the rural area, development is focused on key services centres which are identified
as Bromham, Clapham, Great Barford, Harrold, Sharnbrook and Wilstead.

1.16.

Initiatives influencing positive change within the Borough landscape are the Ivel and
Ouse Countryside Project and the Forest of Marston Vale (FMV). These
organisations and other partners have formed a Green Infrastructure Consortium
(GIC) of which Bedford Borough Council (BBC) is a member. The GIC has
commissioned a technical report looking at Green Infrastructure which will identify
existing green assets whilst locating opportunities to create a wider network. The
network will identify the best areas for biodiversity and landscape and enable
priorities to be set regarding future expansion and enhancement of the network.
The Forest of Marston Vale is one of only 12 Community Forests in England,
each designated by Government as national priority areas for the environmentallyled regeneration of degraded and industrially scarred landscapes. The core objective
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for all Community Forests is to radically transform these degraded landscapes using
trees and woodlands to create a new landscape with 30% tree cover by 2030. This
being the catalyst for wider social and economic regeneration of these areas.

1.17.

This assessment provides technical information on landscape character which can be
utilised for a range of planning purposes such as guiding policy and decision making.
It is intended to have practical application for land-use, for example, to inform the
Local Development Framework and subsequent development control decisions and
to support the production of local studies such as Village Design Statements and
Parish Plans. Although the LCA takes an integrated approach, landscape is itself only
one resource to be considered alongside other cultural or environmental factors.

1.18.

The following chapter outlines the methodology for the Landscape Character
Assessment of Bedford Borough.
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2.

METHODOLOGY
INTRODUCTION

2.1.

The approach to this study followed best practice as promoted by the Countryside
Agency in the Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland
(2002) and the methodology was developed in close cooperation with the client
steering group. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) was used throughout the
study as the tool for collating, manipulating and presenting data.

STAGE 1 - CHARACTERISATION
Desk Study/Review
2.2.

The initial desk study reviewed the existing landscape character assessments that
cover the borough. The national framework provided by the Character of England
Map (Joint Character Areas) and the National Landscape Typology (Landscape
Character Types) set the overall context for the study while the Bedford County
Landscape Character Assessment (LUC, draft 2004) set the local context for the
study and the broad framework of landscape types. This hierarchy of assessment is
shown in the table below.

Table 2.1: Classification Hierarchy
Scale:

2.3.

1:250,000
National

Character Area:

90 Bedfordshire Greensand Ridge

1:50,000
County

Landscape Type:

6 Wooded Greensand Ridge

1:25,000
Borough

Character Area:

6B Mid Greensand Ridge

Landscape character assessments in neighbouring counties and districts were also
reviewed. The following table shows the adjoining local planning authority areas and the
status of their landscape character assessments.
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Table 2.2: Local Character Context (as at January 2007)
Districts/Boroughs sharing a boundary with
Bedfordshire

Hertfordshire

Cambridgeshire

Buckinghamshire

County

Counties sharing a boundary with Bedfordshire

LCA

Scale

Date District/Borough LCA

1:50,000

2001

Scale

Date

Landscape Plan for
Buckinghamshire (Part 1)
Aylesbury Vale
District

n/k

Yes

Huntingdonshire
District Landscape
Yes
1993 and Townscape
Assessment

Cambridgeshire
Landscape Guidelines

Hertfordshire Character
1:10,000
Assessment

1:25,000

2004

South
Cambridgeshire

No

Landscape
Character
Assessment for
Dacorum (SPG)

Yes

1:25,000

2004

North
Hertfordshire &
Stevenage
Landscape
Character
Assessment

Yes

1:25,000

2004

Milton Keynes

Milton
Keynes
Landscape
Character
Study

1:25,000

1999
being
updated

2001

Northamptonshire

East
No
Northamptonshire
Northamptonshire
Landscape Character
Assessment

2005
draft Wellingborough
District

No

South
No
Northamptonshire
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2.4.

The desk study also reviewed the physical and human influences that have shaped the
landscape of the borough. Physical influences (natural factors) include geology, soils,
landform, drainage, and land cover, and these have a strong influence on patterns of
human occupation and activity. Research also covered cultural/social factors such as
patterns of settlement and land use, enclosure, and socio-economic and cultural
traditions and influences from pre-historic times to the present day and looked at
current change in the landscape. LUC worked closely with Bedfordshire County
Council archaeologists and used information contained in the Historic landscape
Character Assessment of Bedfordshire to understand human influences.

Draft Characterisation
2.5.

The draft borough-wide landscape classification assimilated and updated the existing
landscape assessment covering the borough (LUC draft) to refine boundaries within
Bedford Borough at 1:25,000.

2.6.

Overlays of information were produced using GIS mapping of geology, soils, landform,
drainage, landcover, environmental designations, land use and historic landscape
types/areas and analysis of this range of data layers covering both natural and cultural
attributes of the landscape allowed us to develop a draft characterisation at the borough
scale for field testing.

2.7.

The approach followed best practice as promoted by the Countryside Agency in the
Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland (2002) in maintaining a
distinction between landscape types and character areas, and developing a hierarchical
approach as follows:

2.8.

x

Landscape Types - which are generic and share common combinations of geology,
topography, vegetation and human influences, e.g. ‘Clay Farmland’ or ‘Greensand
Valley’;

x

Character Areas - which are single and unique, discrete geographical areas of the
landscape type, e.g. ‘Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland’ or ‘Flit Greensand Valley’.

For the purposes of the borough wide assessment emphasis was placed upon the
definition and subdivision of the landscape at a scale of 1:25 000 and at the Landscape
Character Area scale i.e. the identification of particular geographical areas of distinctive
landscape.

Field Survey
2.9.

The field survey was used to check draft classifications (as initially defined by the desk
study), to identify additional character area subdivisions and define precise boundaries.
The survey was rigorous and systematic using written observations, map annotations,
and photographs. Standard survey checklists adapted to the needs of the study were
used to ensure that landscape features and characteristics were recorded in a consistent
and objective way. A copy of a field survey sheet for this assessment is included in
Appendix 3. Photographs were used to record character, attributes and distinguishing
features.

2.10.

The field survey assessed and recorded each area in terms of its key characteristics and
features as well as perceptual characteristics. It also assessed the current state of the
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elements and features of the landscape and evidence of forces for change which, when
considered together, allowed guidelines for conservation, management and
enhancement to be established.
2.11.

The field survey provided:
x

a brief description of landscape character;

x

a checklist of landscape elements and characteristics (e.g. landform, land use,
landcover);

x

a checklist of settlement elements and characteristics (e.g. settlement form,
landmarks, vernacular style and local materials);

x

a checklist of aesthetic and perceptual factors (e.g. pattern, scale, texture, colour,
unity, remoteness, tranquillity); and

x

observations on strength of character, condition, sensitivity and management needs
of landscape.

Classification and Description
2.12.

Having reviewed the desk research findings, field maps and field record sheets the
various classifications were finalised and the descriptions compiled in accordance with
the guidelines in the Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for England and
Scotland (2002).

2.13.

A note on boundary lines: The precision of boundaries drawn around landscape
character areas and types varies with the scale and level of detail of an assessment. The
Bedford Borough assessment has been mapped at the scale of 1:25,000, which means
that it is suitable for use at this scale.

2.14.

In reality landscape character rarely changes abruptly and the boundaries indicated in the
assessment therefore sometimes represent zones of transition in character relating to
changes in topography, geology soils, cultural patterns, land use etc. rather than marked
changes on the ground. In practice boundaries of this nature have been drawn to follow
physical or mappable features such as roads, lanes or field boundaries which provide
‘best fit’, for example the boundary between 4B: Lower Ivel Clay Valley and 4C: Upper Ivel
Clay Valley which largely follows field boundaries.

STAGE 2 – EVALUATION
Approach to Judgements
2.15.

The approach to making judgements was determined by the need to meet the objectives
of the assessment:
x

to inform planning policy for Bedford Borough;

x

to provide a context for individual planning applications; and

x

to provide land management guidance.
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2.16.

The approach has been informed by current best practice and in particular the new
approaches being developed for identifying landscape sensitivity and capacity being
promoted through the Countryside Agency’s Topic Paper 62.

2.17.

Information on the current state of the elements and features of the landscape and of
forces for change was collated and noted as past change and current and future
change. This identified the main factors that are affecting the landscape or are likely to
do so in future in order to determine appropriate guidelines for managing change to
help ensure that local character is conserved and enhanced. Information from the desk
study, fieldwork and from consultation was used to determine the forces for change.

2.18.

The key sensitivities for each landscape area were determined, these are key positive
landscape attributes that contribute to character and are considered to be vulnerable to
change. Sensitivity was considered in terms of landscape character and of visual
sensitivity. A professional judgement used to define the key landscape and visual
sensitivities and develop an overall summary of the level of sensitivity for each character
area on a three point scale of High, Moderate and Low. The following table provides a
definition of the sensitivity judgements.
Table 2.3: Definitions of Sensitivity
High Sensitivity: Key features/characteristics are currently or likely to be
affected by future change. Change would be likely to have an adverse impact on
landscape character. A highly valued landscape or containing highly valued
components. A landscape in good condition/of high quality, with characteristics
or elements that make a strong positive contribution to landscape character.
Containing landscape characteristics/elements that would be irreplaceable or
difficult to replace.
Moderate Sensitivity: Some key features/characteristics that make up the
landscape are likely to be affected by future change. A moderately valued
landscape or containing moderately valued or some valued elements. A landscape
in moderate/good condition whose characteristics or elements make some
positive contribution to wider landscape character. Containing landscape
characteristics/elements that are likely to be replaceable to some extent. In
considering any change, design and mitigation guidance should be followed.
Low Sensitivity: Key features/characteristics that make up the landscape are
unlikely to be affected by introduction of new development /change - landscape
character is unlikely to change in an adverse direction. A landscape of limited/low
value. A landscape in poor or declining condition whose characteristics or
elements do not contribute positively to wider landscape character. Containing
landscape characteristics/elements that are likely to be easily replaceable.
Opportunities for enhancement or creation of new character should be
considered in relation to any future change.

2.19.

A landscape strategy was also prepared for each character area. These are based on
consideration of the character and of condition of the landscape and the forces for
change. Strength of character is determined by judging how distinct and recognisable

2

Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage (2004) Landscape Character Assessment Guidance for
England and Scotland - Topic Paper 6: Techniques for Judging Capacity and Sensitivity.
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the pattern of elements is that defines the character of the landscape. This includes the
combination of physical and cultural attributes and the sense of place that they evoke.
Condition is determined by the intactness and condition of the elements of the
landscape. The strength of character, condition and landscape strategies for all the
character areas are summarised in Appendix 1.
2.20.

For each character area the overall strategy is presented and any particular management
needs for specific elements are identified. These are developed further in the guidelines.
The aim is not just to give a blunt prescription for the whole area, but also to identify
the specific features to which the strategy applies. They set out broad principles to
manage and direct landscape change for example in order to protect the highest quality
and most sensitive landscapes from adverse change and to encourage positive change in
weak or degraded landscapes. The strategy objectives are combinations of different
aims ranging from preserving the current landscape (conservation) in the areas of strong
character and good condition to encouraging positive change (creation) in the
landscapes of weak character and poor condition.

2.21.

For each character area a set of guidelines has been developed based upon the changes
identified. The guidelines indicate the actions required, with reference to the overall
landscape objective in order to ensure that distinctive character is maintained. To fulfil
the objectives of the study and aid ease of reference the guidelines have been divided
into those of landscape management and those specifically relating to
development.

STAGE 3 – CONSULTATION
2.22.

Stakeholder consultation is key to the success of landscape character assessment. The
approach in this study follows that proposed by the landscape assessment guidance to
engage both communities of place and communities of interest. Consultation for the
study took the form of an evening workshop which was held on 19th July 2006 in
Bromham Village Hall. Participants represented organisations based within the Borough
such as Parish Councils, CPRE, and local amenity societies as well as being residents.

2.23.

The consultation technique aimed to achieve active participation and to generate
information appropriate to inform the borough-wide landscape character assessment.
The overall aim was to allow people who live and work in the borough to understand
and contribute to the process of Landscape Character Assessment.

Objectives of the Workshop
2.24.

The objectives of the stakeholder consultation where to:
x explain the process and purpose of LCA and relevance to the borough;
x understand what people value as important/special about their borough and the
reasons why;
x validate the characterisation map and character area descriptions – boundaries,
names, and key characteristics;
x identify key issues and opportunities for the landscape.
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2.25.

Full accounts of the workshops and the results are given in Appendix 4. The input was
used to verify and inform the draft report, ensuring accuracy and adding local detail and
values.

2.26.

A further public consultation exercise was held between 1st April and 31st of May 2007.
The assessment was publicised in the press and through distribution of summary leaflets
in 7 local libraries, at the Borough and County Council offices, where full copies of the
document and response questionnaire were also available.

2.27.

The leaflet and a letter inviting comment, was sent to all Parish Councils, Tree Wardens
and P3 Groups, amenity and conservation organisations and to the participants of the
landscape workshop. Consultation letters were also sent to key planning consultants,
developers and mineral operators active in the District. The LCA was also promoted
to Schools. In addition, the LCA was available on both County Council and Borough
Council websites.
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Figure 2: Landscape Designations
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Figure 3: Countryside Character Areas
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3.

PHYSICAL INFLUENCES

3.1.

The physical components of the landscape have a tangible and fundamental influence
upon its character, being the most permanent and least changeable aspect of its
appearance. The underlying geology creates the ‘backbone’ of the landscape. The
actions of weathering, erosion and deposition alter the landform, consequently
influencing hydrological patterns and affecting the nature of soil conditions. This affects
how humans have used and continue to exploit the landscape for agriculture, settlement
and industry and, consequently, influences the nature of the vegetation and fauna that
the landscape can support.

SOLID GEOLOGY AND LANDFORM
See Figure 7: Solid Geology
3.2.

The low, gently undulating landscape of the majority of Bedford Borough is created by
the uniform underlying geology of Oxford Clay. To the west variation is created by the
limestone which creates the distinctive ‘Wolds’ landscape. An outline of the geology is
presented below.

3.3.

The Oxford Clays were deposited by a shallow, warm sea 160 million years ago during
the Jurassic era. In the southern part of the borough the Oxford Clay is at its deepest
and has been extensively quarried for the manufacture of bricks leaving a legacy of large
water bodies as at Kempston Hardwick. North of the River Great Ouse, the Oxford
Clay is overlain by extensive deposits of boulder clay, as thick as 30 metres in parts
creating distinctive flat plateau landscapes east and north east of Bedford such as around
Thurleigh Airfield and settlements such as Upper Dean and Melchbourne.

3.4.

The uniformity of the Oxford Clay landscape is broken only by the course of the River
Great Ouse; its meandering route cutting through the soft clay rock. The Great Ouse
has carved a wide, flat valley revealing the underlying harder limestones deposited at the
beginning of the Jurassic period. The limestones are Great Oolite Limestone, Inferior
Oolite and Cornbrash Limestone. The limestones revealed by the eroding force of the
River Great Ouse, form the basis of Wooded Wolds landscape type. The Great Oolite
Limestone is a distinctive building material, and is evident in buildings in villages, notably
Harrold and Oakley.

3.5.

The boundary between the Limestone (Great Oolite) and Clay (Oxford Clay) geological
formations is characterised by Cornbrash deposits. The Cornbrash was deposited
approximately 170 million years ago, and marks the water level of the River Great Ouse,
the rock being formed from wave eroded fossils deposited by waters of the River Great
Ouse. Unlike the Great Oolite Limestone, Cornbrash does not make a good building
stone, but does create fertile soils.

DRIFT DEPOSITS
3.6.

The consistent nature of the clay plateau landscape found to the north and south of the
River Great Ouse valley, is varied by the overlying boulder clay drift (Figure 8). The
thickest deposits of boulder clay are found to the most northerly point of Bedford
borough to the west of Sharnbrook, where the deposits are over 30m thick in places.
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Boulder clay is not generally found on the valley sides, having been eroded and
transported away by the River Great Ouse. The former extent and influence of the
Great Ouse can be seen in the resultant valley landform, and also in the alluvial drift
deposits. The alluvium deposits have a significant impact upon the landscape, creating
some of the most agricultural-rich land within the county. The soil is a Brown Earth
which supports a wide range of cereal crops and grasses. Pebbles eroded from the
Jurassic Oolite limestone strata dominate the River Great Ouse gravels.

HYDROLOGY
3.7.

The River Great Ouse is the main water body dominating the borough. The river
enters the borough in the west and follows a convoluted course - winding southwards
and eastwards before running through the town of Bedford (Figure 9). From Bedford,
the Ouse follows a route to the northeast and flows into Cambridgeshire.

3.8.

In addition, the clay plateau is cut by numerous small tributary streams that run south or
westwards to the Ouse. These watercourses are vital in creating local landscape
variation and diversity.

SOILS
3.9.

Soils which have developed over the geological base influence the natural or seminatural vegetation of an area as well as the nature and intensity of land use.

3.10. There are 4 soil types found within Bedford borough, each having a direct relationship
to the underlying landform and influencing land use. These are:
Argilic Brown Earths and Rendzinas/Calcareous Pelosols
3.11. This type of soil occurs over the Great Oolite and Cornbrash limestone within the
Upper Great Ouse Valley. Parent material includes Jurassic limestone, clay and
associated drift materials. These soils are deep and well drained and support a varied
agricultural land use consisting of pasture and arable cropping.
Argilic Brown Earths and Alluvial Gley Soils
3.12. These soil types have close relationships with the underlying glacial and river gravels of
the River Great Ouse and is associated with the best quality Grade 1 and Grade 2
agricultural land. Soils are deep or moderately deep well-drained loamy soils with a high
groundwater making them locally subject to winter flooding.
Argilic Brown Earths and Stagnogley Soils
3.13. Argilic brown earths are loamy or clayey soils with a reddish or reddish mottled, clayenriched subsoil that reflects pedogenic processes occurring before the last (Devensian)
glacial period.
Stagnogley Soils and Argilic Brown Earths
3.14.

This soil type occurs widely in lowland Britain. Within Bedford Borough, it is
predominantly related to the underlying solid geology of Oxford Clay. This soil type lies
predominantly to the south west of Bedford, underlying the town and covers a
substantial area to the west of Kempston. It has strong associations with arable land
use.
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Figure 7: Solid Geology
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Figure 8: Drift Geology
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Figure 9: Hydrology
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Figure 10: Natural Areas
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Figure 11 Statutory Nature Conservation Designations
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4.

HUMAN INFLUENCES

4.1.

The following chapter presents an outline of the historic environment of
Bedfordshire County. It provides a chronological sequence and indicates
how historic processes have informed the present day landscape. It contains
relevant information for each of the three districts in the county.

4.2.

Figure 12 shows the results of the Historic Landscape Characterisation of
Bedfordshire which has provided a vital layer of information for the
landscape characterisation. Figure 13 shows the Historic Designations within
Bedford Borough (Scheduled Ancient Monuments and Registered Historic
Parks and Gardens).

INTRODUCTION
4.3.

While the most dominant aspects of Bedfordshire’s modern landscape – the
transport corridors, the Marston Vale brickfields, areas of large arable fields – owe their
character to processes operating over the last century and a half, the underlying
framework of the landscape has been shaped by millennia of human activity. This
section summarises the history of Bedfordshire’s landscape and the main factors which
have influenced its development.

THE EARLY PREHISTORIC LANDSCAPE
4.4.

At the end of the last Ice Age (from about 8000 BC), the improving climate allowed
recolonisation by woodland species – initially juniper, birch, pine and hazel, followed by
oak, elm, lime and alder. The extensive woodland cover supported a small mobile
human population, preferring mostly riverside areas where a variety of resources from
the watercourse and adjacent woodland could be exploited. Settlement evidence is
elusive, but concentrations of Mesolithic finds in such areas as the Biddenham Loop
suggest that the hunter-gatherers regularly returned to favoured locations on a seasonal
basis.

4.5.

This level of human activity may have had a localised and temporary effect on the
landscape, but it was with the arrival of agriculture at the beginning of the Neolithic
period (c.4000 BC) that significant inroads began to be made on the county’s woodland
cover. The earliest areas to be farmed were the lighter soils on the chalk hills and river
valley gravels, probably at first involving short-term clearances which were cultivated
until the soil became impoverished. Woodland resources were still exploited (such as
deer and wild pig) alongside domesticated sheep and cattle. In time, the loss of
woodland on the Chiltern Hills and in the river valleys became permanent, as cultivation
and grazing prevented regeneration and resulted in a significantly more open landscape.

4.6.

Interaction with the landscape, even in early Neolithic times, involved more than the
practicalities of subsistence farming. Some of the open areas, notably at the confluence
of watercourses, developed a religious significance which was expressed by the
construction of ritual enclosures and the avoidance of the area by settlements. The
Ouse valley, east of Bedford, is one such area, with a large interrupted-ditch enclosure
nearby at Cardington which probably served as a central meeting-place.
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4.7.

In the later Neolithic, the practice of communal burial in long barrows gave way to the
use of individual monuments in the form of round barrows. Some of these (such as the
Five Knolls at Dunstable, or Galley Hill near Luton) survive as earthworks. Situated on
the brow of the chalk escarpments, they were intended to be highly visible features in an
open landscape. Many more have been recorded as ring ditch crop marks on the valley
gravels; these are particularly common in the vicinity of earlier ritual sites, showing the
persistence of traditions of sanctity.

4.8.

Excavations and field-walking (notably at Roxton and Biddenham) have provided
evidence that the late Neolithic/early Bronze Age landscape was systematically
structured, with clearly defined zones of activity. The burial monuments (ring ditches)
were located on seasonally flooded land near the river, while settlement areas lay on the
higher terrace. The intervening land was farmed; physical evidence for this is quite rare
as yet, though a middle Bronze Age field system has been recorded at Broom quarry
near Southill.

4.9.

Away from the river valleys and chalk hills, the heavier claylands of Bedfordshire
probably retained their woodland cover. This is not to say that this part of the Bronze
Age landscape was not exploited: systematic survey (e.g. on the Chilterns Clay-withFlints deposits and in the M1 corridor) has produced flint scatters on clay soils; and a
ring ditch has been recorded on the clay of the greensand ridge near Millbrook.
Coppicing is known to have been practised as far back as Neolithic times, and managed
woodland would have formed at least a part of the early prehistoric landscape.

THE LATER PREHISTORIC AND ROMAN LANDSCAPE
4.10.

During the later Bronze Age, there is evidence of increased population, further
woodland clearance and more intensive use of the land. For example, pollen analysis
from Flitwick Moor has shown a decrease in lime pollen, and an increase of grasses,
weeds and cereals from the second half of the second millennium BC. Population
pressures appear to have resulted in the need to identify territorial boundaries, and to
construct defensive earthworks. Dray’s Ditches, north of Luton, was first built in the
late Bronze Age as a palisade barrier to control movement along the prehistoric Icknield
Way. The earliest phase of Maiden Bower hillfort, Houghton Regis, may also date from
this period. Hillforts are also known at Sharpenhoe Clappers, Mowsbury Park (Bedford)
and Sandy.

4.11.

Throughout the Iron Age, settlement density increased and there was a marked
expansion of settlement on to the higher claylands away from the river valleys, which
must have involved considerable woodland clearance. Aerial photographic evidence for
the north Bedfordshire Boulder Clay plateau indicates that small enclosures were
located at regular intervals along the ridge-tops and spur ends, many of which may have
originated in the later prehistoric period. In other places (e.g. Salford), existing
farmsteads grew in size. By the time of the Roman invasion of AD 43, the area of
Bedfordshire was a landscape of farmsteads and small hamlets, enclosed fields, open
grazing and woodland, connected by a network of local tracks and long-distance
routeways.

4.12.

The most immediate impact of the Roman conquest came in the construction of two
major roads, carved across the landscape in the manner of modern motorways –
Watling Street and the Baldock-Sandy-Godmanchester road. These served as military
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supply routes to the first Roman frontier but also were important in local terms for
their role in securing Roman authority. Posting stations were established in two key
locations: on the site of modern Dunstable, where Watling Street intersects with the
Icknield Way; and at Sandy, where the River Ivel cuts through the greensand ridge, and
Iron Age coin finds suggest there was a pre-Roman settlement of some importance. On
both sites, small towns developed, serving as centralised markets for the surrounding
rural hinterland.
4.13.

The wider effect of the Roman occupation on the landscape was most obviously seen in
the development of villas. These were Romanised farmsteads, usually stone-built with
tiled roofs and often incorporating features such as hypocausts, bath houses and mosaic
pavements. In Bedfordshire the known villa sites are concentrated in two areas, the
Ouse valley, and the base of the Chilterns escarpment. Their distribution suggests that
they were at the centre of considerable estates: in the upper Ouse valley they occur
with about the same spacing as later medieval parishes. Smaller farmsteads continued to
exist (though possibly in smaller numbers than in the Iron Age), probably in a dependent
relationship with the villas. There were also linear settlements, and at Kempston a
regular planned village was laid out soon after the conquest.

4.14.

Woodland clearance appears to have continued, leading to increased run-off of rainfall
into the watercourses. This in turn led to a rise in the water table, and the formation of
wetland areas and peat deposits near to watercourses. Pollen and other evidence
demonstrates that the wetland areas of the county (such as Flitwick Moor) owe their
origin to this later Roman change in the landscape and environment.

4.15.

While Bedfordshire’s main economic base in this period was agricultural, some industrial
activity made use of surviving areas of woodland as a fuel resource. In the north-west of
the county, iron ores brought in from south Northamptonshire were smelted in small
bloomeries, using locally produced charcoal; and pottery production (for example, at
Harrold) took place in rural communities.

THE EARLY MEDIEVAL LANDSCAPE
4.16.

The period immediately following the end of the Roman administration in Britain in the
early 5th century was a time of considerable change. Without a supply of coinage, the
monetary economy collapsed and the complex market networks could no longer
function. Germanic invasions exacerbated the instability, and there seems to have been
a substantial drop in population. The rich evidence of the Roman period is replaced in
the archaeological record by the much sparser pottery and other artefacts of AngloSaxon type. What is not clear is whether this represents a change of ethnicity or
whether a surviving native population adopted the material culture of a small number of
immigrants.

4.17.

What is certain, though, is that the landscape was no longer fully exploited. Evidence of
early Anglo-Saxon occupation is largely confined to the Chilterns and the river valleys,
echoing the preference for better soils seen in the early prehistoric period and no doubt
taking advantage of the good farmland already under cultivation on the villa estates.
While this distribution may be partly due to the accidents of discovery, it does seem
that agricultural activity was severely curtailed on the claylands, and there was
considerable woodland regeneration.
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4.18.

Until about the 9th century, Anglo-Saxon settlement was characterised by farms or small
hamlets scattered throughout the landscape, each with its own agricultural land. These
existed within a framework of territories or estates, such as that of the ‘Gifle’ people of
the Ivel valley. This name is perpetuated in the parishes of Northill and Southill and the
former hamlet of Hill in Old Warden, the three parishes forming subdivisions of the
original estate.

4.19.

The smaller unit of the parish provided the framework for a new phase of major
landscape change, in about the 9th century. This involved the wholesale reorganisation
of settlements and agricultural land, into what has become known as the typical
‘Midland’ system of nucleated village surrounded by common arable fields divided into
strips. The mechanisms behind these remarkable changes are still under debate, but are
possibly partly connected with the adoption of the heavy mould-board plough, and the
need for individual farmers to work co-operatively in order to get together the oxteams needed to pull it.

4.20.

In contrast to counties to its north-west, this reorganisation was not adopted evenly
throughout Bedfordshire. It was widespread in the major river valleys, as can be seen
for example in the nucleated villages typical of the upper Ouse valley, but parishes on
the claylands show a much more variable character. In the north, Thurleigh and
Bolnhurst have a dispersed settlement pattern, while Eversholt, on the clay hills near
Woburn, is extremely fragmented and may have had a large number of small common
fields attached to individual hamlets or ‘ends’. The differences between parishes follows
no clear pattern dictated by topography, soils or other geographical determinants;
adjacent parishes with similar physical characteristics may have developed very different
settlement and field patterns.

THE MEDIEVAL LANDSCAPE
4.21.

By the end of the Anglo-Saxon period, the framework which underlies the modern
landscape of Bedfordshire was largely in place. From this point on, documentary
sources and the evidence preserved in later maps enable a much more detailed
understanding of how that landscape functioned, and how changes over time have
influenced the nature of the landscape today. These issues will be discussed under a
series of headings, describing the main components of the medieval landscape.

Settlement pattern
4.22.

As mentioned above, the pattern of settlement in Bedfordshire is a mixture of
nucleation and dispersal. The dates of origin of most of the villages, hamlets and ends is
unknown, mainly because their earliest remains are buried beneath modern buildings.
Some of the scattered settlements may be the remnants of the early Saxon landscape,
others owe their existence to later medieval reorganisation and expansion.

4.23.

Settlement location has been strongly influenced by geographical factors. In the river
valleys, nucleated settlements tend to lie along the valley side. On the northern clay
uplands, there is a preference for the small valleys, particularly where the north-flowing
tributaries of the Kym are associated with limestone exposures or gravel; this is in
marked contrast to the later prehistoric/Roman situation, where ridge-tops and spur
ends were favoured. In the heaviest clay areas (the Marston Vale and Gault Clay vale),
the slightest changes in soils and topography were exploited to best advantage: the
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Marston Vale villages form a loop on the slightly sloping land round the edge of the vale,
running from Kempston south-west to Lidlington, then east-north-east through
Houghton Conquest to Wilstead; most of the villages in the Gault Clay vale take
advantage of the Boulder Clay hills – Stanbridge, Eggington, Harlington and Pulloxhill for
example.
4.24.

Population growth in the 12th and 13th century resulted in the creation of new
settlements towards the margins of parishes, either as rows or blocks of dwellings laid
out over former open fields (Scald End in Thurleigh, Hobbs Green in Odell), or as
farmsteads set up in land newly cleared (assarted) from woodland (as in Cranfield).
Existing villages and towns could also be re-planned: Potton and Biggleswade both
appear to have shifted their location to a new market place; Girtford near Sandy was
reorganised into a compact block over open fields.

4.25.

Population decline in the mid-14th century, primarily due to the Black Death but also
associated with climatic deterioration and poor harvests, led to the shrinkage and
abandonment of some settlements, though Bedfordshire has few examples of complete
deserted villages of the classic ‘Midland’ pattern. Often it was the latest foundations
which disappeared: Hobbs Green is now a single farm, and Scald End a dispersed scatter
of farms and dwellings.

Fields and closes
4.26.

The distribution of nucleated and dispersed settlement was closely connected with the
pattern of landscape organisation, with nucleated villages usually being associated with
extensive open fields, and scattered ends being surrounded by areas of small closes in
individual ownership. Some parishes show a mixture of both patterns: in Cranfield, the
central village lay next to the open fields (later to become the site of Cranfield Airfield);
around the parish perimeter, several farms and small ends were set in groups of closes
carved out of woodland.

4.27.

At the height of the medieval population growth, the pressure to produce more food
led to expansion of arable land as far as local circumstances would permit. This could
be by expansion of the open fields, as for example in the strip parishes south-east of
Bedford, where arable land was pushed up the greensand scarp slope; or it might involve
the creation of discrete assart farms. Many of the ancient woodlands in the county bear
traces of this period of clearance, in the presence of ridge and furrow earthworks from
medieval ploughing.

4.28.

After the mid-14th century population decline, there was no longer need for such
intensive arable exploitation, nor indeed the labour force to maintain it. A long process
of piecemeal enclosure began, involving the consolidation of groups of strips into
separate closes. This conflicted with the exercise of common grazing rights, and so was
more easily accomplished where land-owners were fewer. In some cases (e.g. Hockliffe
and Clapham in the 17th century), agreement between a few powerful land-owners
eventually resulted in the enclosure of whole parishes. By the time of the enclosure
movement of the 18th and 19th century, only about 50% of the Bedfordshire landscape lay
in open fields or other common land.
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Meadow and pasture
4.29.

Livestock was an important part of the medieval agricultural economy, not only
providing meat, leather, horn and wool, but also draft for ploughs and wagons, and
manure to fertilise the arable land. Maintenance of livestock required both access to
grazing and the means to produce fodder for winter.

4.30.

Meadows were areas of land set aside for hay production, and only grazed after the hay
crop had been brought in. They were associated with watercourses (taking advantage of
the replenishment offered by regular flooding) and were usually administered as part of
the open field system. Meadow recorded in the Domesday Survey in 1086 lies mostly in
the Ouse, Ivel and Flit valleys. Pasture land could be grazed throughout the year, and
might be found in open commons, greens and roadside verges, or be managed as pasture
closes within enclosed land. Grazing was also available within the open field system, in
fallow years or after cropping.

4.31.

Where meadow land was unavailable or in short supply – away from the large
watercourses, or on the chalk hills – the need for fodder was met through the
maintenance of commons and greens. This had a distinctive effect on the landscape,
particularly on the Chiltern Hills, where settlements ringed the edges of extensive
commons (such as Kensworth Common). Further north, most settlements on the clay
hills were arranged round a green of greater or lesser extent (e.g. Stanbridge and
Eggington, and the ends of Cranfield, Kempston and Thurleigh).

4.32.

There are a few examples of large greens in river valley settlements, most notably in
Goldington and Beeston. The reason for this is unclear, as there was meadow land
nearby. It may have been a matter of ownership and access, the meadows within
Goldington parish presumably being endowed on the riverside priory at Newnham.

Heaths and warrens
4.33.

Where local geology (the greensand ridge across mid-Bedfordshire) gave rise to
extensive areas of heathland, this usually formed part of the parish common land or
‘waste’, with grazing and other rights such as the gathering of fuel. Many though became
particularly associated with manorial rights of warren, which dominated their character.

4.34.

The rabbit was introduced at the Norman conquest, and keeping of rabbits was a
manorial preserve, licensed by the king (‘the right of free warren’). They might be
managed in small enclosures with artificial mounds (as at Clapham, and associated with a
fishpond complex in Home Wood, Northill), but the heath areas offered a very suitable
environment and ground conditions for more extensive exploitation. This aspect of past
land-use is preserved in the names of Sandy Warren and Rowney Warren (Southill
parish); large areas of warren existed on the heath west of Ampthill, and at Priestley in
Flitwick.

Woods and trees
4.35.

At 1086, woodland in Bedfordshire was concentrated in three areas, the midBedfordshire greensand ridge (and the adjacent Cranfield plateau), the northern
claylands, and in the royal manor of Luton. Only very small quantities were listed for
east Bedfordshire and the river valleys. No distinction is made between coppiced
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woodland, and wood pasture (which was more open), but figures for other areas (e.g.
Lincolnshire) suggest that there were equal quantities of each.
4.36.

Later maps demonstrate that woodland tended to be preserved at the margins of
parishes, often where two parishes met on a clay ridge. With the exception of the
Luton area, the Domesday distribution is much the same as that of woodlands identified
today as ‘ancient’ (that is, presumed to have been wooded since c.1600), suggesting that
these woods have originated as far back as the post-Roman period of regeneration.
Tree cover may not have been continuous throughout however, as the evidence for
medieval ploughing within many ancient woods demonstrates.

4.37.

Some woods appear to have originated as medieval parks – that is, areas enclosed under
licence for the management of deer, which incorporated both trees and open areas for
the deer to graze. Deer parks at Kempston and Potton gave rise to woods of typical
oval deer park outline.

4.38.

Apart from the wooded areas, trees were a common feature of hedgerows and
settlements. In parishes without a sizeable woodland area, many of the needs for
firewood, poles and other ‘underwood’ would be met by the pollarding of hedgerow
trees.

Ponds
4.39.

Ponds were constructed where livestock did not have access to natural watercourses.
They were a common feature of greens, and of enclosed pasture. Within woodland,
ponds were maintained for the use both of draught and grazing animals.

Roads
4.40.

The two main routes of Roman origin – Watling Street and the Great North Road –
continued as major arteries in the medieval period, though the Roman line of the Great
North Road was abandoned between Sandy and Biggleswade because of waterlogging
brought on by rising water levels. Other through routes were strongly influenced by
the location of fords and bridging-points. There was no crossing-point on the Great
Ouse between Bedford and St Neots until Barford Bridge was built in the 15th century,
maintaining the importance of Bedford as a node in the road network.

4.41.

Major roads could have a significant effect on the settlement pattern of adjacent
parishes. Hockliffe, whose early centre lay to one side of Watling Street, shifted to
become a linear roadside village. On the upper Great Ouse, the construction of
Harrold Bridge by the 12th century (on what was then route between Bedford and
Northampton) drew settlement to its southern approach from Carlton and Chellington
on either side; the deserted village of Chellington is now represented by a single farm
and the isolated parish church, set within a complex of earthworks.

4.42.

Local communications were served by a network of narrow irregular lanes. In areas of
enclosed land, these were narrow and often became sunken through use. Where there
were open fields, the tracks followed baulks between the blocks of strips, with no
fencing or hedging.
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Monasteries and Estates
4.43.

An important influence on the medieval landscape (and one which was to have significant
impact subsequently) was the presence of large monastic or secular estates. Lands in
the wooded areas of the greensand ridge (probably considered marginal by their original
owners) were granted to a series of monastic houses – Warden Abbey, Beadlow Priory
(Clophill), Chicksands Priory. Ampthill was for a time the centre of a royal estate,
comprising Ampthill Castle and Park, Houghton Park, and a number of dependent
manors. There were also sizeable deer parks at Steppingley, Brogborough and
Beckeringspark.

THE POST-MEDIEVAL LANDSCAPE
4.44.

The post-medieval development of Bedfordshire’s landscape can be summarised under
four inter-connecting themes:

Land ownership
4.45.

The end of the medieval period, conventionally placed in the early 16th century, was not
marked by any immediate or substantial change in the Bedfordshire landscape. The
Dissolution of the Monasteries did however influence the landownership structure of
the county in a way which was to bear fruit in the following centuries. The
redistribution of the monastic land-holding (and of the royal interest in Ampthill and its
dependent parishes) played a part the development of several large estates, particularly
of the Russell family of Woburn (the Dukes of Bedford).

4.46.

Lands held within the open field system, even by the major landowners, were subject to
common rights, which imposed some limitations on the changes which could be made by
individual proprietors. On the other hand, sufficient land was held ‘in hand’ to allow the
development of sizeable landscaped parks in the 17th and 18th centuries, among which
those at Woburn, Wrest and Luton Hoo stand out.

4.47.

The big estates also influenced the character of rural housing, with the growing trend in
the 18th century towards the construction of estate cottages, sometimes (as at Old
Warden) as an integral part of the overall picturesque ideal. Wider changes in the
agricultural landscape came as a consequence of the Enclosure movement of the late 18th
and early 19th centuries.

Enclosure and the agricultural landscape
4.48.

At Enclosure, the areas of land which were subject to common rights (including open
fields, commons and greens) were surveyed and redistributed in compact, individuallyowned blocks. For major owners such as the Duke of Bedford, this enabled them to
consolidate substantial tracts of countryside. The open fields were divided by new
hedges, and the former trackways fixed as new straight roads. Even where the
hedgerows have subsequently disappeared, the difference between anciently enclosed
land and areas of modern enclosure can usually be read in the way the character of
roads changes between the two. And while pre-enclosure scattered holdings had
previously been managed from a farmhouse in the associated village or hamlet,
Enclosure led to the construction of many new farmsteads on the consolidated land.
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4.49.

This new agricultural structure gave great scope for the introduction of innovative ideas,
one of the most influential in terms of its effect on the landscape being the steam plough.
A product of Bedford’s growing engineering industry, this development required large
rectangular fields for its efficient use. The Howard family, who founded the Britannia
Ironworks in 1859, purchased land in Clapham and swept away the existing small
enclosures to create a practical demonstration area for their products.

4.50.

Meanwhile, the Duke of Bedford was also introducing innovative methods across an
estate which at its height amounted to 10% of the county’s area. In the mid-19th
century, he introduced the concept of the model farm, with purpose-built farmsteads
laid out to facilitate efficient management of all farming processes, as well as to
incorporate new technology. With the advent of the steam plough, many of the Bedford
estate farms were re-organised into a regular layout of larger rectangular fields, not only
affecting recently enclosed land but also obliterating areas of more ancient landscape.

4.51.

Enclosure also involved the removal of common rights in woods, allowing the
introduction of management regimes which were particularly geared towards realising
woodland’s economic potential. The beginning of the railway era in the mid-19th century
introduced a large market for timber for railway sleepers; it also provided a ready means
of distribution of coal as the fuel of choice, contributing to the decline in demand for
firewood and thus to the demise of traditional coppice management.

4.52.

Woodland areas were not necessarily only regarded as an economic asset. They had
already played a role in the creation of designed landscapes in the 18th century. As a
significant feature in the visual landscape, woods were altered in shape and size to fit
within an idealised design. The present layout of King’s Wood, Houghton Conquest, is
the result of an extension of planting along the skyline when viewed from Houghton
House. Old woodland access routes, originally serving a functional purpose for the
extraction of wood and timber, were replaced by regular rides which could provide
scenic routes for carriage drives and dramatic vistas – for example, the central ride
through Chicksand Wood is over 2km long.

4.53.

The existing woodland holdings were supplemented, notably again by the Duke of
Bedford, by new plantations, particularly on newly enclosed heath (such as Maulden and
Rowney Warren). These involved the novel introduction of large-scale coniferous
planting, and also brought about the reduction of the increasingly rare heathland habitat.

Transport
4.54.

The first phase of improvement to the transport system in the post-medieval period was
the development of waterborne traffic. The Great Ouse, which had been throttled in
the Middle Ages by the presence of numerous watermills, was opened between Bedford
and the sea in 1689, which brought in new products and offered new markets. Similarly,
the Ivel Navigation was established as far as Biggleswade in 1758, and re-ordered and
extended to Shefford in 1822. These improvements stimulated the growth of these
towns, but the impact of the Grand Junction Canal, laid out through Leighton Buzzard in
1805, was considerably greater. This waterway connected the industrial Midlands with
London, and Leighton Buzzard (along with the neighbouring village of Linslade in
Buckinghamshire) was well-placed to profit from the passing trade.

4.55.

Meanwhile, road improvements were also being carried by various Turnpike Trusts in
the 18th and early 19th centuries. The turnpiking of the Great North Road in 1725 gave a
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significant boost to the market gardens of east Bedfordshire. Specialisation in vegetable
crops, particularly for the London market, was recorded in Sandy as far back as the early
17th century. The easier road transport, combined with the benefits of Enclosure,
provided a solid foundation to the industry which has been built on to the present day.
4.56.

Alongside improvements to the road network, access to the villages of the upper Ouse
valley was enhanced by the construction of a series of bridges at Oakley, Radwell and
Felmersham between 1760 and 1820. Their traditional limestone design is a distinctive
feature of this area of the county.

4.57.

Further transport advances were achieved by the creation of the railway network in the
mid-19th century. The first line was that between Bedford and Bletchley, providing a link
to the mainline from Birmingham to Euston. The London-York line through Sandy was
opened in 1850, giving further stimulus to the market gardeners. Produce could be
rapidly moved to London, and London’s ‘products’ in turn used to manure the rich
alluvial soils of the Ivel valley.

4.58.

Other ‘inter-city’ routes were constructed through Bedford, via Hitchin in 1857 and via
Luton in 1868. These lines contributed to the urban expansion of these two centres,
with industrial enterprises (such as the Britannia Ironworks in Bedford), directly
connected to the railway by private sidings.

Industry
4.59.

Bedfordshire’s rural industry, outside the growing centres of Bedford and Luton, was
mainly small-scale until the later 19th century, and cottage- or farm-based. The
traditional female occupations of lace-making and straw-plaiting had no influence on the
rural landscape (though the hat-making industry which straw-plait supplied played an
important role in the development of Luton). However, the brick industry was to
develop into one of the most significant, and visible, aspects of Bedfordshire’s more
recent past.

4.60.

Brick was first used as a high-status building material in the later Middle Ages (as at
Someries Castle near Luton). Its production gradually grew in volume until, by the 18th
century, most parishes with suitable clay deposits could support a brickyard. At first
brick-making was a seasonal, farm-based activity; high transport costs limited the range
of supply, resulting in the distinctive pattern of older brick buildings in the county – redbricks in the north, yellow in the Gault Clay vale and greys around Luton. Estate
brickyards were also an important component of the industry, meeting the high demand
for bricks for estate cottages, and field drains for agricultural improvements.

4.61.

The demands of urban expansion, and the opportunities offered by railway transport,
placed Bedfordshire in an ideal position to exploit its clay resources. The development
of the Fletton process in the 1880s (using the organic content of Oxford Clay to achieve
the cost-effective production of bricks for the mass market) paved the way for the
massive growth that was to follow in the 20th century.

4.62.

As well as clay for brick-making, other mineral resources have been exploited in the
county. Most parishes had a ‘gravel pit’ for road maintenance, which would use any local
form of small stones (including flint in chalk areas). Limestone and sandstone has long
been extracted for the construction of major buildings such as parish churches, and
increasingly for domestic dwellings as the supply of suitable timber declined. Chalk and
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limestone provided the raw material for the manufacture of lime, and fuller’s earth (a
clay deposit within the Greensand) had been used in the processing of cloth since
Roman times. Before mechanised extraction techniques, these quarrying activities were
localised and comparatively small-scale, even when meeting the high demands of urban
expansion. It was not until the 20th century that they became a major factor in shaping
the landscape.

The 20th century
4.63.

Many of the most visible aspects of Bedfordshire’s landscape, while rooted in a longer
process of historic development, are a product of the 20th century. Agricultural changes
were slight in the decades before the Second World War as the industry suffered from
recession, and in some areas land even went out of use and began to revert to scrub.
Innovations were not entirely lacking, however. The Land Settlement Association was
responsible in the 1930s for the allocation of co-operative smallholdings, each with its
own house, to unemployed workers, resulting in a distinctive pattern of fields and
buildings in Potton, and around the A1 at Chawston and Wyboston. These units
became another component of the east Bedfordshire market garden industry, which has
become increasingly visible in the landscape through the construction of vast areas of
glasshouses along the A1 corridor.

4.64.

Mechanisation of clay extraction and brick production, along with the amalgamation of
many of the local brickyards, paved the way for the Marston Vale to become a world
leader in the industry. An estate village for the workforce of the London Brick
Company was built at Stewartby from the 1920s, and by the 1930s the Stewartby
brickworks was the largest in the world. Large-scale production continued for several
decades at Stewartby, Kempston Hardwick and Ridgmont, leaving in its wake large areas
of deep worked-out pits.

4.65.

Other mineral extraction operations expanded throughout the 20th century, supplying
the increasing demands of the construction industry. Worked-out gravel pits are
widespread throughout the Ouse and Ivel valleys, as are sand quarries surround
Leighton Buzzard and Heath and Reach, and chalk quarries have re-shaped the landscape
around Dunstable and Houghton Regis.

4.66.

Since the Second World War, the agricultural landscape has undergone structural
changes to a degree not seen since the re-organisation in the middle Saxon period, or
the Enclosure movement of the 18th/19th century. The increase in field sizes in the most
intensively farmed areas, particularly on the clay plateaux, has resulted in the removal of
much of the historic dimension of the landscape. While some have argued that this
simply marks a return to the open field landscape of medieval times, it has also involved
in places the loss of an intricate network of ancient enclosures

4.67.

Natural processes have also played a part in recent landscape changes. The
consequence of Dutch elm disease in the 1970s has been the loss of many hedgerow
trees and the distinctive clumps around ancient farmstead sites and village ends.
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5.

THE BEDFORD BOROUGH LANDSCAPE TYPES
AND CHARACTER AREAS
INTRODUCTION

5.1.

The physical and cultural influences described in the previous chapters have combined to
create the unique and distinctive character of Bedford Borough. The area is
characterised by a variety of landscapes represented by six landscape types (out of a
total of 12 landscape types for the whole county from the Landscape Character
Assessment of Bedfordshire). The numbering for the landscape types used in the
countywide study has been retained to ensure uniformity but the type names have been
simplified to reflect the shift in focus to a more detailed study at the borough level.

Landscape Types within Bedford Borough
1.

Clay Farmland

2.

Wooded Wolds

3.

Limestone Valleys

4.

Clay Valleys

5.

Clay Vales

6.

Wooded Greensand Ridge

5.2.

Each of the generic landscape types has a distinct and relatively homogenous character
with similar physical and cultural attributes, including geology, landform, land cover, and
historical evolution. For this borough level study the landscape types are further subdivided into component landscape character areas. These are discrete geographic
areas that possess the common characteristics described for the landscape type. Each
character area has a distinct and recognisable local identity.

5.3.

The landscape classification for the borough is set out in Table 5.1 (overleaf) and
illustrated on Figure 14. Figure 14 has been prepared on a Geographic Information
System (GIS), with mapping undertaken at a scale of 1:25,000. It should however be
noted that there are subtle differences between and within the individual landscape
types and character areas. The boundaries illustrated therefore usually indicate
transitions rather than marked changes on the ground.

5.4.

Table 5.1 shows the classification (at character area/1:25,000 scale level) for the whole
of Bedfordshire with the landscape character areas within or partly within Bedford
Borough indicated by shading.
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Table 5.1: Bedford Borough Landscape Classification
Landscape Types and Character
Areas

In Bedford Borough
(areas shaded)

In Mid
Bedfordshire

In South
Bedfordshire

Type 1: Clay Farmland
1A

Cranfield to Stagsden Clay
Farmland

Yes

Yes

No

1B

Riseley Clay Farmland

Yes

No

No

1C

Alington Hill Clay Farmland

Yes

Yes

No

1D

Cockayne Hatley Clay
Farmland

No

Yes

No

1E

Thurleigh Clay Farmland

Yes

No

No

1F

Renhold Clay Farmland

Yes

No

No

Type 2: Wooded Wolds
2A

Hinwick Wooded Wolds

Yes

No

No

2B

Pavenham Wooded Wolds

Yes

No

No

Type 3: Limestone Valleys
3A

Harrold - Great Ouse
Limestone Valley

Yes

No

No

3B

Oakley - Great Ouse
Limestone Valley

Yes

No

No

Type 4: Clay Valleys
4A

Great Ouse Clay Valley

Yes

Yes

No

4B

Lower Ivel Clay Valley

No

Yes

No

4C

Upper Ivel Clay Valley

No

Yes

No

Type 5: Clay Vales
5A

Eaton Bray

No

No

Yes

5B

Barton-Le-Clay

No

Yes

Yes

5C

Salford – Aspley Clay Vale

No

Yes

No

5D

North Marston Clay Vale

Yes

Yes

No

5E

East Marston Clay Vale

Yes

Yes

No

5F

Biggin Wood Clay Vale

Yes

Yes

No

5G

Dunton Clay Vale

No

Yes

No

Type 6: Wooded Greensand Ridge
6A

Woburn Greensand Ridge

No

Yes

Yes

6B

Mid Greensand Ridge

Yes

Yes

No

6C

Everton Heath Greensand
Ridge

No

Yes

No

Type 7: Greensand Valley
7A

Flit Greensand Valley

No

Yes

No

7B

Ouzel Greensand Valley

No

No

Yes
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Landscape Types and Character
Areas

In Bedford Borough
(areas shaded)

In Mid
Bedfordshire

In South
Bedfordshire

Type 8: Clay Hills
8A

Toddington – Hockliffe Clay
Hills

No

Yes

Yes

8B

Billington Clay Hills

No

No

Yes

8C

Harlington – Pulloxhill Clay
Hills

No

Yes

Yes

8D

Upper Gravenhurst –
Meppershall Clay Hills

No

Yes

No

Type 9: Chalk Escarpments
9A

Dunstable Downs Chalk
Escarpment

No

No

Yes

9B

Totternhoe Chalk
Escarpment

No

No

Yes

9C

The Clappers Chalk
Escarpment

No

Yes

Yes

9D

Warden Hill – Stopsley
Common Chalk Escarpment

No

No

Yes

9E

South Dunstable Chalk
Escarpment

No

No

Yes

Type 10: Rolling Chalk Farmland
10A

Totternhoe – Dunstable
Downs Rolling Chalk
Farmland

No

No

Yes

10B

Houghton Regis – North
Luton Rolling Chalk
Farmland

No

No

Yes

10C

Barton Hill Rolling Chalk
Farmland

No

Yes

Yes

10D

Fairfield Rolling Chalk
Farmland

No

Yes

No

Type 11: Chalk Dipslope
11A

Whipsnade Chalk Dipslope

No

No

Yes

11B

Caddington – Slip End Chalk
Dipslope

No

No

Yes

11C

Luton Hoo Chalk Dipslope

No

No

Yes

11D

Luton Airport – Chiltern
Green Chalk Dipslope

No

No

Yes

Type 12: Chalk Valleys
12A

Gade Chalk Valley

No

No

Yes

12B

Ver Chalk Valley

No

No

Yes

12C

Slip End Chalk Valley

No

No

Yes

12D

Lea Chalk Valley

No

No

Yes
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1B

1E

2A
3A

1C
1F

5F

2B

4A
3B

1A

5E

Urban Areas
Landscape Character Areas

5D

1. Clay Farmland
1A: Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland
1B: Riseley Clay Farmland
1C: Alington Hill Clay Farmland
1E: Thurleigh Clay Farmland
1F: Renhold Clay Farmland
2.Wooded Wolds
2A: Hinwick Wooded Wolds
2B: Pavenham Wooded Wolds
3. Limestone Valleys
3A: Harrold - Great Ouse Limestone Valleys
3B: Oakley - Great Ouse Limestone Valleys
4. Clay Valleys
4A: Great Ouse Clay Valley
5. Clay Vales
5D: North Marston Clay Vale
5E: East Marston Clay Vale
5F: Biggin Wood Clay Vale

6B

6.Wooded Greensand Ridge
6B: Mid Greensand Ridge
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TYPE 1: CLAY FARMLAND
Key Characteristics
x A large scale landscape with an open and exposed character intersected by subtle wooded valleys.
x Gently undulating landform levelling out to areas of flat plateaux on highest ground.
x Underlying solid geology of Oxford Clay with extensive drift deposits of Boulder Clay and localised
areas of Alluvium and Valley Gravels.
x Large scale, intensive arable crop production dominates the land cover.
x Tributaries, brooks and rivers cut through the plateaux forming a series of subtle valleys - tree-lined
and a focus for settlement.
x Dispersed woodland (some ancient) – predominantly mixed and deciduous - some having significant
nature conservation value and SSSI status.
x Significant hedgerow loss leaving variable and inconsistent field and roadside boundaries.
x Active and disused airfields located on areas of higher, level ground.
x Business and technology parks and new housing development frequently form a blunt interface with
the open countryside.
x Water towers, village churches and windmills are strong landmark features.
x Settlement is of low density, dispersed across the landscape and predominantly of linear form.
x Green lanes of significance for recreation and wildlife.

Location and Boundaries
1.1

The Clay Farmland landscape type occurs across two main areas within the north and
west of the County. The boundaries of the landscape type are defined by geology and
topography – the drift deposits of Boulder Clay and gently undulating, elevated terrain
distinguishing the landscape from the adjacent Wooded Wolds, Limestone Valleys and the
Clay Vales. To the north and west, the edge of the landscape is defined by
Bedfordshire’s administrative boundary although in reality this landscape type extends
into Cambridgeshire and Northamptonshire.
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1A. CRANFIELD TO STAGSDEN CLAY FARMLAND

1B

1E

2A
3A

4A
1F

2B
3B

1A

5E
5D

5F

1C

1A: CRANFIELD TO STAGSDEN CLAY FARMLAND
DESCRIPTION
Key Characteristics
x

A medium - large scale plateau landscape with an open and exposed character with long distant views,
and strong skylines.

x

Gently rolling landform predominantly underlain by Oxford Clay, levelling out to areas of flat plateaux
on highest ground such as around Cranfield Airfield which form local skylines. Significant elevation
range - from 40 -117m AOD.

x

Intersected by subtle valleys associated with tributaries of the River Great Ouse - the most significant
of which runs through Stagsden. The valleys are underlain by localised areas of alluvium and valley
gravel.

x

Predominantly under arable cropping contained within large open fields but with pockets of horse
paddocks - particularly associated with the settlements.

x

The nationally important Hanger Wood SSSI represents one of the best examples of ash-maple
woodland in Bedfordshire.

x

A number of ancient semi-natural woodlands have been retained (such as Holcott Wood and Hanger
Wood) located predominantly along the eastern boundary, on slopes falling towards the North
Marston Vale.

x

Small spinneys (some ancient, including Lambert’s Spinney) are frequently dispersed across the arable
landscape but are of insufficient extent to produce a sense of enclosure.

x

In the south, strong presence of Cranfield Technology Park and University with its associated urban
infrastructure visible from the adjacent Clay Vales due to its elevated location – although woodland
and shelterbelt planting buffers some views.

x

Audible and visual presence of Cranfield Airfield located on an area of level plateau adjacent to the
University.

x

Variable field boundaries including short flailed and gappy hedges, overgrown hedgerows, and some
areas where all boundaries have been removed. Mature standard oak trees often mark old hedgerow
lines.

x

Roadside boundaries typically consist of narrow grass verges, overgrown drainage ditches and shortflailed, gappy hedgerows.

x

Settlement within the landscape is concentrated within two contrasting linear villages of Stagsden,
small, sheltered within a valley, limestone in character, set within a wooded context - and Cranfield –
which is a larger, elevated village, characterised by red and buff brick housing of a mix of styles and
ages.

x

Occasional large individual farmsteads frequently in view.

x

Vertical landmark features such as the church spire at Stagsden and water tower at Long Tag Wood
are visible but are generally contained and masked by woodland. Pylon lines cross the landscape from
east to west from Wootton Bourne End to Astwood and from Stevington through Great Oaks
Wood.

x

Small scale rural lanes cross the landscape although extensive areas are only accessible via. the rights
of way network.
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x

Recreational routes cross the area including the Milton Keynes Boundary Walk and John Bunyan Trail
- running along the ridge of the plateau where it slopes away to the Salford Settled and Farmed Clay
Vale.

Location and Boundaries
1A.1

The landscape character area forms part of the Clay Farmland landscape type and is
located to the west of Bedford. The area extends from Pavenham (located in the
adjacent Wooded Wolds landscape) in the north to the boundary with the Mid Greensand
Ridge (6b) at Brogborough in the south. The northern half of the area in Bedford
Borough and the southern half in Mid Bedfordshire. The eastern boundary runs along
the base of the slopes that descend onto the lower lying areas of North Marston Vale
(5d). This character area is geographically distinct from the other landscape of the same
type, physically separated by the Wooded Wolds and Limestone Valleys. Part of the area is
within the Forest of Marston Vale.

Landscape Character
1A.2

This is a medium-scale elevated landscape; rising above the adjacent low-lying Clay Vales
to form a broad ridge (with a flat plateau-like top) that provides distant views to the
wooded horizons of the Wooded Greensand Ridge. Intersected by subtle valleys
associated with the River Great Ouse, the landform is gently rolling, levelling out to flat
plateau on highest ground.

1A.3

The higher, flatter areas correspond with the occurrence of built development at
Cranfield – the airfield, technology park and university forming a focus of built form and
infrastructure. This development core forms a marked contrast with the predominantly
agricultural character of the landscape. Despite some buffering with planting,
commercial/institutional buildings are conspicuous particularly when viewed from the
adjacent lower-lying Clay Vales.

1A.4

This landscape appears to be in a state of transition. This is exemplified by significant
development at Cranfield together with the development of roads, pylon lines and the
frequent occurrence of other ‘fringe’ land uses such as horse grazing and degraded
pockets of land. Denuded hedges and prominent coniferous shelterbelt planting are
recurring features.

Historic Landscape
1A.5

Historically, this area was dominated by small irregular fields, created during the
medieval period out of woodland on the Boulder Clay upland. There was a large area of
common open field at the centre of the Cranfield plateau (the area later to be occupied
by the airfield which was built in 1936 in anticipation of World War II), and some open
fields in the Ouse tributary valleys around the village of Stagsden. The Brogborough
landscape, though originally an area of small irregular fields, was reorganised into a more
regular pattern by the Bedford estate in the 19th century. The areas of former open
field have been subject to significant loss of field boundaries in modern times.

1A.6

The nucleated villages of Cranfield and Stagsden are medieval in origin. They are
complemented by a number of ‘ends’ in Stagsden and isolated medieval farmsteads
around the edge of the Cranfield plateau. Many of the ends and farmsteads have
surviving settlement earthworks and moated sites, of which those at Boxhedge Farm, Ivy
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Hall and Moat Farm (all in Cranfield) are scheduled monuments. At Park Farm,
Brogborough, a medieval ringwork castle site (also scheduled) occupies a dominant
position overlooking the Marston Vale to the north-east.
1A.7

Partly lying in the north of the area, the scheduled site of Chellington medieval village is
a classic example of a polyfocal settlement. Its various ‘ends’ on the higher ridge may
reflect an originally dispersed settlement pattern, or result from later medieval assarting
of woodland. Pictshill House (Turvey) is the sole remnant of another deserted village,
and lies within a large oval enclosure of possible ancient origin.

Biodiversity
1A.8

Farmland habitats are widespread in this area including arable field margins, hedgerows,
ponds, ditches and improved grassland. There are also scattered blocks of ancient seminatural woodland dominated by oak and ash. Hanger Wood SSSI, at the north east of
the area, is a good example of ash-maple woodland with rich shrub and ground flora
species. Unimproved grassland would have been a feature of this area in the past and
small areas remains such as the species rich neutral grassland at Cranfield Manor Farm
Meadow. Wetland habitats include minor tributaries of the Great Ouse, woodland and
farmland ponds and field ditches.

Settlement and Built Form
1A.9

The Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland character area is sparsely settled with scattered
farmsteads and two main villages of Cranfield and Stagsden. There is a notable contrast
in the character of these two settlements with Stagsden having a more consistent,
picturesque character – defined by limestone buildings, a leafy setting and sheltered
within a tributary valley. In contrast, the larger village of Cranfield, situated on the
higher, flatter ground has a varied character with a mix of building materials, age and
style. It is also linked to the Cranfield Technology Park and Cranfield University and
large scale modern developments at the western edge of the character area.

EVALUATION
Landscape Change
Past Change
x Technology and University Park development at Cranfield with urbanised
infrastructure including lighting, roundabouts, concrete roadside kerbing.
x Cranfield Airfield with its associated aircraft hangers, corrugated tunnels, tarmac
landing strip and double yellow lines on emergency roads surrounding the base have
imparted an urban character.
x Pockets of land adjacent to Cranfield Airfield are not actively managed and have
become degraded.
x The sense of tranquillity and rurality is disturbed by the audible presence of small
aircraft.
x Suburbanisation of villages due to post war development that does not reflect local
building character and vernacular style (for instance at Cranfield).
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x Some unsympathetic land uses impart urban fringe characteristics.
x Pylon lines fragment the landscape.
x Intensive arable farmland covers much of the area with degraded hedgerows and
little landscape or ecological diversity.
x In the past, loss of elms due to Dutch elm disease.
x Pockets of horse paddocks on the edge of Stagsden village.
x Stark coniferous shelterbelt planting sometimes associated with farmsteads. High
traffic levels along the A421, A422, A428 and secondary roads are beginning to
erode roadside grass verges.
Current and Future Change
x Eastward expansion of Milton Keynes in the vale below the clay ridge being
dominant in views and extending the urban influence.
x Potential increase in traffic levels and pressures on the A421, A422 and A428,
particularly due to the expected level of detrunking which will occur along the A421.
Secondary rural roads and the network of lanes are also likely to experience an
increase in traffic levels.
x Potential further linear expansion of development along road corridors that would
erode the historic character of existing settlement for example at Stagsden and
Cranfield.
x Potential expansion of Cranfield University and its associated technology parks that
could further reduce the overriding rural character of the landscape.
x Proposals for wind turbine developments – with potential for visibility in long skyline
views from this character area.

Sensitivity
1A.10 The key sensitivities of this area are:
Landscape Character Sensitivities
x Landscape pattern provided by the remaining hedgerows and mature hedgerow
trees despite their poor condition. This pattern is vulnerable to erosion from
further loss of hedgerows and hedgerow trees and lack of management.
x Scattered spinneys and blocks of ancient woodland including Hanger Wood SSSI,
which are vulnerable to lack of management.
x Subtle, tributary valleys and streams of the River Great Ouse which give variety and
a sense of place to the area.
x Limestone village of Stagsden set within a wooded context with a prominent church
spire, sharing characteristics with the adjacent Limestone Valleys landscape type and
vulnerable to insensitive infill and expansion.
x Areas of surviving small irregular fields are vulnerable to further loss due to
agricultural reorganisation.
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x Unscheduled medieval earthworks and pockets of ridge and furrow are unprotected
from conversion to arable.
x High level of recreational access via rights of way network including Milton Keynes
Boundary Walk and the Icknield Way Path which forms a connection with the
Greensand Ridge Walk.
x Small scale rural lanes plus large areas only accessible via rights of way.
x Strong rural character over much of the area, which is vulnerable to urban influence
for instance the visible and audible impact of roads and large scale development.
1A.11 Overall the landscape character of Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland is judged to be
moderately sensitive. Although this area is dominated by vast tracks of intensively
farmed arable land there are some elements of higher sensitivity. These features include
the dispersed blocks of ancient woodland and spinneys and subtle, tributary valleys and
streams of the River Great Ouse.
Visual Sensitivities
x Local skylines created by subtle changes in topography which are vulnerable to
cluttering by vertical development and notably demand for wind turbine
development (e.g. views to potential turbines on skylines).
x Long ranging views to wooded horizons of the Mid Greensand Ridge (6b) and across
lower lying rural landscape of the North Marston Vale (5d) and Salford – Aspley
Clay Vale (5c).
1A.12 In visual terms, the landscape has moderate to high sensitivity. The areas with
highest visual sensitivity are the areas of open elevated plateau at the crest of the subtle
valleys, areas of open gently rolling landform and the slopes abutting the North Marston
Clay Vale (5d), which are particularly sensitive to the introduction of buildings and tall
structures that would have a high visual impact from the adjacent lower lying areas.
Visual sensitivity is however lower in areas sheltered by the presence of woodland
blocks and spinneys, although these features themselves are inherently sensitive.

Landscape Strategy
The overall strategy for the Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland character area is to
enhance and renew the landscape and conserve its rural agricultural character.
Enhancement should focus on opportunities to strengthen the landscape pattern as well
as enhancing the urban edge of Cranfield and its associated Technology Park. In this
respect there may be opportunities for introducing new landscape elements to
improve the harsh interface between the rural land and urban infrastructure. There are
also opportunities to enhance the management of woodlands and improve the quality of
land falling into decline on the edge of Cranfield Airfield.
The Forest of Marston Vale Forest Plan should be referred to as the endorsed strategy
for environmentally-led regeneration of that part of the area which falls within the
Forest.
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Guidelines
Landscape Management
x Potential for woodland creation - expanding and linking the existing woodland
resource through woodland and hedgerow planting. Appropriate species are likely
to include ash, field maple, and hazel. Ensure mid-long range views across the
landscape are retained and that the historic grain of the landscape is respected.
x Conserve the ancient maple-ash woodland and range of habitats at Hanger Wood
SSSI and consider opportunities for extending and linking habitats beyond the site.
x Where feasible bring existing ancient woodlands under appropriate management
regime e.g. reintroduce coppice management if appropriate.
x Enhance the condition and structure of hedgerow boundaries by focussing hedgerow
restoration between remaining sections so as to strengthen the landscape pattern –
this is a key requirement alongside field boundaries and roads.
x Maintain and enhance surviving historic boundaries.
x Enhance the historic landscape setting of Brogborough Park Farm ringwork,
currently isolated within former brickfields.
x Enhance the character and presence and ecological resource of the subtle tributary
valleys by planting appropriate species along their water courses, enhancing the
relationship with the adjacent Limestone Valleys landscape type.
x Consider opportunities for sympathetic woodland planting along the urban edge of
Cranfield village and University/Technology Park to enhance the interface with the
adjacent rural fields.
x Conserve the ancient woodland blocks and spinneys e.g. Kempston Wood, Holcott
Wood and Lambert’s Spinney and apply an appropriate management strategy to
enhance ecological interest. Consider opportunities for linking small areas of
isolated woodland by new planting and hedgerow restoration.
x Consider opportunities for woodland planting along existing and proposed road
corridors including the A421, A422 and A428. This would help integrate the
agricultural land and urban infrastructure.
x Conserve the character of the rural roads and limit urbanising influences –
widening/kerbing and ensure that traffic management measures are sympathetic to
the rural character.
x Retain views from elevated areas to the lower lying Clay Vales (5c, 5d) and to the
Wooded Greensand Ridge (6b) and conserve views to undeveloped horizons.
Development Considerations
x Conserve the largely rural, undeveloped character of the area.
x Consider the effects of further eastwards expansion of Milton Keynes in the context
of views from this open, elevated landscape.
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x Monitor development at Cranfield University and Technology Park and Airfield
together with spin-off business parks that may potentially locate to the area. Further
urban development towards the highest ground on the plateau would be highly
visible.
x Conserve the individual village identity of Stagsden and respect the open views
towards the church spire. Avoid further linear expansion at Cranfield.
x Monitor the introduction of large scale industrial style agricultural buildings into the
landscape and seek to limit inappropriate screening by dense coniferous shelterbelts.
x Consider the effects of large scale vertical features on skylines and key views.
x Conserve and enhance the character of the rural roads and lanes. Many rural roads
within this area are already used as ‘rat runs’ to access between the arterial routes
of the A421, A422 and A428. Further urban development at Cranfield
University/Technology Park could increase traffic.
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1B: RISELEY CLAY FARMLAND
DESCRIPTION
Key Characteristics
x

Open lowland founded on Oxford Clay, subtly varied with gently undulating valleys.

x

A rural, peaceful area with a remote feel.

x

Dominated by arable farmland with some scattered woodlands and smaller horse
paddocks near to settlements.

x

Varied field pattern with small to medium fields around villages plus open areas of larger
geometric fields bounded by hedgerows, fences and ditches.

x

Hedgerows are in mixed condition with some low flailed and gappy or lost leaving
extensive areas of open, arable land.

x

Hedgerow trees are prominent in the level landscape, many of them mature, including
remnant trees within fields plus substantial recent plantings lining some rural roads.

x

Scattered woods give variety to the distant views, and include some ancient woodlands of
high biodiversity interest including Swineshead Wood SSSI.

x

A few isolated areas of neutral unimproved grassland retain national importance for their
biodiversity notably Yelden Meadows.

x

Tributaries of the Great Ouse traverse the area from west to east, their courses marked
by isolated willows, crossed by modest bridges and forming a focus for settlement.

x

Dispersed settlement, low but even in density, consists of scattered farmsteads and
villages, many made up of loose knit small groups of buildings known as ‘ends’.

x

Farms and cottages are built of brick and render, with thatch and clay tile roofs while tall
stone churches form landmarks in the level landscape. Distinct chequerboard brickwork
at Riseley.

x

Settlements often shelter amongst mature trees.

x

A network of small rural roads and lanes often with wide grass verges cross the area
although the presence of the A6 is felt locally in some poorly maintained and vacant sites
along its route.

x

Remnants of the extensive medieval settlement of the area are present in frequent
moated sites, earthworks denoting deserted or shifted villages and disused or isolated
churches.

x

The historic parks at Melchbourne include ancient woodland, parkland trees and medieval
earthworks.

x

Disused World War II airfields are a feature of the higher plateaux. The absence of field
boundaries emphasises the ‘empty’ character of these areas.

x

Consistent network of footpaths, bridleways and green lanes with the Three Shires Way
crossing the north west of the area.

x

Views are generally distant over the subtly undulating open farmland with blocks of
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woodland often visible on the skyline.

Location and Boundaries
1B.1

Riseley Clay Farmland character area is a large area of clayland covering the far northern
section of Bedford Borough. The change topography marking the transition to the less
settled and more level Thurleigh Clay Farmland defines the boundary to the south with
boundaries following roads. To the south west the area is bounded by the change in
geology to the limestone of the Wooded Wolds. To the north the edge of the Borough
(and County) forms the boundary, with the landscape continuing across the
administrative boundary as part of the Northamptonshire Farmed Claylands.

Landscape Character
1B.2

The Riseley Clay Farmland character area is a low lying landscape ranging from 30m to
90m AOD, with subtly varied topography founded on Oxford Clay overlain by Valley
Gravel along some tributaries and Boulder Clay in higher areas. The area is dominated
by arable farmland but scattered woodlands (some ancient) give variety, often crowning
the horizon in long views across the level fields. The large and medium fields are
bounded by hedges and ditches, the former in mixed condition. Smaller fields and
occasional horse pastures are clustered around settlements. Hedgerow trees, usually
ash or oak are present, many mature and sometimes within fields marking lost
hedgerows. Recent planting is also evident in lines of semi-mature trees especially lining
roads. A number of tributaries of the Great Ouse run from west to east, crossed by
modest bridges, their valleys forming a focus for settlement and tree cover. Their
progress through the open fields is sometimes marked by the presence of isolated
mature willows. There are also a few areas of neutral unimproved grassland (managed
as hay meadows) of high ecological value. This is a peaceful, rural area with a dispersed
but regular pattern of scattered farmsteads and small villages with frequent medieval
earthworks and tall stone churches. The major trunk road of the A6 passes through the
west of the area and here disused and untended plots of land give an air of neglect
locally.

Historic Landscape
1B.3

Occupation of this area began during the Bronze Age, as is indicated by the cropmarks
of ploughed out barrows in some of the tributary valleys. By the late Iron Age and
Roman period, the landscape was extensively settled and would have been comparatively
open. The evidence for this period is in the form of numerous scatters of enclosures known
from aerial photography, usually located on the top of the Boulder Clay ridges or spur ends, or
on the gravels in the lower reaches of the tributary valleys.

1B.4

As a result of regeneration in the immediate post-Roman period, woodland dominated
the ridge-tops in the earlier middle ages. Woodland clearance (assarting) resulted in a
pattern of small irregular fields.

1B.5

The medieval villages tended to be located in the valley floors, surrounded by small
irregular closes, often containing the earthwork remains of shrunken and shifting villages
and hamlets. The settlement pattern is more nucleated towards the north and west of
the area, but more dispersed in the east (Pertenhall and Keysoe historic parishes). The
open fields were not extensive, occupying the gaps between the settlements and the
woodland assart areas; the enclosure fields which replaced them tended not to be very
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regular, but have been subject of some boundary loss in the 20th century. The
construction of Second World War airfields at Chelveston and Podington led to the
removal of wide areas of historic boundaries.
1B.6

Melchbourne Park and its surroundings is an area representing good survival of historic
features, including ancient woodland, historic boundaries and medieval earthworks.
Scheduled monuments include Yielden Castle and village earthworks, and medieval
moats at Collage Farm (Keysoe), Wold Farm (Odell) and Hall Close (Riseley).

Biodiversity
1B.7

Farmland habitats are widespread in this area including arable field margins, hedgerows,
ponds, ditches and improved grassland. There are also scattered blocks of ancient seminatural woodland dominated by oak and ash. Swineshead Wood SSSI, at the north east
of the area, is a good example of ash-maple woodland with rich shrub and ground flora
species which has been managed in the past as coppice with standards. Unimproved
grassland would have been a feature of this area in the past and small areas remains such
as the species rich neutral grassland at Yelden Meadows. Wetland habitats include
minor tributaries of the Great Ouse, woodland and farmland ponds and field ditches.
The grassland at Thurleigh Airfield supports a rich orchid flora and is designated an SSSI.

Settlement and Built Form
1B.8

Settlement within the Riseley Clay Farmland character area takes the form of dispersed
rural villages and scattered farmsteads. Villages often shelter in the tributary valleys,
either following the line of the tributary or rising up the contours along roads that cross
the watercourse and are sheltered by mature trees. Some of the villages consist of a
number of ‘ends’ each often just made up of a few farms, cottages or a church.
Examples of this are Pertenhall and Little Staughton. The spires of the frequent stone
built churches form landmarks in this fairly level, open landscape. Other buildings are
constructed of red brick, or rendered, occasionally with timber frames, and with thatch
or tiled roofs. Many of the rendered cottages in linear plots cut out of former wide
verges, are of clay lump construction. Risely, by contrast has distinct chequerboard
brickwork. The earthworks of deserted or shifted medieval villages are often found
within or near to current settlements such as at Riseley. The settlements are highly
rural, often without street lighting.

EVALUATION
Landscape Change
Past Change
x Loss of hedgerows and hedgerow trees.
x Agricultural intensification leading to creation of larger arable fields and loss of
grassland, ponds and ditches. Some subdivision of fields to create horse paddocks.
x Decline in active management of woodland.
x Dutch Elm disease leading to loss of woodland and hedgerow trees.
x Construction of small wartime airfields during the 20th century and their subsequent
disuse.
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x Vacant and ill maintained sites along the A6.
Current and Future Change
x Further loss of hedgerows and loss of over-mature hedgerow trees, in particular
remnant trees now sited within arable fields.
x Demand for small scale development in villages which could lead to a loss of their
distinctive character in particular the merging of the separate ‘ends’.
x Upgrading of rural roads through additional kerbing and signage to accommodate
increasing traffic volume.
x New leisure uses or other developments on disused airfields which may affect the
rural character of the area.

Sensitivity
1B.9

The key sensitivities of this area are:
Landscape Character Sensitivities
x The network of hedgerows and hedgerow trees which are vulnerable to further loss
through lack of consistent maintenance and renewal of trees.
x Fields close to settlement are vulnerable to subdivision for horse paddocks with
consequent change of boundary character.
x The field trees (remnants of former field boundaries) which may be lost due to overmaturity and lack of appropriate management.
x The pattern of dispersed farmsteads and rural villages with their distinctive structure
of ‘ends’ which is vulnerable to infill and ribbon development along roads.
x Tall stone built churches forming landmarks and creating a sense of place.
x The historic earthworks and moats often associated with current day settlements
and the remains of historic parks which are vulnerable to lack of management.
x High level of recreational access via rights of way network including the Three Shires
Way.
x Areas of ecological value including ancient woodlands and unimproved grassland
which require sustained management.
x The tranquil, rural nature of the landscape which is vulnerable to urban influence
particularly along the A6 trunk road and around the disused airfields.
x Survival of irregular field pattern in assart areas and round historic settlements, often
with earthwork remains.
x Melchbourne Park and environs, comprising a significant survival of historic features.

1B.10 Overall the landscape character of the Riseley Clay Farmland character area is judged to
be of moderate to high sensitivity. While much of the area is dominated by arable
farmland there are significant elements of high sensitivity including the rural villages with
their scattered ‘ends’, tall stone churches and remnants of medieval settlements, the
blocks of ancient woodland, historic parkland and the subtle, tributary valleys and
streams of the River Great Ouse.
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Visual Sensitivities
x The openness and wide views given variety by the subtly changing landform and the
scattered woodlands.
x The views to church towers.
1B.11 In visual terms, the landscape has moderate sensitivity. The containment given by the
woodland blocks and tributary valleys mean that the areas with highest visual sensitivity
are the sections of open elevated ground at the crest of the subtle valleys and areas of
open gently rolling landform.

Landscape Strategy
The overall landscape strategy for the Riseley Clay Farmland character area is to
conserve the open rural landscape with its scattered small scale settlements
and farmsteads, and historic earthworks, parks and ancient woodlands and
grasslands of high biodiversity value while enhancing the elements of the
landscape which are in declining condition or detract from the rural character,
in particular the hedgerows and hedgerow and field trees, and the margins of
the A6.

Guidelines
Landscape Management
x Conserve, enhance and restore the woodlands through effective long term
management and replanting to retain their character and ecological value
x Promote traditional woodland management techniques such as coppicing.
x Promote the use of locally appropriate species such as ash, oak and field maple
within woodlands and hedgerows and for shelter belts in preference to non-native
conifers.
x Enhance the hedgerows by replanting and consistent management and resist
development that will result in further loss/fragmentation of hedgerows and
hedgerow trees.
x Conserve the historic field pattern and avoid further enlargement or subdivision for
horse paddocks.
x Nurture new hedgerow trees.
x Conserve field trees through management of surrounding arable land by for instance
avoiding ploughing over tree root zones and consider opportunities for planting new
field trees.
x Conserve the existing neutral unimproved grassland sites and take opportunities to
extend these and create new species rich hay meadows.
x Conserve and where appropriate encourage repair of the historic parkland to
maintain and restore key elements such as parkland trees and boundary features.
x Record and conserve historic features such as moated sites and medieval earthworks
and promote greater understanding of these.
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x Conserve the character of the rural roads with their wide grass verges and limit
urbanising influences – widening/kerbing and ensure that traffic management
measures are sympathetic to the rural character.
x Conserve historic features such as moated sites and medieval earthworks, and their
settings, and promote greater understanding of these.
Development Considerations
x Conserve the scattered farmsteads and historic villages with their pattern of
dispersed ‘ends’ and the views to the stone churches.
x Retain the individual settlements avoiding merging these through linear development
along roads.
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1C: ALINGTON HILL CLAY FARMLAND
DESCRIPTION
Key Characteristics
x

Open low plateaux gently rising from the east founded on Oxford Clay overlain by
Boulder Clay.

x

A peaceful rural area with little settlement.

x

Predominantly arable farmland with mixed woodland blocks and coniferous shelter belts.

x

Large geometric fields are bounded by hedgerows.

x

Hedgerows are full and thick although some have gaps and there are few hedgerow trees.

x

Scattered woods clothe the slopes up to the plateau and are prominent in views from the
lower ground to the west.

x

Dispersed and low density settlement consists of a few scattered farmsteads.

x

Farms are built of brick with weatherboard or metal farm buildings, and clay tile roofs,
they shelter amongst mature trees or coniferous shelter belts.

x

A few farm tracks cross the area and the former Sandy-Godmanchester Roman road runs
along the parish and county boundary to the east, partly followed by a modern road.

x

Views are generally distant over the open farmland with blocks of woodland providing
some enclosure; to the north views of the power station towers at Little Barford are an
urbanising influence.

Location and Boundaries
1C.1

Alington Hill Clay Farmland character area is a small area at the eastern edge of Bedford
Borough. A fragment of the area to the south east falls within Mid Bedfordshire
District. The change in topography marking the transition to Biggin Wood Clay Vale (5f)
defines the western edge of the area with boundaries following contours at the base of
the slope down from the plateau to the east. To the east the edge of the Borough (and
County) forms the boundary and the clay farmland landscape continues into
Huntingdonshire.

Landscape Character
1C.2

The Alington Hill Clay Farmland character area is a large scale elevated landscape. The
area rises from 30m to 50m AOD above the low-lying Biggin Wood Clay Vale (5f) and the
Great Ouse Clay Valley (4a) to form a plateau founded on Boulder Clay overlying Oxford
Clay. The undulating slope is clothed by scattered blocks of woodland with the copse
crowning Alington Hill particularly prominent in views from the low ground to the east.
On the plateau large open arable fields are bounded by thick full hedgerows which link
with small farm woods and coniferous shelter belts which are associated with the few
scattered farmsteads. This is a highly rural, tranquil area with little settlement or access.
There are no roads; a few farm tracks rise up the slopes and cross the plateau. Rural
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views over the open arable fields contrast with the views to the towers of the power
station at Little Barford.

Historic Landscape
1C.3

Early settlement of this raised area of Boulder Clay is indicated by the presence of
scattered enclosures recorded as cropmarks. The former Sandy-Godmanchester
Roman road runs along the parish and county boundary to the east, partly followed by a
modern road. The regular field pattern owes its origins to the early private enclosure of
Little Barford’s open fields.

Biodiversity
1C.4

The landscape is predominantly arable farmland including habitats such as arable field
margins, hedgerows, ditches and improved grassland. There are also a few blocks of
woodland and some conifer shelter belts.

Settlement and Built Form
1C.5

This is a rural, sparsely settled area with just a few farmsteads sited on the plateau. The
farms are constructed of brick with traditional black painted weatherboard barns with
clay tile roofs along with more modern large scale farm buildings.

EVALUATION
Landscape Change
Past Change
x Agricultural intensification leading to creation of larger arable fields and loss of
grassland, ponds and ditches.
x Decline in active management of woodland.
x Dutch Elm disease leading to loss of woodland and hedgerow trees.
x The construction of the power station at Little Barford with its tall towers
prominent in views from the north of the area.
x Stark coniferous shelterbelt planting sometimes associated with farmsteads.
Current and Future Change
x Loss or fragmentation of hedgerows.
x Small scale development around the isolated farmsteads which could lead to a loss of
their rural character.
x Possible further large scale development at the power station at Little Barford would
affect views from the rural area.

Sensitivity
1C.6

The key sensitivities of this area are:
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Landscape Character Sensitivities
x The strong network of hedgerows (although occasionally gappy) which are
vulnerable to loss through lack of consistent maintenance.
x Good survival of an early private enclosure landscape.
x The line of the Sandy-Godmanchester Roman road is an ancient landscape feature
preserved in the parish and county boundary.
x The scattered woodland blocks which require sustained management.
x The pattern of sparse dispersed farmsteads built of traditional materials of brick,
weatherboard and clay tiles.
x The tranquil, rural nature of the landscape which is vulnerable to urban influence
particularly large scale new development on its margins.
1C.7

Overall the landscape character of Alington Hill Clay Farmland is judged to be
moderately to highly sensitive. The area has a unified, highly rural character with its
consistent pattern of large scale open arable fields bounded by thick hedgerows and
scattered with woodland blocks.
Visual Sensitivities
x The openness and wide views over arable fields which are vulnerable to subdivision
for instance for horse pastures or from large scale development for instance at the
power station to the west.
x The views up from the surrounding lower ground of the Biggin Wood Clay Vale (5f)
and the Great Ouse Clay Valley (4a), with Alington Hill Clay Farmland appearing as a
rural, partly wooded backdrop to these areas. The skyline is vulnerable to cluttering
by development of tall structures.

1C.8

In visual terms, the Alington Hill Clay Farmland landscape has moderate to high
sensitivity with the slope and its summit highly visible from the lower ground to the east.

Landscape Strategy
The overall landscape strategy for the Alington Hill Clay Farmland character area
is to conserve the unified open rural landscape with its scattered farmsteads,
strong hedgerow network, woodland blocks and traditional farm buildings
while enhancing those elements which are in decline such as the occasional
gaps in hedgerows.

Guidelines
Landscape Management Considerations
x Conserve, enhance and restore the woodlands through effective long term
management and replanting to retain their character and ecological value.
x Promote traditional woodland management techniques such as coppicing.
x Promote the use of locally appropriate species such as ash, oak and field maple
within woodlands and hedgerows and for shelter belts in preference to non-native
conifers.
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x Conserve the early enclosure field boundaries, enhancing the hedgerows by
replanting and consistent management and resist development that will result in
further loss/fragmentation of hedgerows.
x Conserve the line of the Sandy-Godmanchester Roman road, along the county
boundary.
Development Considerations
x Conserve the scattered farmsteads with their traditional building materials
particularly the use of red brick, weatherboard and clay roof tiles.
x Encourage the use of locally-sourced building materials for new development in
order to integrate with traditional built development and strengthen the sense of
place.
x Consider views from the area in relation to any new large scale development
associated with the power station at Little Barford.
x Monitor the development of structures which may lead to cluttering on the skyline
of the slope up to the plateau.
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1E: THURLEIGH CLAY FARMLAND
DESCRIPTION
Key Characteristics
x

Open, largely level area founded on Oxford Clay overlain by Boulder Clay.

x

Dominated by arable farmland generally with large irregular fields plus smaller fields around
settlements. Remnant areas on unimproved grassland persist along road verges.

x

Hedgerows are in mixed condition with some low flailed and gappy or lost leaving areas of
open arable land with long views.

x

Hedgerow trees are prominent in the level landscape, many of them mature, including
remnant trees within fields plus substantial recent plantings lining some rural roads.

x

A few scattered woods give variety to the distant views, particularly to the north and east of
the area.

x

Minor tributaries of the Great Ouse cross the eastern part of the area from east to west
causing subtle variations in topography.

x

Thurleigh airfield dominates the higher plateau to the west with industrial fencing and lack of
field boundaries emphasising the exposed, empty character of this section of the area.

x

Dispersed low density settlement, consists of scattered farmsteads and villages, often made up
of loose knit small groups of buildings known as ‘ends’, with some villages spreading along
roads.

x

Stone churches with tall towers are landmarks in the level landscape.

x

Farms and cottages are built of brick and render, with thatch and clay tile roofs, large scale
modern farm buildings are highly visible on the skyline in some sections.

x

Settlements often shelter amongst mature trees, with occasional coniferous or poplar shelter
belts associated with farmsteads.

x

A network of small rural roads and lanes cross the area.

x

Rich heritage of earthwork sites (particularly moats), including the hillfort and moat at
Bolnhurst, the Priory and moats at Bushmead, and a medieval moat, fishponds and fowling
complex at Manor Farm, Colmworth.

x

Historic parkland at Bushmead Priory includes blocks of ancient woodland, and a complex
moated site.

x

Network of footpaths, bridleways and green lanes particularly to the east of the area.

x

Views are generally distant over the largely level farmland with Thurleigh Airfield dominant to
the west.

Location and Boundaries
1E.1

Thurleigh Clay Farmland character area ranges across the north east claylands of Bedford
Borough stretching from the Hinwick Wooded Wold (2a) in the west to the Great Ouse
Clay Valley (4a) in the east. To the north and south the area is distinguished from the
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surrounding Clay Farmland areas (Riseley [1b] to the north and Renhold [1f] to the
south) by its comparatively lack of settlement and more level topography. Boundaries
are defined by roads, field boundaries or contours broadly marking these changes in
geology, topography and landcover.

Landscape Character
1E.2

The Thurleigh Clay Farmland character area is a low lying landscape ranging from 30m to
90m AOD, with largely level topography founded on Oxford Clay overlain by Boulder
Clay with subtly undulating tributary valleys to the east. It is dominated by arable
farmland with a few scattered woodlands (including ancient woodland) giving some
variety, and crowning the horizon in long views across the level fields. The large fields
are bounded by hedges and ditches, the former sometimes in poor condition or lost
altogether causing the visual merging of individual fields into large open areas particularly
to the south east of the area around Colesden. Hedgerow trees, usually ash or oak are
present, many mature and sometimes within fields marking lost hedgerows. Recent
planting is also evident in lines of semi-mature trees especially lining roads. Smaller
fields are clustered around settlements along with shelter belts of poplar or occasionally
conifers. Tributary valleys cross the area to the east forming a focus for settlement of
scattered farmsteads and small villages but generally this is a less settled area than the
other Clay Farmlands immediately to the north and south. A network of quiet rural
lanes connects the settlements and provide an important resource for informal
recreation. On the higher ground to the west the presence of Thurleigh Airfield creates
a less rural landscape with industrial fencing and large scale airfield buildings visible on
the skyline plus extensive loss of field boundaries making a more open landscape.

Historic Landscape
1E.3

Occupation of this area began during the Bronze Age, as is indicated by the cropmarks
of ploughed out barrows in some of the tributary valleys. By the late Iron Age and
Roman period, the landscape was extensively settled and would have been comparatively
open. The evidence for this period is in the form of numerous scatters of enclosures known
from aerial photography, usually located on the top of the Boulder Clay ridges or spur ends. A
defended Iron Age enclosure at Manor Farm, Bolnhurst (a scheduled monument) was later
adapted as a medieval moated site.

1E.4

The area is marked by a very dispersed settlement pattern, resulting in a landscape with
areas of small irregular ancient closes. Many of the dispersed ‘ends’ were associated
with moated sites and retain the earthworks of shrunken or shifted settlement. The
open fields were fragmentary in nature, and the enclosure fields which replaced them
tended to be fairly irregular in layout. On the lower slopes in the east of the area
towards the Ouse valley the open fields of Eaton Socon and Roxton historic parishes
were more extensive; the enclosure boundaries here were more regular in layout, but
many were removed to create ‘prairie’ fields in the later 20th century.

1E.5

The precinct of Bushmead Priory has been developed since the dissolution into an area
of parkland, incorporating blocks of ancient woodland, one of which contains a complex
moated site. The priory refectory survives within an intimate wooded setting, and is
open to the public.
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1E.6

The Second World War airfield at Thurleigh occupied a large area of plateau at the west
end of the area, and sits within an open landscape from which many of the historic field
boundaries have been removed.

1E.7

The area is rich in earthwork sites (particularly moats), which make a significant
contribution to the historic character of the landscape. The scheduled monuments are
the hillfort and moat, Manor Farm, Bolnhurst (SAM), moats at Blackburn Hall
(Thurleigh), Greensbury Farm and Turnpike Farm (Bolnhurst), the Priory and moats at
Bushmead, and a medieval moat, fishponds and fowling complex at Manor Farm,
Colmworth.

Biodiversity
1E.8

Farmland habitats include arable field margins, hedgerows, ponds, ditches and improved
grassland. There are also occasional blocks of ancient semi-natural woodland dominated
by oak and ash such as those at Bushmead Priory. Wetland habitats include minor
tributaries of the Great Ouse, woodland and farmland ponds and field ditches. Remnant
areas of unimproved grassland persist, for example, along road verges and at the
unploughed airfield site.

Settlement and Built Form
1E.9

Settlement within the Thurleigh Clay Farmland character area takes the form of dispersed
villages and scattered farmsteads. Villages often shelter in the tributary valleys, either
following the line of the tributary or rising up the contours along roads that cross the
watercourse. Many consist of a number of ‘Ends’ each often just made up of a few
farms, cottages or a church. Examples of this are Colmworth, Thurleigh and Keysoe
Row. Settlement along the linking roads between the ‘Ends’ tends towards forming
linear villages. The towers of stone built churches (such as St Denys at Colmworth) are
landmarks in this fairly level, open landscape. Large scale buildings at Thurleigh Airfield
plus large modern farm buildings are also highly visible on the horizon of the level
landscape. Residential buildings are constructed of red brick, or rendered with tile roofs
(many of them modern dwellings), occasionally older buildings have timber frames and
thatch. There are many moated sites (such as at Thurleigh and Bolnhurst). Villages
shelter amongst mature trees while poplar shelter belts and occasional conifers are
associated with farmsteads.

EVALUATION
Landscape Change
Past Change
x Loss of hedgerows and hedgerow trees creating an open large scale landscape in
some sections of the area.
x Agricultural intensification leading to creation of larger arable fields and loss of
grassland, ponds and ditches.
x Decline in active management of woodland.
x Dutch Elm disease leading to loss of woodland and hedgerow trees
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x Construction of Thurleigh Airfield during the 20th century with loss of field pattern
and boundaries.
x Expansion of some villages with small scale development infilling and at edges.
x Poplar or coniferous shelterbelt planting sometimes associated with farmsteads.
Current and Future Change
x Further loss of hedgerows and loss of over-mature hedgerow trees, in particular
remnant trees now sited within arable fields.
x Small scale development in villages which could lead to a loss of their distinctive
character in particular the merging of the separate ‘ends’.
x Upgrading of rural roads through additional kerbing and signage to accommodate
increasing traffic volume.
x Potential for intensification of use of Thurleigh Airfield which may affect the rural
character of the area.

Sensitivity
1E.10 The key sensitivities of this area are:
Landscape Character Sensitivities
x The network of hedgerows and hedgerow trees which still survive in parts of the
area and are vulnerable to further loss through lack of consistent maintenance and
renewal of trees.
x The field trees (remnants of former field boundaries) which may be lost due to overmaturity and lack of appropriate management.
x The pattern of dispersed farmsteads and villages with their distinctive structure of
‘ends’ and associated small irregular fields which is vulnerable to infill within villages
and ribbon development along roads.
x Tall stone built churches forming landmarks and creating a sense of place.
x Earthworks of moated sites and shrunken settlements which are vulnerable to lack
of management.
x Bushmead Priory and environs, comprising a significant survival of historic features of
various eras.
x High level of recreational access via rights of way network and network of quiet
rural lanes.
x Areas of ecological value in particular ancient woodlands which require sustained
management.
x The tranquil, rural nature of the landscape which is vulnerable to urban influence
particularly around Thurleigh Airfield.
1E.11 Overall the landscape character of the Thurleigh Clay Farmland character area is judged
to be moderately sensitive. The area is dominated by intensively farmed arable land
and the airfield to the west however there are significant elements of higher sensitivity.
These features include the villages with their scattered ‘ends’, tall stone churches and
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historic earthworks, the blocks of ancient woodland and the subtle, tributary valleys and
streams of the River Great Ouse.
Visual Sensitivities
x The openness and wide views.
1E.12 In visual terms, the landscape has moderate sensitivity. Open, rural views over the
large scale level arable fields are sensitive but in some sections particularly to the west
and the south east these views are affected by large scale modern agricultural and
airfield buildings and industrial fencing. Views up to the plateau to the west from the
surrounding lower ground are particularly vulnerable to development on the skyline.

Landscape Strategy
The overall landscape strategy for the Thurleigh Clay Farmland character area is to
enhance the elements of the landscape which are in declining condition or detract
from the rural character, in particular the hedgerows and hedgerow and field trees.
At the same time conserving and enhancing the open rural landscape with its
scattered small scale settlements and farmsteads, and historic earthworks and
ancient woodlands of high biodiversity value.

Guidelines
Landscape Management Considerations
x Conserve, enhance and restore the woodlands through effective long term
management and replanting to retain their character and ecological value
x Promote traditional woodland management techniques such as coppicing.
x Promote the use of locally appropriate species such as ash, oak and field maple
within woodlands and hedgerows and for shelter belts in preference to non-native
conifers.
x Enhance the hedgerows by replanting and consistent management and resist
development that will result in further loss/fragmentation of hedgerows and
hedgerow trees.
x Nurture new hedgerow trees.
x Conserve field trees through management of surrounding arable land by for instance
avoiding ploughing over tree root zones and consider opportunities for planting new
field trees.
x Conserve and where appropriate encourage repair of the historic parkland to
maintain and restore key elements such as parkland trees and boundary features.
x Conserve historic features such as moated sites and medieval earthworks and
promote greater understanding of these.
x Conserve the character of the rural roads and limit urbanising influences –
widening/kerbing and ensure that traffic management measures are sympathetic to
the rural character.
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Development Considerations
x Conserve the scattered farmsteads and historic villages with their pattern of
dispersed ‘Ends’ and the views to the stone churches.
x Retain the individual settlements avoiding merging these through linear development
for instance along the roads between the various ‘ends’ of Keysoe Row.
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1F: RENHOLD CLAY FARMLAND
DESCRIPTION
Key Characteristics
x

Open lowland founded on Oxford Clay, subtly varied with gently undulating valleys
contrasting with exposed plateaux.

x

A rural, peaceful area but with some urbanising influences from the northern edge of
Bedford such as views to the industrial estate at Elms Farm.

x

Dominated by arable farmland with some scattered woodlands.

x

Large geometric fields are bounded by hedgerows, fences and ditches, with smaller
fields immediately around historic villages.

x

Hedgerows are in mixed condition with some low flailed and gappy or lost leaving
areas of open, featureless, arable land.

x

Hedgerow trees are prominent in the level landscape, many of them mature, including
remnant trees within fields.

x

Scattered woods give variety to the distant views, and include some ancient woodlands
of high biodiversity interest.

x

A few isolated areas of neutral unimproved grassland retain national importance for
their biodiversity, in particular Tilwick Meadow SSSI.

x

Tributaries of the Great Ouse traverse the area from east to west and (to the west)
from north to south crossed by modest bridges and forming a focus for settlement.

x

Dispersed settlement, low but even in density, consists mainly of scattered farmsteads
and villages, the latter often sheltered amongst mature trees.

x

Farms and cottages are built of brick and render, with thatch and clay tile roofs.

x

The edge of Bedford at the south of the area is generally well screened by topography
and woodland with little visual influence on the wider landscape apart from a harsher
urban edge to the east.

x

A network of small rural roads and lanes cross the area and the presence of the newly
constructed Great Barford Bypass is felt locally in new features associated with the
trunk road.

x

Late Iron Age and Roman period occupation of the area is demonstrated by the
scatters of enclosure cropmarks and an Iron Age hillfort which overlooks the Ouse
valley from the end of the promontory at Mowsbury Hill.

x

Many historic earthwork sites (particularly moats), including, Palaceyard Wood moat
(Roxton), Birchfield Farm moat (Great Barford), Mowsbury hillfort and moat
(Ravensden).

x

Second World War airfields at Twinwoods and Milton Ernest are features of the higher
plateaux and the lack of field boundaries emphasise the exposed, empty character of
these sections of the area.

x

Consistent network of footpaths, bridleways and green lanes.
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x

Views are generally distant over the subtly undulating open farmland.

Location and Boundaries
1F.1

Renhold Clay Farmland character area is an area of clayland lying immediately to the north
of Bedford itself. The change in geology and topography marking the valley of the Great
Ouse defines the east and west edges of the area with boundaries following roads
broadly marking the transition to Valley Gravel. To the south the boundary is the urban
edge of Bedford and to the north roads broadly marking the change in landcover and
topography to the comparatively level and unsettled Thurleigh Clay Farmland (1e) form
the boundary.

Landscape Character
1F.2

The Renhold Clay Farmland character area is a low lying landscape ranging from 30m to
80m AOD, with subtly varied topography founded on Oxford Clay overlain by Boulder
Clay in higher areas. It is dominated by arable farmland but scattered woodlands (many
ancient) give some variety, often crowning the horizon in long views across the level
fields. The large and (around settlement) medium fields are bounded by hedges and
ditches, the former sometimes in poor condition or lost altogether causing the visual
merging of individual fields into large open areas. Hedgerow trees, usually ash or oak
are present, many mature and sometimes within fields marking lost hedgerows. A
number of tributaries of the Great Ouse run from west to east, and (in the western
section) from north to south, crossed by modest bridges, their valleys forming a focus
for settlement and tree cover. There are also a few areas of neutral unimproved
grassland (managed as hay meadows) of high ecological value. This is a peaceful, rural
area with a dispersed but regular pattern of scattered farmsteads and small villages with
frequent historic earthworks and tall stone churches. Settlements are connected by
the network of quiet rural lanes, which, along with rights of way, provide a valuable
recreation resource. The level higher ground is less populated, forming the site of
disused airfields for instance at Twinwoods where the lack of field boundaries creates a
less rural and more monotonous landscape, echoed to the east south of Colesdon
where a line of pylons crosses a level, featureless plain. The major new road, the Great
Barford Bypass passes through the south east of the area and the earthworks and trunk
road features influence the rural character of the landscape locally.

Historic Landscape
1F.3

The beginning of settlement into the edge of this area is indicated by the possible
Bronze Age bowl barrow at Round Hill, Roxton (later re-used as a windmill mound).
Extensive occupation in the late Iron Age and Roman period is demonstrated by the
scatters of enclosure cropmarks, usually located on the top of the Boulder Clay ridges
or spur ends. An Iron Age hillfort overlooks the Ouse valley from the end of the
promontory at Mowsbury Hill; another may have existed (from the evidence of Iron
Age finds) in an equivalent position near Clapham Park Wood.

1F.4

While there are now small amounts of ancient woodland, it is likely that post-Roman
regeneration provided woodland cover on the boulder clay ridges, which was largely
cleared by assarting in the medieval period, resulting in a pattern of small irregular fields.
In addition to this, a dispersed medieval settlement pattern in the heart of the area has
contributed to the survival of small ancient closes round the historic ‘ends’. Many of the
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dispersed ‘ends’ were associated with moated sites and retain the earthworks of
shrunken or shifted settlement. By contrast, the intervening areas of parliamentary
enclosure landscape have been subject to post-1950s boundary loss; and much of the
historic pattern has been cleared between Thurleigh and Ravensden.
1F.5

The park around Howbury Hall, Renhold, lies within an area where there is particularly
good survival of an anciently enclosed landscape.

1F.6

On the lower slopes in the south and east of the area towards the Ouse valley the open
fields of Roxton historic and Great Barford parishes were more extensive; the
enclosure boundaries here were more regular in layout, but many were removed to
create ‘prairie’ fields in the later 20th century.

1F.7

The plateau at the west of the area has been strongly affected by the presence of the
Second World War airfields at Twinwoods and Milton Ernest: the surrounding field
patterns have been much altered.

1F.8

Clapham Park Wood was at the core of an early enclosure landscape, but it was
reorganised in the late 19th century by John Howard (who lived at Clapham Park) in
order to have regular fields in which to demonstrate his steam ploughs.

1F.9

The area is rich in earthwork sites (particularly moats), which make a significant
contribution to the historic character of the landscape. The scheduled monuments are
Thurleigh Castle, Palaceyard Wood moat (Roxton), Birchfield Farm moat (Great
Barford), Mowsbury hillfort and moat (Ravensden), and the moat and deserted
settlement at Mavourn Farm, Bolnhurst.

Biodiversity
1F.10 Farmland habitats are widespread in this area including arable field margins, hedgerows,
ponds, ditches and improved grassland. There are also scattered blocks of ancient seminatural woodland dominated by oak and ash. Unimproved grassland would have been a
feature of this area in the past and small areas remains such as the species rich neutral
grassland at Tilwick Meadow. Wetland habitats include minor tributaries of the Great
Ouse, woodland and farmland ponds and field ditches.

Settlement and Built Form
1F.11 Settlement within the Renhold Clay Farmland character area takes the form of dispersed
villages and scattered farmsteads. Villages often shelter in the tributary valleys, either
following the line of the tributary or rising up the contours along roads that cross the
watercourse. Many consist of a number of ‘Ends’ each often just made up of a few
farms, cottages or a church. Examples of this are Wilden, Ravensden and Renhold. The
towers of the stone built churches form landmarks in this fairly level, open landscape.
Other buildings are constructed of red brick, or rendered, occasionally with timber
frames, and with thatch or tiled roofs. Villages shelter amongst mature trees.
Occasionally recent development on the edge of larger villages forms an abrupt interface
with the open landscape. The northern edge of Bedford forms the southern boundary
of the area and here sporting use of the adjacent landscape (at Clapham Park and
Mowbury Hill Golf Course) plus small woodlands form a transition between the suburbs
of Bedford and the rural area. To the east the large scale business and industrial units at
Elms Farm are more obvious in views to the town. Linear settlement along the roads to
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villages just to the north of Bedford such as at Renhold threatens the individual identity
of these villages.

EVALUATION
Landscape Change
Past Change
x Loss of hedgerows and hedgerow trees creating an open large scale landscape in
some sections of the area.
x Agricultural intensification leading to creation of larger arable fields and loss of
grassland, ponds and ditches.
x Decline in active management of woodland.
x Dutch Elm disease leading to loss of woodland and hedgerow trees
x Construction of small wartime airfields during the 20th century and their subsequent
disuse.
x Expansion of some villages with small scale development infilling and at edges.
x Pylon lines fragment the landscape to the east, south of Colesdon.
Current and Future Change
x Further loss of hedgerows and loss of over-mature hedgerow trees, in particular
remnant trees now sited within arable fields.
x Small scale development in villages which could lead to a loss of their distinctive
character in particular the merging of the separate ‘ends’.
x Demand for residential development immediately to the north of Bedford in
particular along roads within and between villages immediately to the north.
x Possible large scale development within the urban edge of Bedford which would
affect views from the rural area.
x Upgrading of rural roads through additional kerbing and signage to accommodate
increasing traffic volume.
x

Demand for new leisure uses or other developments on disused airfields which may
affect the rural character of the area.

Sensitivity
1F.12 The key sensitivities of this area are:
Landscape Character Sensitivities
x The network of hedgerows and hedgerow trees which still survive in parts of the
area and are vulnerable to further loss through lack of consistent maintenance and
renewal of trees.
x The field trees (remnants of former field boundaries) which may be lost due to overmaturity and lack of appropriate management.
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x The pattern of dispersed farmsteads and villages with their distinctive structure of
‘ends’ which is vulnerable to infill and ribbon development along roads.
x Church towers forming landmarks and creating a sense of place.
x The distinctive pattern of dispersed settlement and associated small irregular fields,
often with earthworks of moated sites and shrunken settlements.
x Substantial earthwork sites at Thurleigh Castle and Mowsbury Hill, occupying
strategic positions in the landscape which are vulnerable to lack of management.
x Parkland at Howbury Hall, retaining earthwork ridge and furrow, and set within a
wider landscape of early enclosures.
x High level of recreational access via rights of way network and quiet rural lanes.
x Areas of ecological value including ancient woodlands and unimproved grassland
which require sustained management.
x The tranquil, rural nature of the landscape which is vulnerable to urban influence
particularly immediately to the north of Bedford and around the disused airfields.
1F.13 Overall the landscape character of Renhold Clay Farmland character area is judged to be
moderately sensitive. The area is dominated by intensively farmed arable land there
are significant elements of higher sensitivity. These features include the villages with
their scattered ‘ends’, tall stone churches and remnants of medieval settlements, the
blocks of ancient woodland and the subtle, tributary valleys and streams of the River
Great Ouse.
Visual Sensitivities
x

The openness and wide views given variety by the subtly changing landform and
the scattered woodlands.

1F.14 In visual terms, the landscape has moderate sensitivity. The areas with highest visual
sensitivity are the areas of open elevated plateau at the crest of the subtle valleys and
areas of open gently rolling landform.

Landscape Strategy
The overall landscape strategy for the Renhold Clay Farmland character area is to
enhance the elements of the landscape which are in declining condition or detract
from the rural character, in particular the hedgerows and hedgerow and field trees
and the north east edge of Bedford. At the same time conserving and enhancing the
open rural landscape with its scattered small scale settlements and farmsteads, and
historic earthworks, ancient woodlands and grasslands of high biodiversity value.

Guidelines
Landscape Management Considerations
x Conserve, enhance and restore the woodlands through effective long term
management and replanting to retain their character and ecological value
x Promote traditional woodland management techniques such as coppicing.
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x Promote the use of locally appropriate species such as ash, oak and field maple
within woodlands and hedgerows and for shelter belts in preference to non-native
conifers.
x Conserve and enhance surviving historic field boundaries and restore hedges where
possible in areas of former ancient enclosures, while retaining the open character of
areas which were formerly open field land.
x Enhance the hedgerows consistent management and resist development that will
result in further loss/fragmentation of hedgerows and hedgerow trees.
x Nurture new hedgerow trees.
x Conserve field trees through management of surrounding arable land by for instance
avoiding ploughing over tree root zones and consider opportunities for planting new
field trees.
x Conserve the existing neutral unimproved grassland sites and take opportunities to
extend these and create new species rich hay meadows.
x Conserve historic features such as moated sites and medieval earthworks and their
settings and promote greater understanding of these.
x Conserve the character of the rural roads and limit urbanising influences –
widening/kerbing and ensure that traffic management measures are sympathetic to
the rural character.
Development Considerations
x Conserve the scattered farmsteads and historic villages with their pattern of
dispersed ‘Ends’ and the views to the stone churches.
x Retain the individual settlements avoiding merging these through linear development
particularly immediately to the north of Bedford for instance along the roads
between the various ‘ends’ of Renhold.
x Consider planting new woodlands to screen the urban boundary of north east
Bedford in views from the open countryside to the north.
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TYPE 2: WOODED WOLDS
Key Characteristics
x

Predominant underlying solid geology of Oolitic Limestone;

x

Elevated plateau with a sloping landform cut by tributaries of the River Ouse forming subtle
valleys.

x

Small to medium scale landscape with an enclosed, peaceful character.

x

Significant woodland cover, including several ancient woodland sites, for example Park Wood and
Odell Great Wood (SSSI).

x

Predominantly linear hamlets and villages unified by consistent use of limestone as a building
material.

x

A land use characterised by mixed arable and pastoral farming.

x

Horse grazing frequently focussed at settlement edges.

x

Gaps in tree cover provide commanding views across the adjacent Limestone Valleys.

x

Registered Historic Park and Garden at Hinwick Hall.

x

The Three Shires Way and the John Bunyan Trail are important recreational routes crossing
through the landscape.

Location and Boundaries
2.1

The Wooded Wolds landscape type is located on the elevated Oolitic limestone
outcrop in the north-west of Bedfordshire. It forms part of a ridge of limestone
extending into the neighbouring county of Northamptonshire. The landscape occurs
over the sloping valley sides of the River Great Ouse – separating the low-lying
Limestone Valleys landscape type from the elevated landscape of the Clay Farmland.
The meandering course of the River Great Ouse and its floodplain (the Limestone
Valleys landscape type) cuts through Wooded Wolds – dividing it into two areas that
lie to the north and south of the Great Ouse.
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2A: HINWICK WOODED WOLDS
DESCRIPTION
Key Characteristics
x An elevated plateau founded on solid geology of Oolitic Limestone with drift geology of Boulder
Clay and some Glacial Gravel.
x Rolling, gently sloping landform cut by tributaries of the River Ouse forming subtle valleys.
x Small to medium scale landscape with an enclosed, peaceful character.
x A land use characterised predominantly by arable farming with some pasture.
x Medium scale fields are enclosed by thick hedgerows with frequent hedgerow trees of oak and
sycamore.
x Significant woodland cover, including several ancient woodland sites, for example Park Wood and
Odell Great Wood (SSSI).
x Horse grazing frequently focussed at settlement edges.
x Sparse settlement of farmsteads and small villages unified by consistent use of limestone as a
building material.
x Rural roads cross the area and connect the settlements but large sections of the landscape are
accessible only by tracks and footpaths.
x Registered Historic Park and Garden at Hinwick Hall and at Hinwick House made evident in the
landscape by avenue approach and woodland blocks and spinneys.
x Historic earthworks include the scheduled manorial earthworks at Castle Close, Sharnbrook and
Bletsoe Castle and the shrunken medieval village at Milton Ernest.
x Network of footpaths and bridleways with The Three Shires Way forming an important
recreational route crossing the landscape.
x Gaps in tree cover provide commanding views across the adjacent Harrold-Great Ouse Limestone
Valley and the rising ground of the area forms a rural context for the valley.

Location and Boundaries
2A.1

The Hinwick Wooded Wold is an elevated Oolitic limestone outcrop to the northwest of the district defined by the extent of the solid geology. It forms part of a
limestone ridge extending westwards out of the district. The landscape occurs over
the northern sloping valley sides of the River Great Ouse, separating the lowland
Harold-Great Ouse Limestone Valley landscape character area from the undulating Clay
Farmland landscapes to the east.

Landscape Character
2A.2

The distinctive sloping and gently undulating landscape is created by the underlying
limestone, which is cut by tributaries of the River Ouse which form subtle valleys.
The undulating land is predominantly cultivated for arable use; the fields being
enclosed by a well maintained network of hedgerows and hedgerow trees
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(predominantly oak and ash). Some horse paddocks are visible at the edges of
villages.
2A.3

The landscape has a strong historic character and contains a significant amount of
woodland, much of it of ancient origin. The woodland is predominantly deciduous,
occurring in a series of fragmented blocks, swathes and belts of varying sizes. Odell
Great Wood is perhaps the most significant area of ancient woodland, and is
designated as a SSSI.

2A.4

The combination of woodland cover and undulating, sloping landform creates a sense
of semi-enclosure with views that are generally framed or intermittent. Woodland
blocks along rural roads provide channelled views. This provides for occasional
contrasting views when a gap in the woodland cover affords commanding views
across the adjacent Harold-Great Ouse Limestone Valley. The area also forms a rural
backdrop to this more settled valley landscape.

2A.5

Hinwick Hall and its immediate surroundings imparts a designed ‘parkland’ character,
and alongside the blocks of ancient woodland and the well preserved limestone
villages such as Odell (including Odell Castle) creates a landscape with a sense of
history. The irregular, sinuous pattern of early enclosure remains in parts of the
character area although areas of post 1950s hedgerow loss (e.g. north of Odell)
marks an erosion of the historic, small scale field patterns as fields are enlarged to
encompass modern farming methods.

2A.6

The distinctive settlement character is a key feature, with hamlets being connected
by narrow rural lanes. There is an absence of main transport routes which makes
for a peaceful, largely uninterrupted character area. The consistent vernacular of
honey-grey limestone houses and walls, an intact hedgerow network and the
network of rural roads create a simple and unified landscape.

Historic Landscape
2A.7

There is evidence of later prehistoric and Roman occupation in this area, mainly in
the form of cropmark sites and on the western edge a substantial Roman pottery
production site. Extensive evidence of iron smelting, from possibly the late Iron Age
to the Middle Ages, has been found in the woodland areas around Harrold, Odell
and Colworth, and above Milton Ernest. These exploited the ready source of fuel to
smelt ores derived from the Nene valley to the north. The road which runs north
from Harrold Bridge towards Irchester is an ancient routeway, possibly pre-Roman
in origin. Its line is strongly related to the natural terrain, following an Ouse valley
tributary and then the boulder clay ridge-top.

2A.8

On the top of the Boulder Clay ridge, there appears to have been substantial
regeneration of woodland in the immediate post-Roman period, when the area
formed part of the wider landscape of woodland and wood pasture known as
Bromswold. Woodland was dominant in the medieval landscape on the upper areas
of Harrold and Odell parishes, and in the former township of Colworth. Intervening
areas along the Boulder Clay ridge were subject to medieval assarting resulting in the
creation of irregular fields. The valley slopes were predominantly in open field
cultivation, with smaller irregular ancient closes round the settlements. In some
places, population pressure led to the establishment of new settlements over the
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former open field land away from the original village, notably at Hobbs Green, Odell
and North End, Bletsoe.
2A.9

There was early private enclosure in the parishes of Odell, Bletsoe and Clapham,
with other areas subject to parliamentary enclosure in the later 18th/early 19th
century. Generally the historic field patterns have survived well, though there has
been some loss of boundaries during the later 20th century, notably around Farndish,
Sharnbrook and to the north of Wymington.

2A.10 Scheduled manorial earthworks are located at Castle Close, Sharnbrook (on the end
of a spur of Boulder Clay) and Bletsoe Castle. The shrunken medieval village at
Milton Ernest is also scheduled; there are some settlement earthworks at Souldrop
and Little Odell. Ridge and furrow occurs in pockets across the area, particularly
around Podington and Hinwick.
2A.11 The parks at Hinwick House and Hinwick Hall are both registered grade II.

Biodiversity
2A.12 Farmland habitats such as arable field margins, species rich and modern hedgerows,
ponds, ditches, improved grassland and road verges are a widespread feature in this
character area and support a range of farmland species. The numerous stands of
ancient semi-natural woodland are dominated by oak and ash. Conifers have been
planted on some stands of ancient woodland such as parts of Odell Great Wood
SSSI, and broad-leaved plantations are also occasional. Small areas of scrub and
secondary woodland have also developed in places such as along some of the
watercourses.
2A.13 Unimproved neutral grassland would have been a particular feature of the area in the
past though much has been lost as a result of agricultural improvement and
ploughing. Green lanes such as Hinwick Roman Road and many of the woods
contain small areas of neutral grassland within and adjacent to them. The areas of
parkland at Hinwick contain old trees and areas of semi-improved neutral grassland.

Settlement and Built Form
2A.14 Settlement is sparse in the Hinwick Wooded Wold, and consists of scattered
farmsteads and small contained hamlets and villages along narrow winding rural roads
plus the large scale buildings of the research establishment at Colworth House
(which are largely concealed by woodlands). Villages such as Podington, Hinwick and
Bletsoe are characterised by traditional limestone buildings often with thatched
roofs. More recent brick buildings are also present, particularly at Little Wymington
which is on the border of the claylands to the east. Settlements are often associated
with mature trees and small woodlands, visually integrating them with the
surrounding rural landscape.
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EVALUATION
Landscape Change
Past change
x

Infill housing development within the limestone villages and hamlets.

x

Coniferous and other non-native species of woodland have been planted within
Odell Wood.

x

The green lanes have in places been damaged by four-wheel drives and other
traffic, and resurfacing has damaged the surrounding neutral grasslands.

x

Development of paddocks and other horse related structures such as riding
schools on village edges.

x

Hedgerow removal post 1950s partially eroding the small-scale landscape for
instance north of Odell.

x

Locally, business parks at Thurleigh and Oakley are dominant features within the
river valley.

Current and Future Change
x

Further infill development within existing villages and hamlets.

x

Increasing leisure vehicle use of green lanes damaging their fabric and biodiversity
value.

x

Increase in horse paddocks and related facilities such as shelters and fencing.

x

Further loss of hedgerows and loss of over-mature hedgerow trees.

x

Upgrading of rural roads through additional kerbing and signage to accommodate
increasing traffic volume.

Sensitivity
2A.15 The key sensitivities of this area are:
Landscape Character Sensitivity
x

The strong network of hedgerows (although occasionally gappy) which are
vulnerable to loss through lack of consistent maintenance.

x

The strong network of rural roads and green lanes with associated neutral
grasslands that are vulnerable to damage by increased traffic and resurfacing
techniques, the green lane section of the prehistoric/Roman road west of
Hinwick is a significant ancient landscape feature.

x

The scattered woodland blocks that require sustained management.

x

The pattern of nucleated, limestone villages that are susceptible to infill
development.

x

The setting of the historic landscapes such as the registered parks at Hinwick
Hall and Hinwick House.
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x

Good survival of ancient woodland and some areas of assart fields, along the
boulder clay ridge.

x

Generally good survival of historic field boundaries.

x

Some areas of earthwork ridge and furrow, and a few other well-preserved
manorial or settlement earthworks.

x

The tranquil, rural nature of the landscape that is vulnerable village expansion and
increased use of the network of rural roads.

2A.16 Overall the landscape character of the Hinwick Wooded Wolds character area is judged
to be of high sensitivity due to the many elements of the landscape that are
sensitive to change such as the rural roads, the blocks of scattered woodland, the
small scale limestone villages, the largely intact hedgerows and historic parks and
earthworks.
Visual Sensitivity
x

Occasional views across the River Great Ouse Valley.

x

The sense of enclosure provided by the combined undulating landform and
hedgerow network.

x

Views to the largely undeveloped occasionally wooded ridges of the area from
the adjacent Harrold-Great Ouse Limestone Valley and Oakley–Great Ouse
Limestone Valley.

x

The historic landscape setting of Hinwick Hall and Hinwick House.

2A.17 In visual terms, the landscape has moderate sensitivity as much of it is enclosed by
the woodland, rolling topography and dense hedgerow network that characterises
the area. The areas with highest visual sensitivity are the slopes rising above the
valley of the Great Ouse which provide a rural backdrop to the valley floor.

Landscape Strategy
The overall landscape strategy for the Hinwick Wooded Wold character area is to
conserve the rural landscape of rolling arable farmland with its largely intact
hedgerow network, its scattered small scale limestone settlements and
farmsteads, and historic earthworks, parks and ancient woodlands and grasslands
of high biodiversity value while enhancing elements of the landscape which are in
declining condition.

Guidelines
Landscape Management
x

Encourage the planting or regeneration of new broad-leaved woodland, in
particular adjacent to and linking existing ancient woodland in the area and
reflecting the historic pattern of woodland in the area.

x

Conserve and enhance the historic field boundaries, replanting hedgerow and
hedgerow trees where necessary.
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x

Ensure all ancient semi-natural woodland in the area receives appropriate
management to conserve and enhance its biodiversity interest.

x

Ensure the areas of grassland of high biodiversity value are conserved through
appropriate management for instance grazing and/or hay cutting, and scrub
control.

x

Conserve historic earthwork sites and their setting.

x

Ensure the areas of parkland around Hinwick Hall and Hinwick House receive
appropriate management to conserve and enhance their historic and biodiversity
value and to maintain them as a distinctive feature in the local landscape.

x

Conserve the character of the rural roads with their wide grass verges and limit
urbanising influences – widening/kerbing and ensure that traffic management
measures are sympathetic to the rural character.

x

Ensure that horse related development is sympathetic to the character of the
area in materials and scale and respects the historic field pattern around the
settlements.

Development Considerations
x

Conserve the historic cores of the limestone villages - encouraging any new
development to adopt the vernacular style of buildings and materials.

x

Retain the individual settlements avoiding merging these through linear
development along roads for instance between Podington and Hinwick.

x

Consider the effect of large scale vertical features which have the potential to
disrupt views.

x

Conserve the largely unsettled slopes above the Great Ouse Valley that form a
rural backdrop to this lower lying, more settled landscape.
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2B: PAVENHAM WOODED WOLDS
DESCRIPTION
Key Characteristics
x

Sloping landform founded on Oolitic Limestone with drift deposits of Boulder Clay at higher
elevations.

x

Forms an intermediary landscape linking the flat floodplain of the River Great Ouse to the high
ground of the Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland (1a).

x

Small to medium scale landscape with an enclosed, peaceful character.

x

Land use characterised by arable farming, with pastoral landscapes being particularly associated
with the historic parkland around Turvey.

x

Medium scale geometric fields are enclosed by dense hedgerows while limestone walls form the
boundaries of gardens and historic estates.

x

The wooded character created by small woodland blocks such as Blackwell Spinney (including
ancient woodland) is enhanced by frequent hedgerow trees.

x

Settlement consists of scattered farmsteads, hamlets and villages built mainly of limestone, tall
church spires form distinctive landmarks.

x

Significant areas of parkland at Turvey evident in parkland trees, pasture and copses.

x

Rural roads, often with wide grass verges, skirt the lower slopes at the edges of the adjacent
valley landscape.

x

The Stevington Country Walk is an important recreational route crossing through the landscape.

x

Gaps in tree cover provide wide views across the adjacent Limestone Valley landscape type and
the wold forms a rural backdrop to the lower ground of the valley.

Location and Boundaries
2B.1

Situated at the west of Bedford Borough Pavenham Wooded Wold is an elevated
Oolitic limestone outcrop forming a gently sloping buffer between the low-lying
valley floor of the Great River Ouse and the elevated clay plateau of the Cranfield to
Stagsden Clay Farmland character area (1a). Boundaries follow roads or contours
broadly marking the change in geology and the rise of the valley slope above the
valley floor or the change to the level plateau of the Clay Farmland.

Landscape Character
2B.2

This is a sloping, gently undulating landscape founded on limestone, overlain by drift
deposits of boulder clay at the higher elevations. The area is predominantly under
arable cultivation with medium and small scale fields irregular fields enclosed by a
network of well maintained hedgerows and hedgerow trees (predominantly oak and
ash) interspersed with small blocks of woodland. There are pastures around Turvey
on the historic parklands of Turvey Abbey and Turvey House. Other features of the
parks here are stone wall boundaries, mature parkland trees and woodland blocks.
Locally, views to river meadows are important.
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2B.3

Much of the area is has sparse settlement of a few scattered farmsteads although
there are substantial villages at Stevington, Pavenham and Turvey. Rural roads skirt
and rise up the slopes of the area. To the south the A428 crosses the area creating
noise and movement in the largely peaceful landscape.

2B.4

The combination of dense hedgerows, hedgerow trees and woodland and the
undulating, sloping landform creates a sense of semi-enclosure with views that are
generally framed or intermittent. Woodland blocks along rural roads provide
channelled views. This provides for occasional contrasting views when a gap in the
tree cover affords commanding views across the adjacent Harrold Great Ouse (3a) or
Oakley Great Ouse (3b) character areas. Pavenham commands a particularly
prominent position with views of the river valley to the south and east. Conversely
the Pavenham Wooded Wolds provides a rural, unsettled backdrop to the lower
ground of the Great Ouse valley.

Historic Landscape
2B.5

There is evidence of later prehistoric and Roman occupation in this area, mainly in
the form of cropmark sites.

2B.6

The later landscape was dominated by extensive areas of old enclosure, with
irregular field boundaries. The historic settlements were mostly nucleated, though
Stevington had a dispersed pattern of ‘ends’, which has largely been agglomerated
through later development. The former village of Chellington was also polyfocal in
its layout, but shifted in the later middle ages (along with neighbouring Carlton) to
line the road leading to Harrold Bridge.

2B.7

Some areas of later enclosure fields survive, but have tended to be subject to the
removal of boundaries in the later 20th century, particularly south of Felmersham and
north-west of Bromham.

2B.8

Chellington deserted village is a scheduled monument extensive in area, and having a
significant landscape impact; the deep hollow way which ran through the settlement
is especially impressive. This was the line of an ancient (possibly even prehistoric)
route which crossed the ridge from Pavenham and headed to join the road between
Harrold Bridge and Irchester (through area 2a). The other scheduled site is the
moat and dovecote at Carlton Hall Farm, which probably originated as a lodge site
within a medieval deer park. Ridge and furrow survives throughout the area,
particularly in Turvey and Carlton parishes.

Biodiversity
2B.9

Farmland habitats such as arable field margins, species rich and modern hedgerows,
ponds, ditches, improved grassland and road verges are a widespread feature in this
character area and support a range of farmland species. Small woodland blocks
including the stands of ancient semi-natural woodland in the area are dominated by
oak and ash. Unimproved neutral grassland would have been a particular feature of
the area in the past though much has been lost as a result of agricultural
improvement and ploughing. Areas of neutral grassland are still present at sites such
as Pavenham Meadow, many of the woods contain small areas of neutral grassland
within and adjacent to them. The areas of parkland such as at Turvey Abbey contain
old trees and areas of semi-improved neutral grassland.
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Settlement and Built Form
2B.10 This area has fairly sparse settlement concentrated in the nucleated villages of
Turvey and Stevington and the more extensive Pavenham. The latter had the typical
Bedfordshire pattern of scattered ‘Ends’ which has been infilled along roads. The
villages are unified by the honey-grey hues of limestone houses and walls, the warm
colours of thatch and clay tiles and the wide eaves that frequently characterise the
roofs. Although the village cores are characterised by historic limestone buildings
brick 20th century housing is present at the settlement edges for instance in the
linear spread at edges of Pavenham. The towers of St Peter’s Church at Pavenham
and St Nicholas’s Church north of Carlton are distinctive landmarks in views from
the river valley below and Stevington Windmill is also a local landmark.

EVALUATION
Landscape Change
Past change
x

Infill development and linear spread of villages e.g. along rural roads out of
Pavenham.

x

Some hedgerow removal post 1950s partially eroding the small-scale landscape
e.g. between Felmersham and Pavenham.

Current and Future Change
x

Further infill development within existing villages and hamlets.

x

Further loss of hedgerows and loss of over-mature hedgerow trees.

x

Upgrading of rural roads through additional kerbing and signage to accommodate
increasing traffic volume.

Sensitivity
2B.11 The key sensitivities of this area are:
Landscape Character Sensitivity
x

The strong network of hedgerows (although occasionally gappy) which are
vulnerable to loss through lack of consistent maintenance.

x

The strong network of rural roads and green lanes with associated neutral
grasslands that are vulnerable to damage by increased traffic and resurfacing
techniques.

x

The scattered woodland blocks that require sustained management.

x

The limestone villages that are susceptible to infill development and spread along
roads.

x

The setting of the historic parkland such as Turvey Abbey.

x

Irregular field patterns deriving from extensive early enclosure.

x

Scheduled monuments at Chellington deserted village and Carlton Hall moat,
with a close relationship to their landscape context.
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x

The tranquil, rural nature of the landscape that is vulnerable village expansion and
increased use of the network of rural roads.

2B.12 Overall the landscape character of the Pavenham Wooded Wolds character area is
judged to be of high sensitivity due to the many elements of the landscape that are
sensitive to change such as the rural roads, the blocks of scattered woodland, the
small scale limestone villages, the largely intact hedgerows and historic parks and
earthworks.
Visual Sensitivity
x

Occasional views across the River Great Ouse Valley.

x

The sense of enclosure provided by the combined undulating landform and
hedgerow network.

x

Views to the largely undeveloped occasionally wooded ridges of the area from
the adjacent Harrold-Great Ouse Limestone Valley and Oakley–Great Ouse
Limestone Valley.

x The historic parkland setting of Turvey Abbey and Turvey House.
2B.13 Overall the visual sensitivity of the character area is judged to be moderate/high.
The largely undeveloped, wooded landscape provides an important visual backdrop
to adjacent Limestone Valley character areas.

Landscape Strategy
The overall landscape strategy for the Pavenham Wooded Wold character area is
to conserve the rural landscape of rolling arable farmland with its largely intact
hedgerow network, its limestone villages and farmsteads, and historic parklands
and earthworks, and woodlands of high biodiversity value while enhancing
elements of the landscape which are in declining condition such as some sections
of hedgerows.

Guidelines
Landscape Management
x

Encourage the planting or regeneration of new broad-leaved woodland, in
particular adjacent to and linking existing ancient woodland in the area and
respecting the grain of the historic landscape.

x

Conserve and enhance the historic field patterns.

x

Enhance the hedgerow network, replanting hedgerow and hedgerow trees where
necessary.

x

Safeguard the surviving fields of ridge and furrow, and the setting of the ancient
monuments.

x

Ensure all ancient semi-natural woodland in the area receives appropriate
management to conserve and enhance its biodiversity interest.
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x

Ensure the areas of grassland of high biodiversity value are conserved through
appropriate management for instance grazing and/or hay cutting, and scrub
control.

x

Ensure the areas of parkland around Turvey Abbey receive appropriate
management to conserve and enhance their value to biodiversity and to maintain
them as a distinctive feature in the local landscape.

x

Conserve the character of the rural roads with their wide grass verges and limit
urbanising influences – widening/kerbing and ensure that traffic management
measures are sympathetic to the rural character.
Development Considerations

x

Conserve the historic cores of the limestone villages, encouraging any new
development to adopt the vernacular style of buildings and materials.

x

Conserve the historic form of scattered ‘Ends’ at Pavenham avoiding further
merging of these through linear development along roads.

x

Conserve the views to the church towers.

x

Conserve the largely unsettled slopes above the Great Ouse Valley that form a
rural backdrop to this lower lying, more settled landscape.
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TYPE 3: LIMESTONE VALLEYS
Key Characteristics
x

The Great River Ouse meanders across the flat, wide open floodplain having one of the most
natural sections of river remaining in the County.

x

Agricultural landscape with a mixed land-use of pasture (grazed by sheep and cattle) and arable
land.

x

Restored gravel and limestone extraction sites form a series of lakes that bring visual interest and
are an important recreational and ecological resource.

x

The variation in land cover and dispersed settlement creates a medium scale landscape.

x

Some enclosure provided by the sloping valley sides of the adjacent Wooded Wolds and Clay
Farmland landscape types.

x

Wetland vegetation including willow and poplar, align the Great Ouse, picking out the course of
the river.

x

Meadows and marshes adjacent to the River Great Ouse including Stevington Marsh SSSI.

x

Settlement character varies from small scale limestone hamlets and villages to larger settlements
with a variety of building materials and considerable modern development.

x

An urban fringe character where the western edge of Bedford abuts the landscape type.

x

The John Bunyan trail recreational route crosses through the landscape.

Location and Boundaries
3.1

The Limestone Valleys landscape type occurs within the northwest of Bedfordshire
following the meanders of the River Great Ouse. The boundaries are delineated by
the distinct change in landform, where the open, level river floodplain meets the
sloping side of the Wooded Wolds and Clay Farmland landscape types. Where the
valley adjoins the Clay Farmland, the change in topography corresponds with the
change in underlying geology – from a limestone to clay strata. To the south the
landscape type adjoins the western edge of Bedford.
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3A: HARROLD – GREAT OUSE LIMESTONE VALLEY
DESCRIPTION
Key Characteristics
x

Moderately wide shallow valley founded on Oolitic Limestone, with Alluvium along the course
of the river and Valley Gravel on the level valley floor.

x

The River Great Ouse gently meanders from west to east through the valley lined in places by
poplar and willow.

x

Predominantly arable farmland plus pasture grazed by sheep and cattle.

x

Medium scale geometric fields are enclosed by hedges with some hedgerow trees.

x

Restored gravel and limestone extraction sites form a series of lakes that create a new
landscape feature and are an important recreational and ecological resource e.g. Harrold Odell
Country Park.

x

The River Great Ouse is of significant ecological interest and represents one of the most
natural sections of river remaining in the county.

x

The sloping valley sides of the Odell and Pavenham Wooded Wolds provide a sense of enclosure
and a rural backdrop to the area.

x

Settlements located at the edges of the valleys above the floodplain vary from small scale
limestone hamlets and villages to larger villages with a variety of building materials and
considerable modern development.

x

The tall spires of stone built churches form distinctive landmarks in views across the valley.

x

Rural roads travel across the floodplain, carried over the river by stone bridges, some with
distinctive raised pedestrian walkways.

Location and Boundaries
3A.1

The Harrold - Great Ouse Limestone Valley landscape character area lies at the
northwest of Bedford district. Its boundaries are delineated by the change in
landform - its open, level floodplain met by the sloping side of the Wooded Wolds
landscape type which rise to the north and south. The area is characterised by
extensive lakes on former gravel extraction sites, the most easterly of these beyond
Radwell, marking the boundary with the Oakley - Great Ouse Limestone Valley
character area to the south which contains far fewer large open water bodies.

Landscape Character
3A.2

This is a broad valley, with the rising slopes and woodland of the adjacent Wooded
Wolds providing enclosure and a largely unsettled rural backdrop to the character
area. The River Great Ouse follows a meandering course through the unsettled
valley floor with multiple channels, drainage ditches and tributaries lined in places
with willows and poplars. The river has significant ecological value and is flanked
along its much of its length by the large areas of open water - a legacy of previous
sand and gravel extraction sites. Restored sites such as Harrold Odell Country Park
and the Felmersham Gravel Pits SSSI have become important recreational and
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ecological resources. In some cases the size and scale of areas of open water is ad
odds with the pattern and grain of this valley landscape; they are, however, often
enclosed by woodland belts and blocks. Pastoral fields grazed by sheep and cattle
characterise the lower ground with arable farmland on the gravel terraces and gently
rising limestone valley sides. Fields are generally medium to large in size and
bounded by hedgerow and hedgerow trees. In places the hedgerows have been
removed and replaced by post and wire fencing creating a more open character. In
some sections of the area lack of active management of land surrounding the flooded
gravel pits has led to invasion of grassland by scrub and the installation of more
urban style fencing and signage.
3A.3

Substantial villages are located on the slightly higher ground above the flood plain and
are often associated with river crossings. Rural roads cross the valley with limestone
bridges forming landmarks as at Oakley and Stafford. The towers of stone built
churches are distinctive features in views.

Historic Landscape
3A.4

Early occupation of the valley floor is demonstrated by cropmark evidence of
ploughed-out Bronze Age barrows. There was also extensive Iron Age and Roman
settlement, particular on the gravel terraces; an Iron Age and Roman farmstead was
excavated in advance of the gravel quarrying which formed the lake within HarroldOdell country park.

3A.5

The historic use of the land on the alluvial flood plain was for hay production and
grazing, with regularly spaced water mills exploiting the flow of the river. The
slightly higher land on the river gravels formed part of the open fields of the
adjoining parishes, and was reorganised into regular rectilinear fields at enclosure in
the late 18th/early 19th century.

3A.6

The nucleated villages which are located at the edge of the valley floor are often
associated with major monuments. Harrold Church was associated with a medieval
nunnery which may have been partly responsible for the construction of Harrold
Bridge. A series of dammed fishponds in a side valley south-west of the village may
have belonged to the nunnery, or to the former Harrold Manor. In Odell, the castle
occupies a strategic position overlooking the valley. The church and former tithe
barn at Felmersham are an indication of the importance of the village to Trinity
College, Cambridge, who held the advowson of the church (the right to appoint the
rector).

3A.7

Harrold bridge (a scheduled monument) with its long pedestrian causeway is a major
monument not just in its own right, but also because it lies on the ancient routeway
which ran from Pavenham through the deserted village of Chellington, then towards
the Roman town at Irchester. The construction of the bridge by the 12th century,
and the increase of traffic which followed, drew the settlements of Carlton and
Chellington towards the road. The stone bridges at Radwell and Felmersham were
constructed as part of a general move toward road improvements, in 1766 and 1818
respectively.
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Biodiversity
3A.8

The River Great Ouse is of significant ecological interest and represents one of the
most natural sections of river remaining in the county. Although the river valley is
dominated by arable agriculture and improved pasture grassland, some areas of
significant biological interest are present, including Felmersham Gravel Pits SSSI, a
nationally important wetland sites. This consists of a series of flooded gravel pits
which were active until 1945, and which now support a rich-variety of associated
habitat types, including open water, tall fen, neutral grassland, scrub and broadleaved
woodland. The site is especially important for its aquatic flora, birds and dragonflies.
Similarly the Harrold-Odell Country Park, a former quarry site now composed of
two lakes and surrounded by grassland meadows, supports a wide range of breeding
and overwintering wetland birds.

3A.9

Relatively little woodland is present apart from willow and poplar plantations. Scrub
and secondary woodland, including wet woodland communities, have also developed
in many of the disused gravel pits such as Felmersham Gravel Pits SSSI and Harrold
Country Park, and along the river.

Settlement and Built Form
3A.10 Settlement consists of a few isolated farmsteads generally located on the valley
floor, close to the course of the River Ouse and a number of nucleated villages and
hamlets sheltering at the base of the valley sides. Limestone is the main building
material with clay tile and occasionally thatched roofs. Red brick, some yellow brick,
and blue slates area also present for instance at Harrold. Here boundary walls, of
stone but also red brick are distinctive features and the green forms the focus of the
village. Sharnbrook has a core of older limestone dwellings while housing estates
were added during the later 20th century. Carlton and Chellington lie on a gravel
terrace above the floodplain of the Ouse with their older cores of stone built
dwellings to north and south joined by modern development. Mills and bridges form
distinctive landmarks linking the settlements to the river landscape and the towers of
churches such as at Harrold, Sharnbrook, Carlton and Felmersham are key features
in views across the valley.

EVALUATION
Landscape Change
Past change
x

Housing development within and on the edge of settlements that does not
respond to local building material and vernacular.

x

Loss of water meadows and traditional riverside pastures along the River Great
Ouse.

x

Loss of hedgerows.

x

Lack of active management of riverside pastures.

x

Mineral working leading to creation of large open water bodies.
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Current and Future Change
x

Potential for expansion of residential settlements along roads.

x

Road improvements.

x

Lack of active management of riverside pastures – decline in livestock farming.

x

Changes in agriculture – requirements for new crops e.g. biomass/biofuels.

x

Requirement for further exploitation of sand and gravel resource within the
valley.

x

Intensive recreational use of former gravel or sand workings leading to potential
loss of biodiversity value and rural character.

Sensitivity
3A.11 The key sensitivities of this area are:
Landscape Character Sensitivity
x

The nucleated, limestone villages with historic cores.

x

The naturalistic vegetated banks of the River Ouse which is sensitive to lack of
management or changes associated with intensive leisure uses.

x

Meadow land and riverside pastures on the valley floor which are an indication of
historic land use and important landscape and biodiversity resource.

x

Significant sites and structures which contribute to landscape character: the
stone bridges, Harrold fishponds, Odell Castle, churches and Felmersham Tithe
Barn

x

The minor roads and bridges over the Great Ouse which reinforce the rural
character of the area.

x

Open water bodies and associated wetland habitats providing a recreational
resource and biodiversity interest.

3A.12 The overall landscape character sensitivity for the Harrold Great Ouse Limestone Valley
character area is judged to be moderate to high. Features which are sensitive to
change include the historic village cores of distinctive local materials, with their stone
churches and bridges, the natural course of river, minor channels and large open
waterbodies fringed by vegetation, and the minor road network and the riverside
pastures.
Visual Sensitivity
x

Views to the wooded backdrop of the Wooded Wolds.

x

Views to the church spires of churches located on the lower reaches of the
valley sides.

x

The tranquil, rural views across the lakes enclosed by woodland for instance at
Harrold Odell Country Park.

x

Open views across the floodplain to limestone bridges.
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3A.13 The overall visual sensitivity is judged to be moderate. Views across open water
bodies and across the pastoral fields to the limestone bridge crossing points of the
River Great Ouse are sensitive to the increasing development density and
recreational land uses.
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Landscape Strategy
The overall landscape strategy for the Harrold - Great Ouse Limestone Valley
character area is to conserve the historic limestone villages, the riverside
features such as stone bridges and mills and the tranquil river flanked by trees
and lakes enclosed by woodland belts and ecological diversity. Elements to be
enhanced include the field boundaries where these are in poor condition or lost
and the management of the riverside pastures and wetland vegetation.

Guidelines
Landscape Management
x

Conserve and enhance the distinctive floodplain landscape and habitats with
areas of marshland, wet meadow/riverside pasture and features such as mature
willows.

x

Conserve the natural river course of the Great Ouse and associated wetland
biodiversity.

x

Conserve enclosure boundaries, the hedgerow and hedgerow trees, enhancing
the network of hedgerows and hedgerow trees where these has become
degraded or lost.

x

Safeguard the landscape settings of the bridges and other monuments.

x

Conserve the rural character of the network of minor roads, discourage the
introduction of suburban style materials e.g. kerbs and extensive lighting.

x

Ensure that new infrastructure for leisure use such as paths, signage and seating
is sympathetic in character to the rural setting of the river valley.

x

Enhance new and recently disused gravel workings to provide a source of new
wetland habitats such as marshland, wet meadow and wet woodland as well as
open water bodies and to strengthen the rural riverside landscape character.

Development Considerations
x

Conserve and protect the form and setting of the limestone bridges crossing the
River Great Ouse.

x

Consider scale and integration of open water bodies arising from mineral
extraction, within this enclosed valley landscape.

x

Conserve the nucleated stone built villages and avoid linear extension along
roads which may threaten the individual identity of the villages.

x

Improve settlement edges where these form an unsympathetic relationship with
the open countryside – planting of floodplain woodland is a key opportunity.

x

Conserve views to church towers.
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3B: OAKLEY - GREAT OUSE LIMESTONE VALLEY
DESCRIPTION
Key Characteristics
x

Wide, open, shallow valley founded on Oolitic Limestone, with Alluvium along the course
of the river and Valley Gravel on the level valley floor.

x

The River Great Ouse meanders through the valley in wide loops lined by wetland
vegetation including poplar and willow.

x

A landscape with a mixed land-use of arable farmland on the higher ground and pasture
(grazed by sheep and cattle) on the valley floor.

x

Medium scale geometric fields are enclosed by hedgerows with some hedgerow trees
although in some areas the hedgerows have been replaced by fences; smaller, more
intimate fields line the river.

x

The sloping valley sides of the Hinwick and Pavenham Wooded Wolds provide a sense of
enclosure and a rural backdrop, particularly to the north of the area.

x

Settlement takes the form of large villages mainly to the south of the area often with a core
of older buildings and considerable modern development at their margins for instance at
Biddenham.

x

Building materials vary from limestone, timber and render to modern red brick with
distinctive limestone bridges e.g. Bromham Bridge and Oakley Bridge.

x

The corridor of the A6(T) and associated large scale buildings give an urban fringe
character at the western edge of Bedford.

x

The John Bunyan trail recreational route crosses the landscape.

Location and Boundaries
3B.1

The Oakley - Great Ouse Limestone Valley character area lies at the northwest of
Bedford district forming a broader valley between the limestone slopes of the
Wooded Wolds landscape type to the east and west. Boundaries follow roads or
contours marking the change in landform at the base of the rising valley sides and, to
the north, a bend of the river defines the boundary of the landscape of the Harrold –
Great Ouse Limestone Valley with its much higher level of large open water bodies.

Landscape Character
3B.2

This is a broad, shallow valley founded on Oolitic Limestone, with Alluvium along the
course of the river and Valley Gravel on the level valley floor. The River Great
Ouse meanders through the valley in characteristic broad loops sometimes lined by
riverside vegetation such as willows and alders. Whilst traditionally an agricultural
landscape encompassing a combination of arable fields on higher land, and wet
meadow and pasture on the floodplain, the valley has been developed for residential,
recreational and transportation purposes in recent years. The increased
development within the character area has resulted in intermittent views along, and
out of the floodplain, and creates a variable sense of tranquillity with strong
contrasts between the rural sections to the north and the more settled and
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developed southern section around Biddenham. Although the hedgerows network
is degraded in places, it is sufficiently intact to create a small scale field pattern on
the valley floor.
3B.3

Small rural roads cross the river valley often carried over limestone road bridges
which, with the brick railway bridges form prominent linear features elevated above
the field level. Raised pedestrian walkways are also a feature – providing pedestrian
access during periods of flood for instance at Bromham Bridge. To the east and
south of the area the major trunk roads of the A6, A428 and A5134 reduce the rural
feel of the landscape with noise and views of moving traffic.

3B.4

Large villages are sited on the gravel terraces or shelter on the higher ground at the
base of the wooded valley sides. Villages typically comprise older stone built cores
with extensive recent development around the perimeter in brick.

Historic Landscape
3B.5

This area has seen occupation from the earliest times; there have been major finds of
Palaeolithic material from the Deep Spinney pit, Biddenham, and many examples of
ritual and funerary monuments of the Neolithic and Bronze Ages have been
recorded as cropmarks, particularly in the Biddenham Loop. Pit alignments were
frequently used to cut off loops formed by the river, by establishing territorial
boundaries. Extensive Iron Age and Roman settlement throughout this area has also
been recorded.

3B.6

Stone bridges with pedestrian causeways crossed the River Ouse at Bromham and
Stafford (near Oakley). Bromham causeway was replaced in the early 19th century,
and Stafford Bridge rebuilt on a new alignment in 1936. Watermills were regularly
spaced along the river by the time of the Domesday Book in 1086, some of which
still have buildings on the same sites (e.g. Bromham).

3B.7

Much of the valley floor was meadowland used for grazing and hay production in the
past but this, and the adjoining arable open field landscape within the loops of the
river, were reorganised through Parliamentary Enclosure with its characteristic
rectilinear field boundaries. The survival of the enclosure landscape layout is patchy.
There has been significant removal of boundaries in the Milton Ernest and Pavenham
loops of the Ouse, less in the Oakley and Biddenham loops. Bromham has been
much affected by gravel extraction. Parkland occurs on opposite sides of the river at
Oakley and Stevington Park End.

3B.8

The most prominent historic monument on the edge of the river valley is the church
at Stevington, which sits on an outcrop of the Oolitic limestone, from the base of
which springs the Holy Well. The village of Biddenham lies along the edge of a large
oval enclosure of unknown date but considerable antiquity, of which the layout is
preserved in the alignment of field boundaries.

Biodiversity
3B.9

The River Ouse is of significant ecological interest and represents one of the most
natural sections of river remaining in the county. Although the river valley is
dominated by arable agriculture and improved pasture grassland, some areas of
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significant biological interest are present, including Stevington Marsh SSSI and
Biddenham Pit.
3B.10 Biddenham Pit is a rare example of a sand and gravel extraction site along this
section of the River Great Ouse. Despite being composed of the same underlying
geology of Great Oolite limestone overlain by boulder clay and river terrace gravels,
the sand and gravel extraction sites which characterise the floodplain of the Harold
Great Ouse Limestone Valley character area, are generally not found in the Oakley
Great Ouse Limestone Valley area.
3B.11 Unimproved calcareous grassland has developed on limestone soils around Bromham
Lake. The lake has some characteristics of a marl lake including colonies of
stoneworts. Other areas of open water in the character area include field ponds.
3B.12 Very little woodland is present apart from willow and poplar plantations along the
course of the River Great Ouse, with a particular concentration northwest of
Oakley.

Settlement and Built Form
3B.13 Settlement consists of a few isolated farmsteads generally located on the valley floor,
close to the course of the River Ouse plus large villages sited on the gravel terraces
or sheltering at the base of the valley sides. Villages have cores of older limestone
buildings, including churches but with extensive later development often in red brick
including large-scale recent housing development south of Biddenham. Mills and
bridges form distinctive landmarks linking the settlements to the river landscape and
the towers of the churches are important features in views across the valley.

EVALUATION
Landscape Change
Past change
x

Housing development within and on the edge of existing rural villages that does
not respond to local building materials and vernacular.

x

Construction of trunk roads.

x

Loss of water meadows along the River Great Ouse.

x

Loss of hedgerows.

x

Lack of active management of riverside pastures.

Current and Future Change
x

Residential expansion of villages along rural roads.

x

Improvements to the rural roads

x

Lack of active management of riverside pastures.

x

Potential major new road building in the southern part of the area for the
A6/A248 link north of Biddenham and the Bedford Western Bypass south of
Biddenham.
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x

Large scale residential development to the north and south of Biddenham.

Sensitivity
3B.14 The key sensitivities of this area are:
Landscape Character Sensitivity
x

The naturalistic, meandering course of the river fringed by wetland vegetation
including marshland and open water bodies of high biodiversity interest.

x

The undeveloped, flat floodplain with settlements limited to the higher ground of
the gravel terraces and valley sides.

x

Meadow land in the valley floor, and enclosure fields adjacent, particularly in
Oakley and Biddenham loops.

x

Significant sites and structures which contribute to landscape character: the
stone bridges, Stevington Church and Holy Well, and the Biddenham oval
enclosure

x

The historic cores of the limestone villages.

3B.15 The overall landscape character sensitivity for the Oakley - Great Ouse character area
is judged to be moderate- high. The character of the area is affected in some
sections by major trunk roads or large scale recent development on village fringes.
The rural areas of the valley have a high concentration of important features, which
are sensitive to change. These include the historic village cores of distinctive local
materials, with their stone churches and bridges, the river fringed by vegetation, and
the minor road network and the riverside pastures.
Visual Sensitivity
x

Views to the wooded backdrop of the Wooded Wolds.

x

Views to the towers of churches located on the valley sides.

x

Open views across the floodplain to limestone bridges.

x

Corridor views down the river, especially along wooded sections of the river
course where views are channelled.

3B.16 The overall visual sensitivity is judged to be moderate. Rural, pastoral views such
as those across meadows to the limestone bridge crossing points of the River Great
Ouse, or along the wooded river corridor are highly sensitive to the increasing
development density and recreational land uses. In other sections of the area large
scale recent development and major roads dominate views.
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Landscape Strategy
The overall landscape strategy for the Oakley - Great Ouse Limestone Valley
character area is to conserve the historic limestone villages, the riverside
features such as stone bridges and mills and the tranquil river corridor flanked by
woodland belts. Elements to be enhanced would be the field boundaries where
these are in poor condition or lost, the management of the riverside pastures and
wetland vegetation and the integration of recent development with the
surrounding rural landscape for instance through creation of new elements such
as wet woodlands.

Guidelines
Landscape Management
x

Conserve, enhance and create areas of floodplain landscape with wet meadows
and marshes where appropriate (reversion of arable farmland may be an
opportunity).

x

Conserve and enhance the riparian vegetation that defines the course of the
River Great Ouse, with opportunities for enhanced habitat management and
restoration.

x

Conserve the hedgerow and hedgerow trees, enhancing the network where
hedgerow has become degraded or damaged.

x

Conserve the ecological integrity of the SSSI sites – and manage recreation within
these areas.

x

Conserve the rural character of the network of minor roads, discourage the
introduction of suburban style materials e.g. kerbs and extensive lighting.

Development Considerations
x

Conserve the nucleated stone built villages and avoid linear extension along
roads which may threaten the individual identity of the villages.

x

Improve settlement edges where these form an unsympathetic relationship with
the open countryside – planting of floodplain woodland is a key opportunity.

x

Conserve the natural floodplain landform and long views - avoid further
introduction of embankments in the landscape which interrupt the landform and
restrict views.

x

Consider views to, and the landscape setting of the limestone bridges e.g. in the
instance of Stafford Bridge, where linear development out of Oakley extends to
within close proximity of the crossing point.

x

Conserve views to church towers.
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TYPE 4: CLAY VALLEYS
Key Characteristics
x

Shallow, fairly wide valleys defined by the Rivers Ouse and Ivel.

x

Underlain by solid geological strata of Oxford Clay, Gault Clay, Lower Greensand and Alluvium
with drift deposits of Valley and Glacial Gravels.

x

Lowland landscape with an elevation generally occurring between 30-40m AOD.

x

Strong visual connectivity with the adjacent Clay Vales landscape type (predominantly due to the
flat landform and areas of arable land use).

x

Mixed land use of arable land and improved pasture contained within medium sized fields.

x

Strong market gardening presence - glasshouses occurring throughout the valleys.

x

Restored sand and gravel workings create an ecological and recreational resource – Priory
Country Park and Wyboston Leisure Park for example.

x

The adjacent towns of Bedford, Sandy and Biggleswade impart urban fringe characteristics on the
landscape.

x

Busy transport corridors, including the A421 and A1M, dominate the landscape both visually and
audibly.

x

Settlements are typically small to medium scale, dispersed and linear with a mix of building age
and style. There is a considerable amount of modern development.

x

The Greensand Ridge Walk crosses the water close to Sandy connecting the rivers with the
adjacent Wooded Greensand Ridge landscape type.

Location and Boundaries
4.1

The Clay Valleys landscape type is located within the eastern half of the Bedfordshire
along the course of two rivers. The Great Ouse river valley extends from the east
of Bedford until the river crosses the County boundary and into the Cambridgeshire
town of St Neots. In the southeast of the County the linear course of the River Ivel
extends northwards to the point where the river converges with the Great Ouse at
Tempsford. There is little topographic variation between the Clay Valleys and the
adjacent Clay Vales landscape type. As such, boundaries are predominantly defined
by changes in land use and underlying geology (the course of the rivers marked by
deposits of glacial and valley gravels).
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4A: GREAT OUSE CLAY VALLEY
DESCRIPTION
Key Characteristics
x

A shallow fairly wide valley founded on Oxford Clay and Alluvium with deposits of Valley
Gravel and small sections of Glacial Gravel.

x

The River Great Ouse and River Ivel run through the area with large scale open water bodies,
multiple channels and tributary streams.

x

Mixed land use of arable on the shallow slopes of the valley with pasture, quarrying and
recreational uses along the valley floor.

x

Large and medium scale geometric fields are bounded by hedgerows in mixed condition with
some hedgerow trees.

x

20th century pattern of small market gardens and nurseries dominant particularly at Wyboston
with many of these now fallen into disuse.

x

Shelterbelts and distinctive clusters of woodland create a semi-enclosed landscape with
riverside vegetation including mature willows marking the course of the Great Ouse and Ivel.

x

Restored sand and gravel workings are a recreational and ecological resource including
Wyboston Leisure Park and Priory Country Park, while active large scale quarrying continues
for instance north of Willington.

x

The importance of the area in prehistoric times as a focus for ritual sites and funerary
monuments is reflected in the presence of a number of ancient monuments.

x

Historic parks at Roxton, Tempsford and Little Barford contain parkland trees as well as
medieval earthworks and ridge and furrow.

x

Moated sites and remains of castles are present particularly at strategic points commanding
the rivers.

x

Settlement consists of medium size villages and large industrial complexes including the
generating station at Little Barford and the Priory Business Park.

x

Building materials are varied with local stone churches and bridge at Great Barford, red brick
dwellings, black painted clapboard barns, clay tile and thatch roofs along with more recent
industrial buildings of brick, metal and glass.

x

The busy transport corridors of the A1M and A421 dominate the landscape locally both
visually and audibly.

x

A fragmented area with the presence of major road corridors, large scale industrial
development and the mix of land uses giving an urban fringe character particularly close to
Bedford, although with pockets of intact river valley landscape.

x

The Bedford River Valley park between Bedford and Great Barford is a regional Green
Infrastructure Project.

Location and Boundaries
4A.1

The Great Ouse Clay Valley is located in the eastern part of Bedfordshire and follows
the courses of the Rivers Great Ouse and Ivel including their confluence at
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Tempsford. The western and northern sections of the area are within Bedford
Borough while the south easterly section lies in Mid Bedfordshire District. The area
boundaries are based on changes in geology and land use, with deposits of Glacial
and River Gravel along the valley differentiating it from the Biggin Wood Clay Vale (5f)
to the east and the Renhold Clay Farmland (5f) to the west. The boundary to the
south marks the change to the Lower Ivel Clay Valley (4b), a landscape less dominated
by open water bodies.

Landscape Character
4A.2

The Great Ouse Clay Valley is a level broad valley, low lying at 15m AOD rising to
30m AOD, and following the course of the River Great Ouse as it flows out of
Bedford to leave the county to the north east above Little Barford. A section of the
area to the south east follows the course of the River Ivel as it flows north to its
confluence with the Great Ouse at Tempsford. The open, gently rising slopes of the
Great Ouse Clay Valley have strong visual links with the surrounding higher ground of
Clay Farmland and Clay Vales character areas particularly the large scale arable fields
for instance to the north west of Wyboston. Elsewhere the Great Ouse Clay Valley is
a more mixed and semi-enclosed landscape with large areas of open water, the
legacy of mineral extraction, now used for leisure at Wyboston Lakes Business and
Leisure Village and Priory Country Park, or more informally by angling clubs, often
with enclosing secondary woodland. The courses of the rivers are also marked by
narrow woodland belts and willow trees. In some sections the rivers retain a highly
rural character but in other areas the leisure use of the land (for instance for the golf
course at Wyboston) gives a more manicured, urbanised appearance. There are
smaller pastoral fields along the valley floor with historic parklands sited on the valley
side slopes at Tempsford and Little Barford with scattered parkland trees and small
woods. Hedgerows are often gappy or lost but hedgerow trees are present in some
sections along with poplar shelter belts. Nurseries are common particularly around
Wyboston with many of them now disused. There are frequent settlements of
varied character, plus some large scale industrial installations and active quarrying
north of Willington. This mixture of land uses plus the presence of the major roads
(the A1 and A421) and the eastern edge of Bedford creates a complex and
fragmented landscape.

Historic Landscape
4A.3

The Ouse Valley east of Bedford was especially significant in prehistoric times as a
focus for ritual sites and funerary monuments. Many of these, though buried
beneath ploughsoil, are scheduled as ancient monuments, including a neolithic
interrupted ditch enclosure at Cardington. One Bronze Age barrow possibly
survives as an upstanding earthwork at Round Hill, Roxton. The fertile and easilyworked soils of the valley gravels also attracted extensive Iron Age and Roman
settlement.

4A.4

In medieval times, the land adjacent to the river was exploited as meadow for hay
and grazing. Above the flood plain, the landscape of the valley floor was dominated
by the common fields of the adjacent villages. Most of these areas were enclosed in
the early 19th century, but have been much altered since through agricultural
reorganisation and urban and transport development. In particular, the influence of
the Land Settlement Association in the 20th century is visible north of Wyboston.
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Little of the 19th century enclosure field pattern remains in this part of the Ouse
valley. In the last 150 years gravel extraction has become a major influence in the
landscape, removing much of the historic meadowland.
4A.5

The settlements are mostly nucleated, and sit on the edge of the valley between the
common fields and the more enclosed areas on the higher ground adjacent. Few
historic landscape features survive in the areas round the villages, except where
protected by localised parkland: parks at Roxton, Tempsford and Little Barford all
contain medieval earthworks and ridge and furrow, as well as parkland trees.

4A.6

There are scheduled medieval moated sites at Wyboston, Chawston, Tempsford
(Gannock’s Castle) and Willington (the ‘Danish Docks’). Howbury ringwork
(Renhold) and Risinghoe Castle (Goldington) occupy strategic positions overlooking
the River Ouse immediately east of Bedford.

Biodiversity
4A.7

Key habitats in the Great Ouse Clay Valley Character Area include the water courses
of the Rivers Great Ouse and Ivel and their tributary streams with associated
habitats such as mature willow pollards, willow and other scrub, and wetland
vegetation such as marsh and swamp. Typical farmland habitats present consist of
arable field margins, hedgerows, ponds, ditches and improved grassland and road
verges and these support a range of farmland species. The disused sand and gravel
pits are of great biodiversity value particularly for wetland birds and invertebrates
such as dragonflies. They are also associated with wetland habitats including marshy
grassland, willow scrub and wet woodland. Parkland at Tempsford and Little Barford
may contain veteran trees. There are no sites with statutory nature conservation
designation within the Great Ouse Clay Valley.

Settlement and Built Form
4A.8

Settlement in the Great Ouse Clay Valley is long established with a string of medium
scale villages on the slightly higher ground of the valley slopes but often with the
older part of the village close to the river typically with a stone church and bridge
(such as the medieval bridge at Great Barford) and perhaps a mill forming landmarks
in the level landscape. The villages have often spread along roads but remain distinct
individual settlements. Tempsford has the typical Bedfordshire village pattern of
scattered ends while Wyboston comprises of dwellings and greenhouses set in large
plots created by the Land Settlement Association during the Depression of the early
20th century. Most of the plots are no longer used for their original purposes as
nurseries or small holdings. In addition to the villages there are scattered farmsteads
plus a few large scale industrial installations such as the power station north of Little
Barford and the Priory Business Park and sewage works just east of Bedford. The
edges of Sandy and of Bedford include large scale buildings, but urban edges are
largely screened by woodland or major roads. Materials are varied, from churches
of limestone or sandstone to houses of red or yellow brick and clay tile roofs to
timber frame or roughcast cottages with thatched roofs plus black painted
weatherboarded barns. Mature trees (for instance horse chestnuts) are associated
with the long established settlements which also often have garden boundary walls of
brick or stone. Some more recent development on the edges of the villages, for
instance at Great Barford, creates a more abrupt urban edge.
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EVALUATION
Landscape Change
Past Change
x Rise and then decline of market gardening and plant nurseries, with a number of
glasshouses now out of use and repair and a legacy of distinctive large scale plots
at Wyboston.
x Loss of water meadows along the Rivers Great Ouse and Ivel.
x Loss of hedgerows.
x Increase in horse pastures.
x Lack of active management of riverside pastures.
x Mineral working leading to creation of large open water bodies.
Current and Future Change
x Potential expansion of residential settlements along roads.
x Further large scale development at edge of existing towns (Sandy and Bedford).
x Road improvements (both the major and minor roads).
x Conversion of pasture to horse pastures.
x Intensive recreational use of former gravel or sand workings leading to potential
loss of biodiversity value and rural character.
x Loss of economic viability for market gardening and nurseries and need for new
uses for sites.
x The Bedford River Valley Park (BRVP) between Bedford and Great Barford has
been identified as a regional Green Infrastructure project, with associated
potential landscape gains and opportunities.

Sensitivity
4A.9

The key sensitivities of this area are:
Landscape Character Sensitivity
x The minor roads and bridges over the Great Ouse and the Ivel which reinforce
the rural character of the area.
x Open water bodies and associated wetland habitats providing a recreational
resource and biodiversity interest.
x With few historic features surviving in the predominantly arable landscape, the
pockets of parkland and surviving areas of meadow are particularly significant.
x Rivers Great Ouse and Ivel and fringing vegetation including pollarded willows
which contribute to sense of place and nature conservation.
x Individual villages with historic cores and strong links to the rivers though
bridges, mills and riverside pastures and common land.
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4A.10 Overall the landscape character sensitivity of the Clay River Valley is judged to be
moderate. Although some distinctive features such as hedgerows, hedgerow trees
and water meadows survive in the area the valley landscape is fragmented by major
trunk roads and large scale settlement edges. The Rivers Great Ouze and Ivel and
associated features such as wetlands, floodplain grassland and pollarded willows
provide a strong sense of place locally and offer the potential for enhancement.
These key features are also vulnerable to further fragmentation and erosion due to
development along road corridors and on the edges of towns and from insensitive
conversion for leisure use.
Visual Sensitivity
x Tranquil views across open water bodies and along the river corridors enclosed
by woodlands.
x Openness and long views across the gently rising slopes linking with the adjacent
Clay Farmland and Clay Vales landscape types.
4A.11 In visual terms the landscape is considered to have a moderate sensitivity to
change. The elevated carriageway of the A1 and the woodlands and shelter belts
restrict views in the area however the level topography means that tall structures
and large scale buildings are still highly visible and likely to impact on the more
sensitive immediate river corridor.

Landscape Strategy
The landscape strategy for the Great Ouse Clay Valley is to enhance the landscape
through restoring elements that have become degraded or been lost such as the
hedgerows, pollarded willows, pastures and water meadows and conserving
features such as the historic villages with their strong links to the river landscape
character and the tranquil, rural sections of riverside and open water bodies
fringed by woodland.

Guidelines
Landscape Management
x Enhance the hedgerows by replanting and consistent management and resist
development that will result in further loss/fragmentation of hedgerows and
hedgerow trees.
x Replacement of lost hedgerows should reflect the previous character of the area
as former open field enclosed in the 19th century.
x Ensure active management of the pollarded willows.
x Take opportunities to create new wetlands and enhance existing open water
bodies and their margins to increase biodiversity interest and strengthen
character.
x Take opportunities to restore derelict sites such as disused market gardens.
x Restore pastures on the floodplain of the River Ivel where these have been
converted to arable or neglected and take opportunities to restore or create
water meadows.
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x Ensure management of parkland to retain features of historic significance.
x Ensure that leisure facilities are designed to retain and enhance the rural
character and biodiversity interest of the river and wetlands.
x Encourage management of arable field margins for biodiversity interest.
x Take opportunities to plant new woodlands (in particular wet woodlands) that
will screen major road corridors or large scale development on the edges of
towns.
x Strengthen the connection of the town of Sandy with the river Ivel and its
floodplain through for instance tree planting or wetland habitat creation that
would enhance access links.
Development Considerations
x Retain the individual villages avoiding merging these through linear development
along roads.
x Conserve the rural settings of the towns and villages and enhance the settlement
edge for instance by woodland planting to screen large scale development.
x Conserve the character of secondary roads, limiting urbanising influences e.g.
kerbing and widening and ensure that traffic management measures are
sympathetic to those sections of the area with a rural character.
x Ensure proposals as part of the Bedford River Park Green Infrastructure Initiative
respect and enhance the river valley landscape and context.
x Explore options for improving recreational opportunities and public access to the
river. Monitor the associated development of facilities e.g. visitor centres and
car parking that might impact upon the surviving sections of rural, tranquil
character in the immediate river corridor.
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TYPE 5: CLAY VALES
Key Characteristics
x

A large-scale landscape with a low-lying, flat landform providing distant views.

x

Bordered by pronounced, elevated landscapes of the Greensand Ridge and the Chalk Escarpments
that form prominent backdrops and offer a sense of containment.

x

A predominantly agricultural landscape characterised by large geometric field units with variable
field boundaries including remnant hedgerows, scrubby margins and drainage channels.

x

Crossed by a number of tributaries of the Rivers Great Ouse, Ivel, Flit and Ousel.

x

Land use dominated by arable crop production but with significant areas of land divided up for
horse paddocks.

x

Active brick-workings have created large scale clay pits and sites restored through landraising such
as at Stewartby.

x

Large scale industrial features such as the line of chimney stacks (north of Wilstead), the airship
sheds at Shortstown and large distribution warehouses south of Bedford.

x

Main transport routes – including the M1, A6, A5, A1M and Midland Mainline Railway have an
audible and visual presence in the landscape.

x

Adjacent towns of Bedford and Leighton Buzzard bring urban fringe characteristics to the
landscape.

x

The Forest of Marston Vale stretching between Bedford, Ampthill and Milton Keynes - one of 12
Community Forests in England.

x

Series of lakes formed through restoration of former clay pits to the south of Bedford around
Kempston Hardwick.

Location and Boundaries
5.1

The Clay Vales landscape type covers a large proportion of the Bedfordshire
countryside – occurring within two separate areas. The vales occur to the north and
south of the greensand ridge and are interspersed by the Clay Valleys landscape type.
The vales are defined geologically and topographically. They are underlain by Oxford
Clay (to the north) and Gault Clay (to the south) both capped with drift deposits of
Boulder Clay. The vales are distinctly low-lying and flat – forming a strong visual
contrast with the adjacent landscapes of the Wooded Greensand Ridge and Chalk
Escarpments.
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5D: NORTH MARSTON CLAY VALE
DESCRIPTION
Key Characteristics
x

A large scale, open vale, defined by Oxford Clay geology, located between the elevated
landscapes of the Wooded Greensand Ridge (6b) and the Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland
(1a) that provide a sense of containment.

x

An agricultural landscape fragmented by current and former industrial activity including brick
works, open cast clay pits, landfill, distribution centres and industrial estates.

x

A legacy of clay extraction (for brick making) has resulted in a disturbed landscape, currently
subject to large scale restoration - evoking a landscape in transition.

x

The establishment of Country Parks and the Forest of Marston Vale with its Forest Centre
provides valuable ecological, recreational and landscape resources.

x

Flooded clay pits form a series of lakes throughout the vale such as at Stewartby Country Park.
These have created significant recreational value and ecological interest.

x

Mature woodland is currently relatively scarce - the area contains Marston Thrift SSSI - a
nationally important ancient ash/maple woodland site and other areas of ancient woodland e.g.
Wootton Wood, forming the heart of The Forest of Marston Vale.

x

Arable farming is the predominant land use of the area typically occurring in large, open fields
with short-flailed, sparse hedgerow boundaries and drainage channels.

x

Open character with expansive views across the vale to the prominent landscapes of the Mid
Greensand Ridge (6b) and the Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland (1a).

x

Bedford, on the northern boundary, brings strong urban fringe characteristics to the landscape large scale industrial estates/retail parks south of Kempston typifying views to the town.

x

A number of busy transport routes cut north south through the landscape - including the
A421(T) the A6 (forming the eastern boundary of the area) and the main railway lines running
from Bedford to London and Milton Keynes.

x

Lines of pylons cut across the landscape and are highly visible - extending from the Greensand
Ridge.

x

Settlement occurs across the vale, often associated with minor tributary valley, characterised by a
mix of building age, style and materials. Significant late 20th century development has resulted in
the coalescence of settlement as at Wootton and Marston Moretaine.

x

Stewartby – a model village begun in 1926 by the Stewart family, owners of the London Brock
Company. Characterised by consistent red-brick houses set around large areas of green space.
The adjacent chimney stacks dominate views.

x

A number of restored landfill sites (creating domed landforms), active landfill sites and sewage
treatment works occur within the area and are frequently bounded by harsh, industrial boundary
fencing.

x

Settlement is generally concentrated on the flattest areas of the vale. The more undulating land
towards the Wooded Greensand Ridge and the Cranfield Clay Farmland is characterised by
occasional individual farmsteads.
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x

Numerous public rights of way cut through the landscape and provide connections to the
recreational routes on the adjacent landscapes - the John Bunyan Trail and the Greensand Ridge
Walk.

Location and Boundaries
5D.1 The North Marston Clay Vale occurs to the south of Bedford, abutting and wrapping
around the urban edge at Kempston. It extends southwards to Marston Moretaine
and Lidlington. The northern part is within Bedford Borough and the southern part
in Mid Bedfordshire District. The landscape is defined by the prominent, elevated
landform of the Woburn and Mid Greensand Ridge (6a and 6b) on its southern
boundary and the Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland (1a) to the west - all three areas
forming a strong contrast to the vale, exaggerating its flat and open character. This
vale is distinctive as a result of the presence of industrial activities and the sense of a
landscape on the cusp of dramatic character change. The area forms a major part of
the Forest of Marston Vale.

Landscape Character
5D.2 This is a large scale, flat and open clay vale with distant views to the contrasting
landscapes of the Mid Greensand Ridge (6b) and the Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland
(1a) - containing the vale and forming a prominent backdrop to the south and west.
5D.3 The vale is principally defined by several dominant land uses - arable farming
contained within large open fields, large scale clay extraction - for the brick making
industry, and areas that have undergone (and are undergoing) landscape restoration notably the flooded clay pits forming a series of lakes, the ongoing establishment of
the Forest of Marston Vale, plus areas of landfill. The process of restoration within
the vale is extensive and evokes a distinct sense of evolving landscape character. The
vale is also greatly influenced by its proximity to Bedford where urban edge industrial
and commercial estates characterise views at the edge of the town.
5D.4 Although arable farming remains the predominant land use, the vale has been greatly
influenced by industrial development, urban fringe pressures, and primary transport
corridors.

Historic Landscape
5D.5 Although not an area favoured for early prehistoric occupation, later prehistoric and
Roman settlement has been recorded on the lower slopes surrounding the Marston
Vale, and associated with the streams which dissect it. Medieval settlement followed
a similar pattern.
5D.6 The open common fields surrounding the settlements were enclosed in the late
18th/early 19th century, but many of the enclosure boundaries have subsequently been
removed. Around the perimeter of the vale on the lower slopes of the clay plateau
and Greensand Ridge, smaller irregular fields survive. These originated either from
early piecemeal enclosure of open fields, or from expansion of settlement and
agriculture into former woodland areas.
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5D.7 Brickmaking developed in the 18th and early 19th century as a seasonal industry in
most parishes, but expanded dramatically in the later 19th and 20th century to create
the industrial landscape which dominates the centre of the Vale.
5D.8 The most numerous visible earthwork sites are medieval moats associated with
dispersed settlements. Those at Thrup End (Lidlington), Marston Moretaine,
Kempston Hardwick and Houghton Conquest Rectory are scheduled monuments,
but many others (and small areas of settlement earthworks) are unscheduled. There
are small pockets of surviving ridge and furrow throughout the area.

Biodiversity
5D.9 A low lying, mostly open landscape - the area has been extensively disturbed by clay
extraction and contains numerous large brick pits. One is still actively worked, while
others are disused and contain large areas of open water, or have been landfilled.
Stewartby and Brogborough Lake are the largest areas of open water in the county.
The water bodies are especially valued for breeding and over wintering wetland birds
as well as a range of other wetland habitats including reedbeds, marshy grassland and
willow scrub. An extensive area of wetland habitat is being created at the
Millennium Country Park near Marston Moretaine including reedbeds and wet
grassland. Such habitats would have formerly been widespread in the area but have
mostly been lost as a result of drainage and intensive farming. Several small
watercourses and ditches also cross the vale. The largest areas of woodland are
Salford Wood, Marston Thrift (SSSI) and Wootton Wood stands of ancient seminatural woodland. Elsewhere woodland is sparse or absent, with the exception of
extensive stands of new planting as part of the Forest of Marston Vale.

Settlement and Built Form
5D.10 Settlement traditionally focussed on the lower slopes of the higher landscapes
surrounding the vale and the tributary streams crossing the vale. Settlements of
medieval origin include Wootton and Houghton Conquest developed to the edge of
the Vale, while Marston Moretaine is located adjacent to the Elstow Brook. Several
smaller settlement foci throughout the Vale have been largely abandoned or
shrunken in size, e.g. Wootton Pillinge, Marston Pilling, Kempston Hardwick. A
more dispersed settlement pattern is notable to the north-west of the area, in
Kempston and Wootton, though the different ‘ends’ of Wootton have largely
coalesced to form the modern village. The presence of small ‘Ends’ detached form
the village is a particular characteristic of the North Marston Clay Vale.
5D.11 Stewartby is the exception - characterised by consistent early 20th red brick housing
focussed around large greens and flanked by the Stewartby Chimney Stacks - striking
landmark features that are highly visible across the open plain.

EVALUATION
Landscape Change
Past Change
x A legacy of (as well as ongoing) clay extraction leading to extensive disturbance
of the landscape, landfilling and a strong industrial character throughout.
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x Large scale restoration of previous extraction sites - the creation of lakes and
woodland planting across the vale- creating new landscape character.
x Creation of the Forest of Marston Vale; providing an important multi-functional
resource e.g. education, nature conservation, and an improved visual
environment.
x Significant modern housing expansion on the edge of all settlements including
Wootton, Houghton Conquest, Marston Moretaine, plus development of ‘The
Wixhams’.
x Development of busy transport corridors (and associated service facilities) e.g.
the A421, A6 - having a strong audible and visual presence.
x Development of industrial estates (large warehouses and distribution depots) on
the urban fringe surrounding Kempston, creating a harsh interface with the open
vale.
x Significant tracts of derelict land, redundant industrial machinery and fly-tipping
along primary and secondary routes - a pervading impression of decline.
x Demand for landfill of former clay pits e.g. at Brogborough leading to the
creation of ‘domed’ landforms on the vale.
x Coniferous shelterbelt planting marking property boundaries is an incongruous
feature.
Current and Future Change
x Potential development of the Bedford western bypass linking the A421 and A428
and A421 widening with resultant urban fringe pressures for industrial estate and
retail park development or provide a catalyst for landscape enhancement.
x The proposed developments associated with the Bedford, Kempston, Northern
Marston Vale Growth Area will result in significant change to the landscape.
x Potential development of the Bedford- Milton Keynes Waterway - linking the
Great Ouse at Bedford with the Grand Union Canal at Milton Keynes. The
vision for the waterway is for a linear water park stimulating economic growth
through leisure, business and employment opportunities.
x Potential development of the east- west rail link (connecting Bedford to
Cambridge and Oxford). Potential improvements to the two railway lines
running to Bedford.
x Ongoing clay extraction for the brick industry resulting in a continuing process of
mineral working and landscape restoration, as well as demand for further landfill.
x Potential for further settlement expansion and coalescence on the vale from the
urban edge of Bedford e.g. linear development along Ridge Road, linking
Wootton with Kempston.
x Ongoing restoration in relation to the Forest of Marston Vale and maturity of
extensive areas of recent tree planting and opportunities for further woodland
creation.
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x Potential highways improvement and expansion of the major routes through the
landscape.

Sensitivity
5D.12 The key sensitivities of this area are:
Landscape Character
x The flat, open character, which can be disrupted by inappropriate bunding, earth
mounding, tree screening or creation of domed landforms on landfill sites which
appear as incongruous features within the vale context.
x Public rights of way providing connections to recreational routes in adjacent
areas and links to the urban area and need to conserve and enhance this green
infrastructure.
x Surviving area of mature woodland including the Marston Thrift SSSI and ancient
woodland e.g. Wootton Wood.
x Areas of farmland with an intact character such as around Kempston Hardwick
which retains strong field patterns and numerous hedgerow trees.
x Small irregular fields of medieval origin around the perimeter of the area, some
associated with ancient woodland.
x Areas of medieval settlement earthworks and moat remains, only a few of which
are scheduled.
x The considerable momentum for restoration of the vale including the Forest of
Marston Vale Initiative, which must be sustained.
x The village of Stewartby with is consistent, intact red brick character and large
areas of green space. A number of buildings and features within the brickworks
site have heritage value. The industrial character of Marston Vale has its own
historic significance.
x The extensive lakes that associated with the restoration of former brick pits that
have developed considerable ecological interest and require long term
management to conserve and enhance their value.
5D.13 Overall, the sensitivity of the Marston Vale Clay Vale is considered to be moderate.
The landscape is highly disturbed as a consequence of mass clay extraction.
Nevertheless, the area does contain a number of individual sensitive features. The
overall process of landscape restoration, in particular establishment of the Forest of
Marston Vale is also critically important.
Visual Sensitivity
x A flat, open landscape offering extensive views - any development/ significant
change within the vale is therefore likely to be visible. Some local containment
provided by embankments and tree cover.
x Visual relationship with the Woburn and Maulden Wooded Greensand Ridge (6a
and 6b) and the Cranfield to Stagsden Clay Farmland (1a).
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5D.14 In visual terms, the landscape is considered to be moderately sensitive. The most
visually sensitive areas of the vale are those that border the prominent landform of
the adjacent Woburn and Mid Greensand Ridge (6a and 6b) and Cranfield to Stagsden
Clay Farmland (1a) where the landform (and wooded) contrast with the vale is
dramatic (and where much of the base of the slope has remained free from
development). Visual sensitivity in the vale is likely to reduce, in time, as newly
planted woodland matures to reduce the extent of views.

Landscape Strategy
This is a landscape that has been disturbed and interrupted due to industrial activity,
urban fringe development and the presence of major transport corridors. As a
result the character of the landscape has become highly fragmented. The overall
strategy therefore is to continue to enhance/renew the landscape of the North
Marston Clay Vale. In addition, the history of mineral extraction provides
opportunities to create new landscape character - as is evident through large scale
restoration.
The Forest of Marston Vale Forest Plan should be referred to as the endorsed
strategy for environmentally-led regeneration of this area.

Guidelines
Landscape Management
x Apply a consistent approach to landscape restoration that responds and
enhances the objectives of the Forest of Marston Vale Plan.
x Continue to create new areas of woodland under the Forest of Marston Vale
Programme whilst ensuring the open character of the vale is not completely
compromised and key views to the elevated landforms are conserved.
x

Retain elements of the brick industry as a significant part of the history of this
part of Bedfordshire, and of potentially national importance.

x Implement appropriate planting surrounding the landfill sites (domed landforms)
in order to mitigate their visual impact in the landscape.
x Improve public rights of way access into, and connectivity across, the vale e.g.
from the edge of Bedford (at Kempston) to Stewartby Country Park.
x Renew field boundaries where these are gappy and apply a consistent
management strategy to enhance the field and land cover pattern.
x Explore opportunities for establishment of small farm woods - copses and
spinneys - as well as more diverse grassland in order to improve the visual
environment and nature conservation value.
x Conserve the ecological integrity of the SSSI at Marston Thrift and the surviving
areas of ancient woodland e.g. Wootton Wood.
x Explore opportunities for woodland planting (with public access) at the edge of
settlements - this would help to soften harsh, unsympathetic edges as well
provide a valuable recreational resource.
x Safeguard the landscape of older fields around the edge of the Vale.
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x Discourage the planting of coniferous shelterbelt planting that does not respond
well to the character of the vale, encouraging instead the planting and
management of broadleaved shelterbelts, where screening is required.
Development Considerations
x Conserve the open character of the vale and the important views to the
Wooded Greensand Ridge (6a and 6b) and the Clay Farmland (1a).
x Development to the south of Bedford should seek to create a high quality urban
edge and ‘gateway’ to the town rather than a series of unconnected linear
developments along roads.
x Consider particular opportunities for landscape enhancement along the rail and
road corridors.
x Retain the separate identity of surviving dispersed settlements and ‘Ends’ of
historic origin. Restrict further linear expansion that could lead to the merging
of villages e.g. Marston Moretaine and Lower Shelton.
x

Ensure an appropriate rural interface between settlement edges and the adjoining
rural landscape. This is particularly important where settlement edge expansion
is proposed. Retention of agricultural hedgerows, appropriate new tree
screening and careful design of boundaries and lighting will help create a
sympathetic rural/urban edge.

x Conserve the unique, historic character of Stewartby and conserve the
Stewartby chimney stacks as landmark features.
x Ensure that the ongoing process of woodland planting is effective in reducing
visual impact of the transport corridors, this is a priority around the southern
edge of the A421 bypass and well as western relief road should the scheme be
permitted.
x Avoid development of land at the base of the Woburn and Mid Greensand Ridge
(6a and 6b) in order to conserve the distinct visual contrast between the flat vale
and steep slopes.
x Ensure that improvement (e.g. expansion) of existing road transport corridors
are is allied to a strong programme of landscape management for adjoining land
to avoid creating areas of marginal land.
x Avoid creation of bunding or land raising in an attempt to conceal development
or restore disused pits. Such features are inappropriate in the context of this
flat, open landscape.
x Ensure any new development at the edge of settlements improves upon the often
harsh interface with the open countryside through associated planting and
reinforcement of existing hedgerow boundaries.
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5E: EAST MARSTON CLAY VALE
DESCRIPTION
Key Characteristics
x

A large scale, flat, open vale landscape underlain by Oxford Clay. Included as part of the Forest
of Marston Vale.

x

Tributaries of the River Great Ouse, including the Elstow Brook, cross the landscape in deep
drainage channels, with small bridges such as Smeaton’s Bridge at Cardington being important
features.

x

Expansive views across the vale to the Wooded Greensand Ridge (6b) that forms a prominent
backdrop to the vale and provides some sense of containment.

x

Formerly meadow pasture, land use is now predominantly defined by intensive arable cropping
contained within medium to large arable fields. Some smaller fields given over to pasture and
horse grazing remain.

x

A regular parliamentary enclosure landscape - variable field and roadside boundaries
characterised by short flailed, gappy hedges, with some large open fields where boundaries have
been removed.

x

Woodland is sparse across the character area, the most significant being the recently created
Dog Field Woodland and Water End Wood by the Forest of Marston Vale.

x

Coniferous shelterbelt planting act as unsympathetic visual buffers to large industrial features e.g.
airship sheds at Shortstown and on the edges of settlement.

x

The Cardington aircraft sheds are a landmark heritage feature and widely visible across the vale.

x

Elstow Abbey is a significant landscape feature despite being constrained by modern development.
The Abbey retains its relationship with the historic core of Elstow village.

x

Large scale industrial features punctuate the flat vale landscape such as distribution warehouses
south of Bedford, plus former and current mineral workings.

x

The A6, A600 A603, A421 and various secondary roads e.g. Southill and Northill Road, cut
through the landscape, having a strong visual and audible presence.

x

The urban edge of Bedford, on the northern boundary, brings urban fringe characteristics to the
landscape and nearby settlements of Shortstown.

x

Transitional character in places e.g. redundant Cardington RAF base in process of regeneration to
mixed used development.

x

Generally small to medium scale, linear villages with varied settlement character. Locally
distinctive influences in the brick, for example Arlsey whites from the Gault Clay and Blunham
Brick (yellow) from the Oxford Clay.

x

Post-war and more recent development has occurred within and on the edge of villages, resulting
in a range of building styles and materials, as at Wilstead.

x

Cardington village - belonging to the Whitbread Estate - is notably picturesque and historic.
Characterised by red brick, clay tiles and green paint, set around a village green with a striking
village church.
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x

Small bridges and walkways provide access to village properties and farm entrances over deep
tributary drainage channels at Cardington and Wilstead.

x

Individual farmsteads and associated agricultural buildings occur throughout the landscape located
along road corridors.

x

The recreational route of the John Bunyan Trail cuts north-south through the landscape linking
the urban edge of Bedford with the Mid Greensand Ridge (6b).

Location and Boundaries
5E.1

The flat, open landscape of the East Marston Clay Vale lies to the south of Bedford. It
is almost entirely within Bedford Borough, with a very small area north of the A603
included within Mid Bedfordshire District. At the southern boundary, the
prominent, elevated landform of the Mid Greensand Ridge (6b) further emphasises the
flat and open character. This area of the vale is distinctive, having a simple, unified
character being largely dominated by arable land cover, with a lesser influence of
mineral extraction sites, industrial units and large settled areas compared to the
adjacent North Marston Clay Vale (5d) to the east. The boundary with area 5d follows
the A6.

Landscape Character
5E.2

This is a large scale, flat and open clay vale with expansive views to the contrasting
elevated landscape of the Wooded Greensand Ridge - containing the vale and forming a
prominent backdrop to the south and east.

5E.3

The vale is principally defined by intensive arable farming - contained within large
open fields - forming an important open, agricultural setting to the southern, urban
edge of Bedford. The influence of this urban area is evident in proximity to Bedford
with large scale distribution warehouses and industrial estates characterising views to
the town. The massive aircraft hangers on the edge of Shortstown - form a striking
landmark feature, highly visible across the open plain. Characteristics such as
coniferous shelterbelt planting, busy primary road corridors and new suburban
housing estates forming an unsympathetic interface with the rural landscape are
evident.

5E.4

Surviving characteristic features contributing to a distinct sense of place include small
access bridges and walkways over deep drainage channels associated with the
tributaries of the River Great Ouse. Woodland is sparse across the open vale but
new woodland planting is being introduced as part of the Forest of Marston Vale
Initiative.

Historic Landscape
5E.5

The wide Ouse valley to the east of Bedford saw extensive prehistoric and Roman
occupation of the gravel terraces, beginning with a Neolithic interrupted ditch
enclosure (scheduled) north-east of Cardington.

5E.6

Most of this area was occupied by common open fields in the medieval period. The
belt of land along the lower slopes of the Greensand escarpment was subject to
early private enclosure, which retains the layout of the furlongs (blocks of ridges) of
the open fields. Elsewhere there is good survival of parliamentary enclosure fields
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and their associated farmsteads south-east of the main row of villages, extending
towards the east into northern part of Moggerhanger parish. To the north-west
there has been significant boundary loss and reorganisation associated with new
development & transport infrastructure on the southern edge of Bedford.
5E.7

A ridge of land elevated slightly above the rest of the valley provided a suitable site
for Cardington airfield and its early 20th century airship hangars.

5E.8

Visible archaeological sites are not common in this area. Elstow Abbey to the northwest is still a significant landscape feature, in spite of being constrained by new
housing to the north, the A6 bypass to its west and Bedford bypass to its south. Its
complex comprises earthworks, the ruins of a post-dissolution mansion, the parish
church (which was formed from the abbey nave) and detached tower, and it retains
its relationship with the historic core of Elstow village.

5E.9

There are medieval settlement earthworks at Harrowden, a few moated sites (of
which one at Cardington Manor Farm is a scheduled monument) and pockets of
medieval ridge and furrow. The listed hangars at Cardington are a dramatic visual
reminder of the importance of the area in aviation history.

Biodiversity
5E.10 A low lying, mostly open landscape - this area is part of the floodplain of the Great
Ouse. Arable farming is the predominant land use with some pasture associated
with intervening tributary valleys and around settlements. The Elstow Brook is the
main tributary of the Great Ouse - this is the principal feature of biodiversity interest
in the area - and supports populations of otter. Farmland is intensively managed and
woodland cover is sparse.

Settlement and Built Form
5E.11 The villages are mostly nucleated linear settlements. Wilstead, Cotton End and
Moggerhanger are located at the base of Greensand scarp; Elstow, Harrowden,
Cardington, Cople and Willington lie just above edge of the floodplain.
5E.12 Settlement is varied in character. The Whitbread Estate village at Cardington focussed around a large green with a village church - is an important vernacular
feature with its distinctive red brick, clay tiles and green paint. Locally distinctive
influences in the brick, for example Arlsey whites from the Gault Clay and Blunham
Brick (yellow) from the Oxford Clay are a further notably element of buildings
within the Vale. Post-war and more recent development has occurred within and on
the edge of villages, resulting in a range of building styles and materials, as at
Wilstead.
5E.13 The village of Shortsdown has an association with the development of airships.
There are two listed airships and the Shorts buildings which was built to house the
airship passengers and lies east of the A600. The original Shorts houses are located
west of the A600 facing the Shorts buildings. The layout is symmetrical and has a
‘Garden City’ character. Black tarred timber barns are a further feature of the vale.
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EVALUATION
Landscape Change
Past Change
x Introduction of coniferous shelterbelt planting to screen aircraft sheds at
Shortstown and on the edges of settlement.
x Restoration of a former mineral extraction site to Dog Field Woodland, related
to the Forest of Marston Vale.
x Increased urban fringe characteristics at Shortstown e.g. urbanised road
infrastructure, lighting, new unsympathetic housing estate development. New
Residential developments at Wilstead and Cotton End.
x Cardington RAF base - buildings offered for regeneration to office units.
x Development of the A6, A600 A603 and various secondary roads e.g. Southill
and Northill Road A6 (T) - cutting through the vale increasing vehicle activity and
associated noise levels.
Current and Future Change
x Settlement expansion onto the vale from the urban edge of Bedford - further
linear expansion of Elstow onto the vale.
x Further linear expansion of Shortstown and potential to merge with the urban
edge of Bedford. New development at the Wixhams creating a more urban
character.
x Large-scale industrial features e.g. aircraft sheds falling into decline.
x Development of new industrial and business units.
x Further suburbanisation of villages due to their proximity to Bedford.
x Potential for positive landscape change through initiatives by the Forest of
Marston Vale.
x Potential for further highways improvement and expansion of the A6, A600 A603
and various secondary roads e.g. Southill and Northill Road A6(T), plus erosipn
of rural roads and verges.

Sensitivity
5E.14 The key sensitivities of this area are:
Landscape Character
x Open agricultural setting to the southern edge of Bedford, although this has been
eroded by intrusive development (industrial features and modern housing
estates) which creates a poor interface with the wider rural landscape.
x The striking flat, open character, which can be disrupted by inappropriate
bunding, earth mounding, tree screening or creation of domed landforms which
appear as incongruous features within the vale context.
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x Historic field patterns with good survival of parliamentary enclosure landscape.
Old enclosures on the lower slopes below the Greensand Ridge (6b) to the
south preserve evidence of the medieval open field pattern.
x Clear views to, and setting for the prominent Greensand Ridge (6b) and contrast
of the flat vale with this ridge landform.
x Consistent village style at Cardington and Cople, including Whitbread Estate
village of Cardington characterised by red brick, clay tiles and green paint, set
around a village green with a striking village church and malting house. The
Garden City influence at Shortstown.
x Airship sheds on the edge of Shortstown, which are a highly visible landmark
feature.
x Areas of pasture interspersing the arable land near to the adjacent Clay River
Valley (4a).
x Dog Field Woodland, related to the restoration of former clay pits by the Forest
of Marston Vale
x Low density, dispersed settlement evoking a strong rural character.
x John Bunyan Trail connecting Bedford and the vale to the Greensand Ridge (6b).
5E.15 Overall, the inherent landscape character sensitivity of the East Marston Clay Vale is
judged to be low. The vale does however fulfil an important role as an open,
agricultural setting to the southern edge of Bedford and a contrast to the more
striking landform of the adjacent Mid Greensand Ridge (6b).
Visual Sensitivity
x The flat, open landscape with the potential for any large scale development to be
highly visible.
x

Clear views to Mid Greensand Ridge (6b), from across the area.

5E.16 In visual terms, the flat, open landscape is considered to be moderately sensitive,
with the potential for any large scale development to be highly visible. This is
particularly important in considering the entrance and setting to Bedford. A further
visually sensitive relationship is associated with clear views to Mid Greensand Ridge
(6b), perceptible from a wide extent of the area. Visual sensitivity is reduced by
some filtering of views offered by small blocks of woodland in the north of the vale
together with lengths of overgrown hedgerows along road corridors.
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Landscape Strategy
The overall strategy for the East Marston Clay Vale is to renew/create features of
the landscape. The area should continue to provide an open, agricultural setting to
Bedford and contrast to the Greensand Ridge. The aim should be to create a high
quality urban edge to Bedford and enhance the entrances and gateway to the town.
Renewal of features of this landscape including field boundaries, and small scale tree
and woodland planting around villages, tributary streams, and farm buildings will
strengthen the pattern of the landscape.
The Forest of Marston Vale Forest Plan should be referred to as the endorsed
strategy for environmentally-led regeneration of this area.

Guidelines
Landscape Management
x Renew field boundaries where these are gappy and apply a consistent
management strategy to enhance the field and land cover pattern.
x Enhance the condition of roadside lay-bys and eroded grass verges flanking roads.
x Continue to create areas of woodland in the landscape to enhance ecological and
recreational resource.
x Small scale planting around villages, particularly areas of new development, and
around individual farm buildings is a key opportunity and will help integrate these
features into the landscape. Seek to limit the use of coniferous shelterbelt
planting that does not respond well to the character or landform of the vale.
x Conserve areas of pasture which form links with the adjacent Clay Valleys (4).
x Conserve the historic field pattern – intact areas of Parliamentary Enclosure and
old enclosure fields below the Greensand Ridge (6b) to the south.
x Conserve the tributaries of the River Great Ouse, such as the Elstow Brook and
characteristic deep drainage channels that cross the vale.
x Restore areas of floodplain landscape (adjacent to the tributaries) with wet
meadows, marshes and floodplain woodland - where appropriate (reversion of
arable farmland may be an opportunity).
x Conserve the areas of existing woodland and apply an appropriate woodland
management strategy to enhance their ecological value.
x Conserve the recreational links provided by the John Bunyan Trail which cuts
north-south through the landscape linking the urban edge of Bedford with the
Mid Greensand Ridge (6b).
Development Considerations
x Conserve the landscape setting of Elstow Abbey and the Cardington hangars.
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x Conserve the dispersed pattern of settlements - preventing linear expansion and
the merger of villages e.g. Shortstown with Cardington.
x Conserve the unique, historic character of Cardington.
x Prevent further urbanisation of the rural roads - and ensure that traffic
management measures are sympathetic to the rural character.
x Improve settlement edges where these form an unsympathetic relationship with
the open countryside - small scale woodland planting is a key opportunity but
should not obscure views to the Mid Greensand Ridge (6b).
x Conserve locally distinctive influences such as the palette of bricks used in
buildings.
x Development on the southern edge of Bedford should seek to create a high
quality urban edge and ‘gateway’ to the town rather than a series of unconnected
linear developments along roads. Conserve the landscape setting of the A421(T).
x Conserve the clear views and visual relationship with the Mid Greensand Ridge
(6b). Avoid development of land at the base of the ridge to retain the dramatic
visual contrast between the flat vale and steep slopes.
x Conserve and enhance access and connections from the urban area into the vale
e.g. the John Bunyan Trail. Avoid severance of existing routes. Consider
opportunities to create further green infrastructure – the tributary valley such as
the Elstow Brook are a key opportunity.
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5F: BIGGIN WOOD CLAY VALE
DESCRIPTION
Key Characteristics
x

A medium scale, open vale landscape underlain by Oxford Clay. A predominantly flat landscape
with dominant open skies.

x

Area forms a transition between the valley of the Great Ouse Clay Valley (4a) to the west and
the Everton Heath Wooded Greensand Ridge (6c) to the east.

x

Clear views across the vale terminated by the backdrop of the Everton Heath Wooded
Greensand Ridge (6c) providing some sense of containment. To the east the more wooded
landscape of the river valley is defined by willows and poplars.

x

Land use is predominantly defined by arable cropping contained within medium to large arable
fields, with hedgerow boundaries in variable condition.

x

Roadside hedgerows are important feature and include tall overgrown mixed hedgerows creating
a shaded wooded context as well as wide grass verges and mature hedgerow and roadside trees
(ash, field maple and oaks).

x

Presence of small field ditches draining to the Great Ouse, plus occasional field ponds.

x

Small woodland blocks, hedgerow trees and copses provide texture, variety and enclosure in
close range views, as well as forming a valuable biodiversity resource.

x

Occasional small scale industrial units with associated industrial boundaries (chainlink
fencing/security measures/ access splays and gates) interrupt the rural agricultural character.

x

Former Tempsford airfield, now under arable cropping at Gibraltar Farm - used during wartime
espionage operations. The airfield includes a memorial to WW2 pilots.

x

A bridleway running north south through the area and linking to Sandy to the south preserves the
line of the White Way Roman Road between Baldock and Godmanchester.

x

The area is severed by the main LNER rail line which runs north south across the vale. It is
crossed by two roads (bridge and level crossing) - although much of the area to the east of the
railway line is isolated and ‘remote’ with access limited to unmarked tracks.

x

Locally, the overhead electric lines associated with the railway and line of pylons which cross the
area form visually dominant built elements. The transitory noise from the railway also impinges
on the quiet rural character.

x

Settlement is limited to occasional solitary farms and buildings - often isolated at the end of
unmarked lanes. The village of Tempsford on the boundary is associated with the valley of the
Great Ouse. The interface with the market town of Sandy to the south is contained by the
railway line.

x

The main north south route of the rail line is echoed by the line of a former Roman Road which
cuts through the area preserved as a right of way link.

Location and Boundaries
5F.1

The open landscape of the Biggin Wood Clay Vale (5f) is mainly within Mid
Bedfordshire District, a small area of land surrounding the railway line to the far
north of the character area falling within Bedford Borough. It lies to the east of the
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Great Ouse Clay Valley (4a) at Tempsford/Blunham, while to the south west the vale
adjoins the prominent, elevated landscape of the Everton Heath Wooded Greensand
Ridge (6c). Character area boundaries largely relate to topography and geology

Landscape Character
5F.2

This area of vale has a simple, unified character being dominated by arable land
cover, with settlement limited to occasional isolated farm complexes, little through
access and a consequent strong sense of isolation. The large scale, flat and open vale
provides good views to the contrasting elevated landscape of the Wooded Greensand
Ridge - containing the vale and forming a prominent backdrop to the south east. To
the west, the presence of willows and poplars mark the transition to the valley of the
Great Ouse. A number of small woodlands and copses punctuate the arable
farmland providing texture, variety and a sense of enclosure within short range
views. The network of hedgerow boundaries and woodlands provide an important
visual and ecological resource.

5F.3

Features distinctive to the vale are the network of tributary streams and ditches that
cross the area and feed into the Great Ouse and the former Tempsford Airfield.
The airfield is locally valued for its associations with wartime espionage activities and
includes a memorial to WW2 pilots. The airfield is now under arable cropping but is
discernable within the landscape by the absence of field boundaries.
The area is severed by the main LNER rail line which runs north south across the
vale. Much of the area to the east of the railway is isolated and ‘remote’ with access
limited to unmarked tracks. Settlement is limited to occasional solitary farms and
buildings. The interface with the market town of Sandy to the south is contained by
the railway line
The north south route of the rail line is echoed by the line of a former Roman Road
which cuts through the area now preserved as a right of way link.

Historic Landscape
5F.4

Lying between its associated villages, most of this area was formerly common open
field land, enclosed either by private agreement or by parliamentary act. The
exception is a small area around the east end of Langford End, Tempsford, where
some small irregular fields survive.

5F.5

Some of the early enclosure boundaries survive along the lower slopes of the
Greensand escarpment to the east, reflecting the pattern of furlongs (blocks of
strips) of the former open field. Elsewhere, many of the later enclosure boundaries
have been removed, especially in the area covered by Tempsford airfield.

5F.6

The line of the Sandy-Godmanchester Roman road is a rare survival of a visible premedieval landscape feature. Other earthworks in the area include the scheduled
moat in Biggin Wood and medieval settlement earthworks in some of the small fields
adjacent to Langford End.
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Biodiversity
5F.7

A low lying, mostly open landscape - this area is part of the floodplain of the Great
Ouse. Arable cropping is the predominant land use with some pasture associated
with intervening watercourses - the main biodiversity interest here relating to the
hedgerow and linked network of scattered small and medium copses and woodland
which occurs across the farmland. A network of small tributaries and water-filled
ditches cross the area and these are also of interest with some marshy vegetation in
lower lying areas and lines of willow and poplar making the transition to the Ouse
valley.

Settlement and Built Form
5F.8

This area was formerly common open field lying between the associated adjacent
villages of Tempsford in the Ouse Valley, Sandy and Everton at the base of the
Greensand Ridge. Small fields are associated with the adjacent linear settlement of
Langford End, Temsford. Today, the area is distinctive for its general absence of
settlement limited to occasional solitary farms and farm buildings often isolated at
the end of unmade lanes. The main built feature is the rail line with it associated
overhead electric lines and a main pylon line which are locally dominant. The
transition with the town of Sandy to the south is largely contained by the railway line
and there are limited views into the settlement.

EVALUATION
Landscape Change
Past Change
x Overhead cables and lines associated with the electrified railway.
x Construction of main pylon line across the vale.
x Some increase in industrial units within the rural landscape and associated
industrial/urban influences.
x Changes in agriculture - predominantly under arable cultivation and lack of
management of some hedgerow boundaries.
x Increase in traffic on the Templeford/Everton Road as a main through route.
Current and Future Change
5F.9

Future forces for change on this isolated rural area are relatively few and may
include:
x Future changes in agriculture - including new crops or possible decline in
cropping and increasing area of set aside.
x Further deterioration in hedgerow boundaries and loss of patchwork pattern or
potentially incentives for improved management.
x Lack of management and decline of small farm woodlands and copses or
alternatively incentives for enhanced management.
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x Further upgrading of the main rail line.
x Further development and extension of Sandy northwards, although for the most
part the settlement edge is constrained by the rail line and potential expansion
into the vale is therefore limited.
x Development of new industrial and business units within farm buildings - although
the relatively isolated nature of the area and limited access may mitigate against
this trend.

Sensitivity
5F.10 The key sensitivities of this area are:
Landscape Character
x Open agricultural setting to the Great Ouse Clay Valley (4a) and the Everton
Heath Wooded Greensand Ridge (6c).
x The quiet, peaceful, isolated rural character which persists within areas of this
vale.
x Clear views to the prominent Everton Heath Wooded Greensand Ridge (6b) and
contrast of the flat vale with this ridge landform.
x Hedgerow boundaries and the patchwork pattern that they create in views from
the adjacent elevated ridge.
x The early enclosure boundaries along the base of the Greensand escarpment and
small fields associated with the linear settlement of Langford End, Tempsford.
x Small farm woodlands and copses which create texture, variety and enclosure in
local views and contribute to the biodiversity resource.
x The notable hedgerow and roadside standard trees (oaks).
x Low density, dispersed isolated settlement pattern with scattered farm houses at
the end of narrow unmarked tracks.
5F.11 Overall, the inherent landscape character sensitivity of the Biggin Wood Clay Vale is
judged to be low.
Visual Sensitivity
x The flat, open landscape with the potential for any large scale change to be highly
visible.
x Clear views across the landscape to the Everton Heath Wooded Greensand
Ridge (6c) and panoramic views form the ridge back over the Vale.
5F.12 In visual terms, the flat, open landscape is considered to be moderately sensitive,
with the potential for any large scale change be highly visible. Visual sensitivity is
reduced by some filtering of views by the small blocks of woodland together with
lengths of overgrown hedgerows. A further visually sensitive relationship is
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associated with clear views to Everton Heath Wooded Greensand Ridge (6c),
perceptible from a wide extent of the area and panoramic views back over the vale
from the ridge.

Landscape Strategy
The overall strategy for the Biggin Wood Clay Vale is for landscape enhancement.
The aim should be to enhance and reinforce the patchwork pattern of the landscape
created by the integrated field boundary network. There are also opportunities to
manage and enhance the woodland cover within the landscape and restore elements
of floodplain character.

Guidelines
Landscape Management
x Renew field boundaries where these are gappy and apply a consistent
management strategy to conserve the structure and pattern of boundaries and
reflect the historic enclosure patterns. Conserve and enhance historic
boundaries particularly those at the base of the Greensand escarpment and
around Langford End.
x Conserve hedgerow trees (field maples, ash and oaks) and promote growth of a
new generation of hedgerow and verge trees.
x Apply appropriate management of the small farm woodlands and copses in order
to conserve them as landscape features and enhance biodiversity value.
Hedgerows linking woodland blocks should be a target for restoration and
management.
x Consider opportunities for further small scale woodland creation within the vale.
x Conserve the characteristic drainage channels associated with the Great Ouse
corridor.
x Encourage the appropriate management of ditches in the area.
x Restore areas of floodplain landscape (adjacent to the tributaries) with wet
meadows, marshes and floodplain woodland - where appropriate (reversion of
arable farmland may be an opportunity.
x Conserve the recreational links through and across the landscape and safeguard
the line of the Roman Road.
Development Considerations
x Conserve the sparse settlement of occasional isolated farms along narrow
unmarked tracks.
x Conserve the Tempsford airfield and memory of its role in wartime history.
x Prevent further urbanisation of the roads and lanes.
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x Conserve the clear views and visual relationship with the Everton Heath
Wooded Greensand Ridge (6c). Retain the dramatic visual contrast between the
flat vale and steep slopes.
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TYPE 6: WOODED GREENSAND RIDGE
Key Characteristics
x

A large scale, elevated landscape (up to 150m AOD) providing extensive views.

x

A narrow, prominent ridge running southwest-northeast across the county and forming a strong
horizon, divided by the Rivers Flit and Ivel which have carved distinct valleys.

x

Relatively steep sides define the edges of the ridge, particularly on the north-west facing side – the
landform becoming flat to undulating on the ridgetop.

x

Underlying solid geology of Lower Greensand capped in places with drift deposits of Boulder Clay.

x

Large woodland blocks and plantations make this a heavily-treed landscape – forming wooded
horizons and a strong sense of enclosure.

x

Intensive arable crop production occurring within a network of large geometric fields

x

Primary transport routes cut north-south through the ridge.

x

A number of historic houses, parks and gardens, including Woburn Abbey and Park – impart a
designed character on the landscape.

x

Active and restored mineral extraction works (sand pits) intersperse wooded areas.

x

The Greensand Ridge Walk follows the entire length of the ridge.

x

A number of nationally important (SSSI and NNR designated) including heathland and woodland.

x

Communication masts are prominent vertical structures.

Location and Boundaries
6.1

The Wooded Greensand Ridge landscape type has a south-central location within the
county. It occurs over a band of Lower Greensand geology that stretches southwest to
northeast across Bedfordshire – forming a prominent ridge and a marked contrast with
the surrounding lowland clay vales. The boundaries of the landscape are determined by
the geological outcrop, the slopes of the pronounced landform and the extent of
wooded land cover.
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6B: MID GREENSAND RIDGE
DESCRIPTION
Key Characteristics
x

A large scale ridge with a gently undulating ridge top; forming part of the prominent band of
Greensand that extends SW- NE across the county.

x

Dramatic northwest facing slope forming a distinct backdrop to the North Marston Vale and East
Marston Vale Clay Vales (5d and 5e), as well as far-reaching, clear views across these adjacent open
landscapes.

x

Divided by the course of the River Flit which has carved a valley through the Greensand and created a
small outlying section of the ridge to the south of the valley.

x

Agricultural land is primarily in arable cultivation but with some variation of land use i.e. pockets of
pasture and free-range pig farming that bring localised variation. There is a greater proportion of
pasture on the northwest facing slope.

x

Strong underlying heathland character with fine examples of remnant heathland and neutral/acid
grassland.

x

High ecological value - the area supports several nationally important sites for nature conservation
including Kings Wood, Glebe Meadows, and Copper’s Hill- all SSSI. Cooper’s Hill is the largest
heathland site remaining in Bedfordshire.

x

Strong wooded context with extensive areas of deciduous woodland (a large proportion of which is
ancient), mixed woodland and coniferous plantations e.g. Exeter Wood, Maulden Wood and Rowney
Warren Wood.

x

Woodland located along the northwest facing slope and northern half of the ridge top forms part of
The Forest of Marston Vale - one of 12 Community Forests in England.

x

The contrast of arable land and densely wooded areas creates contrasting perspectives from open
and exposed to enclosed and sheltered.

x

A large number of historic parks and gardens impart a designed character - including the Grade II*
listed Southill Park and Old Warden Park and the Grade II listed Moggerhanger Park, Ickwell Bury and
Ampthill Park.

x

Parkland is a dominant land use, influencing not just the land within the park boundary but also the
wider landscape for example through the creation or retention of tree clumps as part of significant
vistas.

x

Good survival of moated sites – particularly associated with woodland assarting.

x

Variable fields and roadside boundaries - ranging from mature shelterbelts to gappy, short flailed
boundaries to intact holly hedges (surrounding Southill Park).

x

A dismantled railway runs north-south through the area with railway bridges and tunnels in local
views.

x

Primary transport routes including the M1 and A6 (T) and Midland Mainline railway cross north-south
through the ridge and reduce tranquillity although large areas of the ridge have a remote character.

x

Settlements comprises medium to small villages and hamlets (predominantly linear). Some have a
varied character (due to modern expansion) e.g. Maulden and Silsoe with others (including estate
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villages) being consistent in terms of material and style such as Haynes (red bricks, clay tiles and
timber-framed houses).
x

The John Bunyan Trail and Greensand Ridge Walk cross significant tracts - connecting the ridge with
the adjacent area.

x

Bordered by the town of Ampthill that brings some urban edge characteristics to the landscape.

Location and Boundaries
6B.1

This large scale, elevated landscape forms the central section of the band of Greensand
that stretches SW - NE across mid Bedfordshire. The steep slopes defining the
northern edge of the ridge form a prominent backdrop to the North Marston Vale and
East Marston Vale Clay Vales (5d and 5e) and provide commanding views across these
adjacent low-lying, open landscapes. Cut by the Flit Greensand Valley (7a), the ridge is
divided into two sections, with a southern outlying area abutting the contrasting Bartonle-Clay Clay Vale (5b) and the Harlington-Pulloxhill Clay Hills (8c) with which there is a
subtle character transition. The ridge is distinctive from Woburn Wooded Greensand
Ridge (6a) primarily due to the steeply-sloping northern face, abutting the vale, and the
absence of large scale mineral extraction.

6B.2

The area is almost entirely within Mid Bedfordshire, with a small part of the steep
northern slopes falling within Bedford Borough.

Landscape Character
6B.3

This is a dramatic, elevated landscape – forming part of the Lower Greensand that
crosses the centre of Bedfordshire, forming a large scale ridge.

6B.4

This middle section of the ridge is particularly distinct as a result of its prominent northwest facing slope that rises dramatically from the adjacent, low-lying Clay Vale. This
strongly articulated slope offers a sense of containment to the vale as well as farreaching and open views to the north. The slope defining the south of the ridge is less
dramatic, forming a subtle transition to the adjacent Clay Hills. The ridge is divided by
the River Flit which has carved a distinct valley through the greensand.

6B.5

The land use comprises a consistent and recognisable pattern of woodland blocks
interspersed with expansive tracts of arable cultivation - creating changes in viewing
experience from enclosed to open. There are some pockets of agricultural/land use
diversity, such as free range pig farming, and these bring localised variation to the
landscape. Large estate houses and surrounding parkland bring a notable formal
designed character to the landscape, which often extends beyond the park boundaries
through the retention or creation of significant tree blocks and clumps to form vistas.

6B.6

As with the whole of the greensand ridge, this landscape is defined by its strong
underlying heathy character with small areas of remnant heathland and neutral/acid
grassland. The central section of the ridge is notable for the absence of mineral
extraction works.

6B.7

The rural, and in places remote, character of the landscape has survived but visual and
audible intrusions are evident where road corridors, including the M1 motorway, cut
north-south through the landscape.
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Historic Landscape
6B.8

The light Greensand soils were a focus for Mesolithic activity, particularly along the edge
of the Flit valley. There is evidence in the form of cropmarks of later prehistoric &
Roman settlement where boulder clay caps the top of the Greensand ridge.

6B.9

In the middle ages, areas where the Greensand outcrops were considered as marginal
land, and were used primarily for warrens and deer-parks (Millbrook Warren, Ampthill
Warren, Ampthill Great and Little Parks, Haynes Warren, Rowney Warren). Estates
were given as foundation grants for religious houses: Chicksands and Warden. At
Ampthill, a substantial residence built in the 15th century came into royal hands in the
16th and 17th centuries; for a time it was a favoured hunting retreat of Henry VIII.

6B.10 After the dissolution, many of the medieval parks and monastic estates were developed
as extensive designed landscapes. During later centuries further country houses were
founded with their own parkland making them the characteristic historic land use of the
area. The significance of the parks is noticeable not just within the park boundaries, but
in the design of the wider landscape, for example, in the creation or retention of tree
clumps as part of significant vistas.
6B.11 Ancient woodland survives on the crest of the ridge, and the associated field patterns
(particularly in the northern part of the area) are mainly the result of ancient enclosure
(assarting) out of former woodland. Where common fields existed between these areas
of ancient enclosure they did not tend to be extensive.
6B.12 18th and 19th century enclosure was followed by extensive 19th century plantations on
former heathland by the Bedford and Southill estates - Millbrook Warren, Coopers Hill,
Maulden Wood, Rowney Warren. Land which had been in the common fields was
divided up by regular boundaries, but many of these were removed during the 20th
century.
6B.13 Towards the south-west, most of the irregular fields which were created by assarting, or
when the deer-parks were subdivided in the later middle ages, were replaced by regular
fields as part of the Bedford estates 19th century agricultural reorganisation.
6B.14 The military use of Chicksands Park in the 20th century has had a significant landscape
impact.
6B.15 South of Flit valley, this area comprises mostly 19th century parliamentary enclosure
fields, with some pockets of more ancient enclosure.
6B.16 Many moated sites have survived in the area, associated with woodland assarting,
dispersed settlement or medieval deer parks. Those scheduled as ancient monuments
are Newbury Farm (Silsoe), Westoning Manor, Wake’s End (Eversholt), Maltings Spinney
(Ridgmont) and Bolebec Farm, Maulden.
6B.16 Also scheduled is the site of Warden Abbey, surrounded by an extensive landscape of
Cistercian water engineering. Ampthill Castle and Houghton House are sites of major
significance, occupying prominent positions on the top of the Greensand escarpment,
and both open to public access. Other important medieval earthworks can be found at
Quince Hill, Old Warden (a ringwork), Bury Farm, Houghton Conquest (a pillow mound
for the breeding of rabbits, though scheduled as a Neolithic long barrow) and manorial
fishponds in Home Wood, Northill. The ruined church of St Mary, above the village of
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Clophill, is a prominent landscape feature marking a former focus of medieval
settlement.
6B.17 The registered parks are Moggerhanger Park (grade II), Ickwell Bury (II), Old Warden,
including the 19th century Swiss Garden (II*), Southill (II*), Chicksands (II), Ampthill (II)
and Flitwick Manor (II).

Biodiversity
6B.18 This is a well wooded elevated landscape, with particularly good survival of ancient seminatural woodland along the north-west facing slopes and on the plateau top. In addition
to the ancient woodland are areas of more recent plantation - many of which are on
former heathland with heathy vegetation still present within rides and glades.
6B.19 The area includes a large number of sites designated as SSSI indicating national
importance for biodiversity. Maulden Wood and Pennyfather’s Hill SSSI is a large block
of mixed, partly replanted deciduous woodland situated on a boulder clay cap. The site
is notable for its exceptional invertebrate fauna which includes both county and national
rarities, as well plant species which are uncommon in the county. The site also supports
remnant open heathland within the plantations of Scot’s pine. Kings Wood and Glebe
Meadows, Houghton Conquest SSSI is a good example of ash-maple woodland and
supports a rich variety of ground flora species, including several species that are
uncommon in the county. Glebe meadows are situated adjacent to the northern
boundary of Kings Wood, and form a species rich area of unimproved grassland. Other
important woodland sites include Southill Lake and Woods SSSI which is an example of
wet valley alder wood which has developed where springs and flushes arise at the
junction of the Lower Greensand with the Gault Clay of mid-Bedfordshire. The
woodland grades into open tall fen vegetation.
6B.20 The Greensand Ridge has also retained two nationally important areas of unimproved
grassland. Maulden Church Meadow SSSI is an unimproved pasture, characterised in its
higher northern section by neutral grassland which has formed on a cap of boulder clay,
while the southernmost part which has formed over the Lower Greensand, has
developed more acidic grassland characteristics. Maulden Heath SSSI also forms an area
of unimproved acid grassland and is situated on a gently south-facing slope of the Lower
Greensand. The site consists of two distinct grassland areas, referred to as the eastern
and western meadows, and supports a good range of acid grassland species.
6B.21 The parklands include many old trees as well as areas of semi-improved neutral and acid
grassland.

Settlement and Built Form
6B.22 Settlement form is varied, with some nucleation (Steppingley, Millbrook, Ampthill) but
other areas of more dispersion; this is especially the case in the former parkland areas in
Ridgmont and Lidlington, and in the assart areas to the north-east. There is a line of
small ‘ends’ along the dip slope at Maulden and Clophill, associated with small irregular
fields. Haynes has several ends, and Ickwell is distinguished by its massive green.
6B.23 Settlement is typically located in sheltered areas on the sloping valley sides and towards
the base of the ride as opposed to the more open ridge top. Red brick, white render
and clay tiles are consistently used and unify the character of the settlements.
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EVALUATION
Landscape Change
Past Change
x

Presence of prominent plantations interspersing areas semi-natural woodland.

x

Loss and decline of hedgerow field boundaries particularly along roadsides and
intensification of arable farming, reducing the distinctiveness of the ridge from the
adjacent vales.

x

Development, expansion and improvement of primary transport routes reducing
rural character and sense of tranquillity e.g. M1, A6 (T), Midland Mainline Railway.

x

Settlement expansion and linear development e.g. at Maulden and Clophill.

x

Evidence of agricultural diversification with pockets of free range pig farming and
specimen tree nurseries.

x

Reduction in amount of heathland cover - leaving only remnant areas - due to
extensive coniferous woodland planting.

Current and Future Change
x

Potential for continuing development and settlement expansion potentially leading to
settlement merger and loss of individual village identity.

x

Potential for widening and associated engineering improvements of the M1 and other
transport corridors across the ridge.

x

Demand for development of large scale leisure/tourism projects.

x

Positive change in the form of heathland restoration projects.

Sensitivity
6B.24 The key sensitivities of this area are:
Landscape Character Sensitivity
x

Prominent landform creating a distinctive skyline and horizon in the view from much
of Bedfordshire. Any change on the ridge - land management or
development/quarrying could threaten this important characteristic.

x

Strong underlying heathland character with good examples of remnant heath and
neutral/acid grassland which require active management to sustain ecological and
landscape interest.

x

Significant ecological value, containing a number of nationally important sites for
nature conservation.

x

Extensive areas of woodland cover, many ancient (and some now forming part of the
Forest of Marston Vale) - providing an important recreational, ecological and visual
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resource. Existing woodland require active long-term management to sustain
biodiversity and visual interest.
x

A large number historic parks and gardens which impart a formal, designed character
to the landscape – and have a significant influence on character beyond the park
boundaries.

x

Strong influence of the estates in the 19th century, in the form of plantations on
former heathland, and reorganisation of field boundaries.

x

Villages with a consistent traditional intact character which remain vulnerable to
development, infill and settlement expansion and loss of individual identity – this is
particularly the case for the more loose knit settlements and ‘Ends’.

x

Good survival of irregular field patterns, often associated with medieval moated
sites, derived from medieval woodland assarting.

x

A large number of nationally important medieval earthworks and monastic sites.

x

Greensand Ridge Walk and John Bunyan Trail provide recreational access across the
ridge and to the adjacent landscapes.

x

Intact holly hedges surrounding Southill Park are an important local landscape
feature.

x

Although interrupted in places, there is a pervading rural, remote quality to the
landscape.

6B.25 The overall landscape character sensitivity of the Mid Wooded Greensand Ridge (6b) is
judged to be high. Although there are large areas of arable land on the ridge that have
a lower sensitivity, the inherent sensitivity of many features occurring across the
landscape increases overall sensitivity e.g. the remnant areas of heathland, extensive
woodland tracts (much of ancient origin), the historic parks and gardens, and the
remote character that survives across much of the landscape. These elements are all
sensitive in their own right and, in combination, create a landscape that is highly
sensitive to change.
Visual Sensitivity
x

Striking north facing slope providing far reaching views across the adjacent Clay Vales
landscape (North Marston Vale and Mid Marston Vale Clay Vales (5d and 5e).

6B.26 In visual terms, the landscape is considered to have a moderate sensitivity to change.
Many views across the landscape are buffered and/or restricted by woodland cover.
There are however large areas where views are extensive and clear such as those across
the stretches of arable land on the gently undulating ridge top. Of highest visual
sensitivity however is the northwest facing slope. This is the most prominent and visible
section of the ridge - providing clear reciprocal views - to and from the adjacent lowlying, flat landscape of the Marston and Wilstead Settled and Farmed Clay Vale (5d, 5e).
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Landscape Strategy
This is a high quality biodiversity-rich historic landscape. The overall strategy is to
conserve and enhance the landscape of the Mid Greensand Ridge (6b). The area
should continue to provide a strong wooded backdrop and skyline in the view from
much of Bedfordshire Conservation should focus upon positive features and especially
those identified as being sensitive, notably the ancient woodland, estate parkland and
areas of pasture. Landscape enhancement opportunities predominantly relate to
improving overall condition of the ridge and reinforcing landscape elements so as to
strengthen landscape pattern and overall character. There are also key opportunities to
restore elements that have been lost such as the areas of heathland.

Guidelines
Landscape Management
x

Assess the potential for heathland restoration, creation and extension of existing
sites - particularly through diversification of existing coniferous plantation by select
tree felling - ensure the effects of felling on long views to the ridge are taken into
consideration. Extension or recreation of heathland should have regard to the
historic pattern.

x

Consider opportunities for extending and connecting existing woodland and
heathland resource, particularly through the creation of additional broadleaved
woodland and heathland mosaics. Extension or recreation of woodland should have
regard to the historic pattern.

x

Ensure the existing ancient woodland resource is brought into management,
including reintroduction of coppice management where appropriate.

x

Conserve the remaining areas of pasture and consider opportunities for restoration
of pasture to create a mixed landscape mosaic. In particular retain and enhance
areas of small irregular fields.

x

Conserve and enhance the historic parkland landscapes with their associated
woodland in order to retain the design qualities they bring to overall landscape
character. Replace historic planting schemes in and around parks and safeguard the
setting of historic parks.

x

Conserve the medieval moated sites and safeguard their landscape setting.

x

Conserve the recreational value of the landscape by continuing to maintain open
access opportunities and rights of way including the Greensand Ridge Walk, John
Bunyan Trail and woodland/forestry access.

x

Enhance the condition and structure of hedgerow boundaries - reinstating sections
so as to strengthen landscape pattern and ecological value.

x

Monitor the growth of nurseries and their impact on landscape character.
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Development Considerations
x

Respect the consistent, unified architectural character of villages e.g. red brick, clay
tiles and timber frames.

x

Monitor linear development, infill of villages in order to prevent further settlement
coalescence and loss of individual village identity – this is particular the case for the
dispersed, loose settlements and ‘Ends’.

x

Monitor the expansion/widening of the transport corridors to prevent further
fragmentation of the landscape.

x

Conserve panoramic views from the ridge across the adjacent Clay Vales (5d, 5e).

x

Conserve the ridge in providing a strong wooded horizon, skyline and backdrop to
the surrounding vales - any ridge top change could have a major impact in views.

x

Conserve views to and from the northwest facing slope and resist development at
the foot of the slope that would threaten to dilute the dramatic contrast in character
between the vales and the ridge.

x

Conserve the character of secondary roads, limiting urbanising influences e.g. kerbing
and widening and ensure that traffic management measures are sympathetic to those
areas with a strong rural character.

x

Conserve the distinction between the ridge and the adjacent Flit Greensand Valley
(7a) and ensure development does not spill over the ridge diluting the contrast
between the two landscapes.

x

Explore options for improving recreational opportunities and public access.
Nevertheless, it is important to consider the associated development of facilities e.g.
visitor centres, car parking and potential impact of increased traffic that might impact
upon the rural, tranquil character defining much of the ridge.
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APPENDIX 1: SUMMARY OF STRENGTH OF CHARACTER,
CONDITION AND LANDSCAPE STRATEGY

List of Landscape Types and Character areas for Mid Bedford District,
Bedford Borough and South Bedford District with Strength of Character,
Condition and Landscape Strategy noted
Areas in Bedford Borough are indicated by shading.
Landscape Types and Character
Areas

Strength of
Character

Condition

Landscape
Strategy

1A

Cranfield to Stagsden Clay
Farmland

Moderate

Declined

Enhance/Renew

1B

Riseley Clay Farmland

Strong

Declining

Conserve and
enhance

1C

Alington Hill Clay Farmland

Strong/Moderate

Good

Conserve and
enhance

1D

Cockayne Hatley Clay
Farmland

Strong/Moderate

Good

Conserve and
enhance

1E

Thurleigh Clay Farmland

Moderate

Declining

Enhance

1F

Renhold Clay Farmland

Moderate

Declining

Enhance

2A

Hinwick Wooded Wold

Strong

Good

Conserve

2B

Pavenham Wooded Wold

Strong/Moderate

Good

Conserve and
enhance

3A

Harrold - Great Ouse
Limestone Valley

Strong

Declining

Conserve and
enhance

3B

Oakley - Great Ouse
Limestone Valley

Strong

Good

Conserve

4A

Great Ouse Clay Valley

Moderate

Declining

Enhance

4B

Lower Ivel Clay Valley

Weak

Declined

Renew/Create

4C

Upper Ivel Clay Valley

Moderate

Declining

Enhance

5A

Eaton Bray Clay Vale

Moderate

Declined

Enhance/Renew

5B

Barton-Le-Clay Vale

Moderate

Declined

Enhance/Renew

5C

Salford - Aspley Clay Vale

Moderate

Declined

Enhance/Renew

5D

North Marston Vale

Moderate

Declined
(now
improving)

Enhance/Renew

5E

East Marston Vale

Moderate/Weak

Declined
(now
improving)

Renew/Create

5F

Biggin Wood Clay Vale

Moderate

Declining

Enhance

5G

Dunton Clay Vale

Moderate

Declining

Enhance

6A

Woburn Greensand Ridge

Strong

Declining

Conserve and

Landscape Types and Character
Areas

Strength of
Character

Condition

Landscape
Strategy
Enhance

6B

Mid Greensand Ridge

Strong

Declining

Conserve and
Enhance

6C

Everton Heath Greensand
Ridge

Strong

Declining

Conserve and
Enhance

7A

Flit Greensand Valley

Moderate

Declined

Enhance/Renew

7B

Ouzel Greensand Valley

Strong

Declined

Enhance

8A

Toddington – Hockliffe Clay
Hills

Moderate

Declining

Enhance

8B

Billington Clay Hills

Moderate

Declining

Enhance

8C

Harlington – Pulloxhill Clay
Hills

Moderate

Declining

Enhance

8D

Upper Gravenhurst –
Meppershall Clay Hills

Moderate

Declining

Enhance

9A

Dunstable Downs Chalk
Escarpment

Strong

Declining

Conserve and
Enhance

9B

Totternhoe Chalk Escarpment

Moderate

Declining

Enhance

9C

The Clappers Chalk
Escarpment

Strong

Declining

Conserve and
Enhance

9D

Warden Hill – Stopsley
Common Chalk Escarpment

Strong

Declining

Conserve and
Enhance

9E

South Dunstable Chalk
Escarpment

Moderate

Declined

Enhance/Renew

10A

Totternhoe – Dunstable
Downs Rolling Chalk Farmland

Moderate

Declining

Enhance

10B

Houghton Regis – North Luton
Rolling Chalk Farmland

Weak

Declined

Renew/Create

10C

Barton Hill Rolling Chalk
Farmland

Moderate

Declining

Enhance

10D

Fairfield Rolling Chalk Farmland Weak

Declined

Renew/Create

11A

Whipsnade Chalk Dipslope

Strong

Declining

Conserve and
Enhance

11B

Caddington – Slip End Chalk
Dipslope

Moderate to
Weak

Declined

Renew

11C

Luton Hoo Chalk Dipslope

Moderate

Declining

Enhance

11D

Luton Airport – Chiltern
Green Chalk Dipslope

Moderate

Declining

Enhance

Landscape Types and Character
Areas

Strength of
Character

Condition

Landscape
Strategy

12A

Gade Chalk Valley

Moderate

Declined

Enhance and
Renew

12B

Ver Chalk Valley

Moderate

Declined

Enhance and
Renew

12C

Slip End Chalk Valley

Weak/Moderate

Declined

Enhance and
Renew/Recreate

12D

Lea Chalk Valley

Moderate

Declined

Enhance

Note: the judgements set out above can be mapped as overall strategy maps and drawn
together to form a concluding chapter to the landscape character assessment report(s).
The conclusions can set out priorities for future landscape planning, protection and
enhancement.

APPENDIX 2: GLOSSARY

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Term

Definition

AOD

Above Ordnance Datum (sea level).

AONB

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty – a statutory
national landscape designation.

Ancient woodland

Woods that are believed to have been continuous
woodland cover since at least 1600 AD.

Assart

The informal inclosure of private farmland by
encroachment into woodland or heath.

Built Form

The characteristic nature of built development.

Carr

Alder / Willow Carr - Wet Woodland. Alder and
Willow are trees which thrive on wet and /or
waterlogged soils. Both species will commonly be found
along the banks of streams and rivers and wherever
poor drainage results in wet soils. A natural process of
succession will also lead to wetlands and marshes
eventually becoming wet woodland. Wetlands and
marshes naturally gradually dry out through siltation and
evaporation. As the ground becomes dry enough to
support tree growth, Alder and Willow will gradually
grow up and replace existing vegetation, leading to the
development of wet woodland. Further drying out of
the land leads naturally into a drier woodland type
dominated by other broadleaf trees such as Oak. The
final dominant tree species will depend largely on soil
type.

Coppice

A traditional form of woodland management where
trees are cut regularly on a cycle to promote growth
form their bases.

Character of England Map

A map developed by English Heritage, English Nature
and the then Countryside Commission that divides
England into Joint Character Areas.

Characteristic

A distinctive element of the landscape that contributes
to landscape character for instance a particular
hedgerow pattern or sense of tranquillity.

Term

Definition

Communities of interest

Groups that have an interest in the landscape including
government departments, statutory agencies, adjoining
local authorities, and local interest groups such as
environmental groups and landowner or farming
organisations.

Communities of place

Groups or individuals who live or work in a particular
area or visit it.

Condition

A judgement on the intactness and condition of the
elements of the landscape.

Conserve

Strategy where the emphasis is conservation of existing
character and of particular features that contribute to
this character.

Coppice

A traditional form of woodland management where
trees (commonly hazel) are cut regularly on a cycle to
promote growth from their bases.

Create

A strategy that provides the opportunity to create or
accelerate change towards a new positive landscape
character.

Deerpark

Enclosed private hunting ground.

Enhance

Strategy where the emphasis is on restoring elements
that have been lost or declined and on enhancing
character. This may include improvements to landscape
management practices and the introduction of positive
new elements or features.

Forces for change

These are both positive and negative factors that are
known to or have potential to act on the landscape,
including agricultural management issues, development
and landscape change.

Guidelines

Guidelines outline the actions required to ensure that
distinctive character is maintained.

Inclosure/Enclosure

The placing in private hands of land to which there was
previously common rights; the merging of strip fields to
form a block surrounded by hedges.

Joint Character Areas
(national/regional)

Areas defined by broadly similar cultural, historical,
wildlife, landscape and natural characteristics.

Term

Definition

Landscape character

The distinct, recognisable and consistent pattern of
elements that occurs consistently in a particular
landscape and how these are perceived. It reflects
particular combinations of geology, landform, soils,
vegetation, land use and human settlement.

Landscape character areas

Single unique areas that are the discrete geographical
area of a particular landscape type.

Landscape character types Distinct types of landscape that are relatively
homogenous in character. They are generic in nature in
that they may occur in different areas in different parts
of the country, but share broadly similar combinations
of geology, topography, drainage patterns, vegetation,
historic land use and settlement pattern.
Lynchet

A lynchet is a bank of earth that builds up on the
downslope of a field ploughed or a long period of time.
The disturbed soil slips down the hillside to create a
positive lynchet whilst the area reduced in level
becomes a negative lynchet. They are also referred to
as strip lynchets. They are a feature of ancient field
systems.

Restore

A strategy which focuses upon restoration or renewal
of landscape features or characteristics that have been
or are currently being lost or degraded, alongside active
management of the remaining resource.

Riparian

Associated with a river course. Riparian areas are the
green, vegetated areas on each side of streams and
rivers. They serve many important functions, including
purifying water by removing sediments and other
contaminants; reducing the risk of flooding and
associated damage; reducing stream channel and
streambank erosion; increasing available water and
stream flow duration by holding water in stream banks;
supporting a diversity of plant and wildlife species;
maintaining a habitat for healthy fish populations;
providing water, forage, and shade for wildlife and
livestock; and creating opportunities for recreation.

Sensitivity

A judgement of how sensitive or vulnerable a landscape
component is to change.

Significant landscape
attributes

Positive features and characteristics that are important
to landscape character.

Term

Definition

Skyline

The outline of a range of hills, ridge or group of
buildings seen against the sky.

Strategy

Principles to manage and direct landscape change for a
particular landscape type or character area including
identification of any particular management needs for
specific elements.

Strength of character

A judgement on how distinctive and recognisable the
pattern is that defines the character of the landscape.
This includes the combination of physical and cultural
attributes and the sense of place that they evoke.

Strengthen

A strategy which focuses upon strengthening the
existing characteristics of the landscape character
through improvements to landscape management
practices.

Vernacular

Architecture which is indigenous to a specific place and
adapted to both the environment and use.

Withy

Willow. Often planted as beds – withy beds to provide
a supply of strong flexible twigs (withies).
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BEDFORDSHIRE LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
ASSESSMENT District Studies at 1:25,000
LANDSCAPE TYPE:
DRAFT CHARACTER AREA:

DATE:……………………………………….
WEATHER:…………………………………………….
SURVEYORS:……………………………………………………………………………………
PHOTOGRAPH NUMBERS:…………………
LOCATION ON FIELD MAP:……………………….

LOCATION AND BOUNDARIES
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

KEY WORDS/SUMMARY OF VISUAL CHARACTER
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………….………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………..…………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

AESTHETIC AND PERCEPTUAL QUALITIES
VIEWS

distant

framed

intermittent

panoramic

SCALE

intimate

small

medium

large

ENCLOSURE

confined

enclosed

semi-enclosed

open

VARIETY

complex

varied

simple

uniform

TEXTURE

smooth

textured

rough

very rough

COLOUR

monochrome

muted

colourful

garish

MOVEMENT

remote

vacant

peaceful

active

corridor

exposed

UNITY

unified

interrupted

fragmented

chaotic

TRANQUILITY

remote

peaceful

interrupted

noisy

NATURALNESS

undisturbed

restrained

tamed

disturbed

KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF
LANDSCAPE TYPE

REPRESENTATIVENESS
99 prominent
9 present
X absent

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

OTHER KEY CHARACTERISTICS
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

VISIBLE LANDSCAPE FEATURES
9 Subtle

99 Evident

Motorway
Dual carriageway
Rural road
Rural lanes/tracks
Sunken lanes
Bridleway
Footpath
Railway
Pylons

999 Conspicuous
Farm buildings
Manor/parkland
Landmark building
Mills
Church
Fortifications
Hill Forts
Ruins
Existing turbines

Earthworks
Moats
Ridge and furrow
Tumuli
Hamlet
Village
Town edge
Suburb
Other

Nucleated settle.
Linear settle.
Dispersed settle.
Industrial workings
Masts/Poles
Telecom Masts
Ditches/dykes
Embankments
Other

PHYSICAL INFLUENCES
SOLID GEOLOGY
Alluvium
Upper Chalk
Gault Clay
Oxford Clay

Reading Beds
Middle Chalk
Kimmeridge Clay

Lower Greensand
Great Oolite Limestone

Cornbrash Limestone
Inferior Oolite and Upper Lias

Lower Chalk
Ampthill Clay

DRIFT GEOLOGY
Alluvium
Boulder Clay

Valley Gravel
Glacial Gravel

Clay with Flint

Notes……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………..……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

ELEVATION
(State height/range)………………………………………………………………………………………

LANDFORM

Flat
Rolling

Downland
Hills

Broad valley
Narrow valley

Undulating

Escarpment
Ridge
Knoll

Floodplain

Dry valley

Steep slopes
Gentle slopes

Plateau
Rock outcrops

Basin
Vale

Coomb/combe
Gully

Notes……………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………..…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..

WATER/HYDROLOGY
River (S/M/L)
Speed (F/M/S)
Clarity (C/M)
River Meanders?

Stream
Bourne
Spring
Drainage channels

Canal
Flooded gravel pits
Reservoir
Lake

Pond
Bog
Other
Other

Notes……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………..……………………………………………………………………………………………

NATURE CONSERVATION AND ECOLOGY
Notes……………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………….…………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………

HUMAN INFLUENCES
LAND USE
Farmland
Forestry/Woodland
Historic Parkland

Residential
Industrial
Leisure/Recreation

Commercial
Transportation
Mineral Working

Natural
Military
Other

Notes……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………..………………..

VEGETATION COVER

Arable

Amenity grassland

Small farm woods

Perm. pasture

Common/Green

Shelterbelts

Pasture
Ley/improved
Rough grazing
Wet Meadow
Chalk grassland
Set-aside

Parkland
Avenues
Woodland: Conif
Christmas trees
Decid. woodland
Mixed woodland

Copses/ clumps
Woodland belt
Hanging woodland
Scattered Trees
Orchards (type..)
Scrub

Heathland
Hedgerow trees
Hedgerows
Wetland/Aquatics
Gardens
Market gardening
Other:

Notes……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………….……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

FIELD PATTERNS AND BOUNDARIES
Banks
Ditches/dykes
Walls – rural
Walls – urban

Fence – rural
Fence – urban
Hedge
Hedgerow Trees

Geometric
Sinuous
Irregular
Regular

Small
Medium
Large
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6.

INTRODUCTION

6.1.

Bedfordshire County Council commissioned Land Use Consultants (LUC) in 2006, to
undertake a landscape character assessment (LCA) for Bedford Borough. The study
builds upon the landscape character assessment undertaken for Bedfordshire County
at 1; 50,000 scale and is being produced in liaison with Bedford Borough Council / on
behalf of the local authority Design Forum.

6.2.

Effective stakeholder consultation is key to the process and success of landscape
character assessment, ensuring a wide range of views and values are represented.
For the Bedford Borough LCA, one participatory evening workshop was held on 19th
July. The workshop was attended by 19 people.

6.3.

The consultation technique aimed to achieve active participation and to generate
information appropriate to inform the district-wide landscape character assessment.
The overall aim being to allow people who live and work in the district to understand
and contribute to the process of LCA, rather than simply being consulted on the final
report.

OBJECTIVES OF THE WORKSHOP
6.4.

The objectives of the stakeholder consultation were to:
x

explain the process and purpose of LCA and relevance to the district;

x

understand what people value as important/special about their district and the
reasons why;

x

validate the characterisation map and descriptions– boundaries, names, and key
characteristics;

x

identify key issues and opportunities for the landscape.

WORKSHOP EXERCISES
6.5.

Two exercises where carried out during the evening, the results of which are
presented in the following chapters of this report.
Exercise 1: Carousel: What Is Special About The Bedford Borough
Landscape And Why?

6.6.

The purpose of this exercise was to determine “what is special” about various
aspects of the landscape; what needs to be conserved and why. The information will
be used to add local perspectives on the landscape to the report.

Exercise 2: Testing The Character Maps And Descriptions
6.7.

The purpose of this exercise was to seek participants’ opinions on the landscape
character areas identified by the assessment; the boundaries, the area names/titles
and the key characteristics and the perceptual experience of the landscape.
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7.

EXERCISE 1 WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT THE
BEDFORD BOROUGH LANDSCAPE AND WHY?

7.1.

The following tables show the features of the Bedford Borough landscape which
participants consider to be important and why. These comments were prompted by
the following headings:
x

Views and Landmarks

x

Heritage/Historic Places

x

Access/ Recreation Spaces/Areas

x

Natural Environment/Biodiversity

x

Towns and Villages

VIEWS AND LANDMARKS
What is important

Why is it important

Shadbolt Hill

View over lovely valley

View to Covington

View of Church and village

The lodge

Church spire visible

Sandy Lane

All round views, especially
Swineshead

1B

View down High Streets of
Dean and Shelton

Great village views

1B

Dean Lodge

Long distance views

1B

Oakley Hill

View over Ouse Valley to north

3A

Oakley Bridge

View to Stevington windmill

2B

Cleat Hill

View to Ravensden

1B

A6 north of M. Ernest

Views of River Valley

3A

Bushmead Cross

View of Folly (cottage and tower)

Cardington

Hangars Sheds

5E

Ravensden Water Tower

Very visible from many places

1B

Colmworth church tower

South east view to Sandy Hills

1B
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Character Area

1B

Sandy Transmittor

Local reference point and feature

Church End, Ravensden

View towards Bedford

1B

Stewartby Chimneys

Heritage, landmarks

5D

Pavenham Felmersham
Road

View of Ouse Valley

3A-2B

Daisy Bank, Felmersham
Road

View of Ouse Valley

3A-2B

Harrold Green

Quintessential village view

3A

Viewpoint near Pavenham

Long views to south east (up to
Royston)

2B

Stevington windmill

Local landmark

2B

Raised areas north of
Thurleigh airfield

Great views to north

View from RiseleySharnbrook Road

Views to south

Swineshead Church

1B

Sharnbrook-Odell road

Views over Ouse Valley

Greensand Ridge views

Over Marston Vale and beyond

Locks on river of Great
Ouse

River Views

The small heart of the
village of Ravensden.
Centred on church and set
on the top of the hill
The village of Wilden seen
from the top of the hill,
Shrubbery Lane
The views of the 5 church
spires-Colmworth,
Keysoe, Pertenhall, Little
Staughton and Swineshead
as seen from a high point
on the B660 at Keysoe in
the winter

2A

1B-3A
3A
1B

Nestling in the valley

1B

1B

The tall spire of St Deny’s
Church, Colmworth

1B

Medieval dam at the base
of the hill by Colmworth

1B

ACCESS/ RECREATION SPACES/AREAS
What is important

Why is it important

Marston Vale Forest
Centre

Facilities

Character Area

Danish Camp at Willington Running and cycling
Harrold Country Park

Water amenities

3A

Walks around Ravensden

Village walking groups

1B

Ouse Valley Way

Access to riverside

Odell Great Wood

Using PROW

Permissive accessPoddington

3A/3B
2A
2A

Felmersham Slipway

Canoeing

Three Shires Way

Horse riding

Parks in Bedford

2B/3A
-

Browns Wood
Pools

-

Dean and Shelton
bridleway and by way

Excellent walking network

1B

Upper Dean, Lower Dean
and Shelton, loop round
the three villages

Quiet rural roads

1B

Cricket in villages
Pavenham Riverside

River

2B

Bushmeade Priory
N51 cycleway
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What is important

Why is it important

Stevington Manor House
and gardens

Lovely gardens

Character Area
2B

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT/BIODIVERSITY
What is important

Why is it important

River Ouse

Associated wildlife

Odell Great Wood and
gravel pits

Ancient woodland

2A

Harrold-Odell Country
Park

Wildlife and recreation-accessible

3A

Felmersham and Radwell
Nature Reserve

Fishing

Flood meadows

Flowers and birds

Green Lanes at Yelnow

Wildlife and publicly accessible

Flora and fauna of
Stevington

-

2B

Marston Thrift

Ancient wood

Pict’s Farm

Wildlife and accessible

Thurleigh Airfield

Grassland and woodland

Stevington Country walk

Character Area

2B

Bromham Lakes
Priory Country Park
Tributaries- Til and Kym
‘The wilderness’ Upper
Dean

1B

Red Kites and Buzzards

-

Spanoak wood (Woodland
Trust)
Judges Spinney and
Brown’s Wood

What is important

Why is it important

Character Area

Biddenham Pond

3B

Ram’s Mead

Great Crested Newt

Cooper’s Hill

Heathland

Bolnhurst arable fields

Wryneck

Colmworthy-Begwary
nature reserve

Bata asparagus

1B

Colmworth farmed
landscape

Hares, birds, badgers

1B

Grays Hill Lane, Ravensden Nature Reserve

1B

Ravensden Spinney

Field Maple

1B

Colmworth Green Lane

100 species

Butterfly Farm, Wilden

Wildflower meadow

1B

Wood End, Ravensden

Barn Owl/Tawny

1B

Colmworth

Barn Owls

1B

HERITAGE/HISTORIC PLACES
Woburn Abbey (views to)

1B

Halbury Hall

1B

Associations of John
Bunyan with Bedford

1B

Colmworth House

1B

St Mary’s church
Felmersham

2B/3A

Tythe Barn, Felmersham

2B/3A

Hinwick House

Stuart period house

2A

Poddington, Hinwick

Unspoilt, limestone villages

2A

Harrold lock-up
Stevington windmill and

2A/3A
Mentioned in Pilgrim’s
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2B

cross

Progress

Bunyan visiting Stevington
malting

2B

Milton Ernest church

3B

Elstowe Abbey

Bunyan’s birth place

5E

Tofte Manor, Sharnbrook

2A

Bletsoe Church

1B

Meeting Free Church, Mill
Street, Bedford

Door of historical interest

1B

Smallest School House in
the country at Shelton

1B

H.E. Bates and Larkin
connection. Wrote ‘Love
for Lydia’ at Lower Dean

1B

Daughter of one of
Trafalgar admirals lived in
Upper Dean and he visited
regularly

1B

1804 Parliamentary field
enclosure at Dean and
Shelton

1B

Glenn Miller, Melchbourne
House-last place he played

1B

Shelton, remains of
American Airbase theatre

1B

Wade museum, local
artefacts
Stone bridge at Oakley

3B

Bedfordshire Wolds

Ancient woodland

Listed churches, some
with spires

Tend to be built with local
limestone

-

Airfield, listed airship
sheds at Cardington

5E

Melchborne Hall

1B

Houghton House, visible
from the borough
Almost all the villages in
Bedford Borough are in
the Doomsday Book

-

TOWNS AND VILLAGES
What is important

Why is it important

N. Beds villages all
attractive and often
historical

Need to be preserved for
beauty and heritage

Stevington-unique windmill
and cross

Character Area
-

2B

Swineshead

Historical houses, smallest
school house in the
country

1B

Odell

Red brick terraces, castle,
church dominating village
green and pub

2A

Harrold

Red brick-links to leather
industry

3A

Biddenham

Village green

3B

Very fine churches
throughout the area

Quite often central to the
area and to village life

-

Turvey

Stone and thatch, designed
by the Higgins family

2B

Stewartby

Purpose built industrial
brick village

5D

Thurleigh

Interesting airfield-Glen
Miller

1B

Odell

Limestone villages houses
and walls around area

2A

Podington

Church in Magna Carta

2A
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8.

EXERCISE 2: TESTING THE CHARACTER MAPS
AND DESCRIPTIONS
CHARACTER AREA NAMES

8.1.

The following table summarises participants’ comments on the character area names
and LUC’s response to these comments.
Existing Name
1B: North Bedford arable
plateau with tributaries

2A: Odell Wooded Wolds
2B: Pavenham Wooded
Wolds
3A: Harrold Great Ouse
Limestone Valley
5D: Mid Marston Vale

Suggested Name
Felt that plateau is not a
good descriptive term for
the area. Preferred ‘rolling
countryside’ maybe
‘Rolling Countryside with
tributaries north of
Bedford.’
North West Wooded
Wolds
Turvey-PavenhamStevington Wooded
Wolds
Harrold to Sharnbrook
Great Ouse
Mid Marston Vale North

LUC response
Name has been changed at
the type level

Change to Hinwick
Wooded Wold
Keep as stands for
simplicity
Keep as stands for
simplicity
North Marston Vale

BOUNDARIES, KEY CHARACTERISTICS, PERCEPTUAL/
EXPERIENTIAL LANDSCAPE AND ISSUES/ VALUES
8.2.

The following tables take each Bedford Borough character area in turn and details
participants’ comments on boundaries, the key characteristics and the
perceptual/experience of the landscape. Any issues or values relating to the
landscape are also summarised.

Character Area 1A: Cranfield to Stagsden
Boundaries
OK
Key Characteristics
Add Poplar trees north of Turvey
Add Reference to horse paddocks and farm houses
Add Reference to Hanger Wood
Issues
Traffic pressures e.g. on A421
Opportunities
None given

Character Area 1B:
Boundaries
General opinion is that 1B is too large and its name and description does not
do justice to the variety of landscape types found within it. 1B should be cut
into 3 parts, hilly land north of Keysoe Row, a plateau area from south of
Keysoe Row to Colmworth and then another hilly area south of Colmworth.
Key Characteristics
3
Farmland is more mixed in far north e.g. more pasture in pony paddocks etc
4
Field description does not do justice to smaller 18th/19th century enclosure
fields found in some areas. Suggest ‘varied field pattern…’
5
Does not apply to all areas-need to clarify further
It is not featureless
6
Delete level
10
Suggest ‘some’ rather than ‘many’ after ‘farmsteads and villages’
11
Wattle and daub farms/cottages found in far north
12
Key features of villages is that they sit in the valleys or lower ground
particularly if smaller sub area is considered. There are exceptions in the
larger 1B e.g. Little Staughton. There was some uncertainty about the
coniferous shelter belts as being characteristic of the area.
15
Could not identify any disused churches
17
We could not think of too many instances where industrial fencing is
particularly noticeable although its existence on some sites was noticed.
14
Western boundary not eastern
Add Street lighting is non-existent or very limited in settlements giving very little
light pollution. Orange glows from larger settlements
Add Landscape influence of ‘horsiculture’ in and around villages to be noted.
Add Three Shires Way traverses north of 1B-noted in 2A but not here
Issues
B660 Kimbolton Road Busy Link road
Opportunities
More village greens needed
Thurleigh airfield
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Character Area 1C: Alington Hill Arable Plateau with Tributaries
Boundaries
OK
Key Characteristics
OK
Issues
Severed by A1
Access between villages
Opportunities
Interesting mix of architecture

Character Area 2A: Odell Wooded Wold
Boundaries
Enlarge to include Knotting and Souldrop
Key Characteristics
Add Extensive unpopulated rights of way
Opportunities
Nice walks along the river
Issues
Visual/environmental impact of wind farms
Vehicle use of green lanes
Development requires careful planning approval with regard to
scale/design/mix

Character Area 3A: Harrold-Great Ouse Limestone river valley with
open water
Boundaries
OK
Key Characteristics
Add Winter flood area
Add Loss of water meadow to mineral extraction
Issues
None given
Opportunities
Harrold-Odell Country Park, wildlife

Character Area 4A: Great Ouse
Boundaries
Encompass more of 1B
Key Characteristics
Add Locks at Cardington and Great Barford
Add Little Barford and Priory at opposite ends of the area
Add River is inaccessible
Issues
Lefarge applying to extend quarry northwards
Barford Bypass
Opportunities
None given

Character Area 5D: Mid Marston Vale
Boundaries
OK
Key Characteristics
Add Marston Vale Line- local railway line
Add Brickworks
Add Active landfill
Issues
None given
Opportunities
New canal

Character Area 5E: East Marston Vale
Boundaries
OK
Key Characteristics
Add New small woods
Add Market gardens and abandoned small fields
11
Housing not offices
9
A421 also
Add Elstow Brook south of Bedford
Issues
None given
Opportunities
None given

Character Area 5F: Biggin Wood
Boundaries

17

OK
Key Characteristics
Add Loss of poppies, wildflowers
Add Gibraltar Farm memorial to WW11 airmen
Issues
Site requires protection-war time history
Public access to the area
Opportunities
None given

Character Area 6B: Ampthill-Northill
Boundaries
OK
Key Characteristics
Add M1 noisy
Add Reference to Houghton House
Add Point about pine trees ‘like Switzerland’
Issues
None given
Opportunities
None given

9.

EVALUATION AND NEXT STEPS
EVALUATION FORMS
Number
of
attendees

19

Number of
evaluation
forms
completed

16

Average response
to questioning on
how relevant
participants found
the workshop

Average response to
questioning on how
interesting
participants found
the presentation

(5=most relevant,
1= least relevant)

(5=most interesting
1= least interesting)

4.13

3.6

NEXT STEPS
9.1.

Following the workshop, participants have had the opportunity to make additional
comments which have been forwarded to LUC. LUC is in the process of completing
the final draft landscape character assessment, incorporating comments made by
workshop participants. The final draft report will be submitted to Bedford Borough
by the end of August.

9.2.

Land Use Consultants would like to take this opportunity to thank all participants for
their attendance and the provision of extremely useful information.
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